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PART II!(Japanese Version)
4Lt.W.	 11P.	 Yt' come' 1' go' Q)
J:AtiCT'.
Do you want to ( 1) go,' 2) come)
with me to the cinema?	 ______
2	 &ftU*.
	
t5O TQr1z.
-
W13 — 6A:t4 B:t	 ___
I
3 A: What do you think of Tom?
B: Nothing wrcng with him. 	
I	 I
BQ),:
1) I don' t think he' s very good.
2) I think he' s very good.
3) 1 think he' s just an ordinary person.
4	 A: How do you like Josephine's niw hair
c u t?
13: It's al	 right.	
I______BcLi:
1) I don' t part icularly like it.
2) 1 like it very much.
3) 1 don't particularly like it or
dislike	 it.
fl4z).
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5	 A: Hi. how are you?
B. Oh.	 fine. Actuall y though-"--
B1i: 1)
	
I' m very we I I
2) I' m fine but I have
a little problem.
3) I'm not reall y very well.
6. A: How do you like Bill?
B: Oh. he' s not an enemy.
BC):	 1)	 Bill	 is a friend.
2) Bill's neither a friend
nor an enemy.
3) Bi 1 1' s an enemy.
7	 AC:
A: I was just wondering why you chose to
come to London?
B: 1) When I finished university,
originally I decided to go to
the United States and then I
changed my mind and came here.
2) It was .just by chance.
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PART II!(Ja p anese Version)
1	 4Lt:A4.	 ZQ)C' come' 1' go' c7)
Do you want to ( 1) g o/ 2)come)
with me to the cinema?	 _______
2	 TffU:.
-
3-6AO:1t Bc 7)1:ftcTC-40
	
c7	 ___
:fc)Jz :L2-1	 i >' 1t•—'
I_] : Ji.cT
3 A: What do you think of Tom?
B: Nothing wrng with him.
1) I don' t think he' s very good.
2) I think he' s very good.
3) I think he' s just an ordinary person.
4	 A: How do you like Josephine's new hair
c ii t?
B:	 It' s all	 right.	 I	 I
1) I don' t particularly like it.
2) 1 like it very much.
3) I don't particularly like it or
dislike	 it.
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5 IA: Hi, how are you?
B: Oh, fine. Actually though .......
BO)i: 1)
	
I'm very well.
2) I' m fine but I have	 _______
a little problem.
3) I'm not real ly very we! 1.
a-c.
6. A: How do you like Bill?
B: Oh, he' s not an enemy.
BQ)i: 1) Bill is a friend.
2) Bill's neither a friend
nor an enemy.
3) Bi 1 1' s an enemy.
7	 ABLt 1). 2)	 tJP.jc7)j__]:Atrt1•
A: I was just wondering why you chose to
come to London?
I
1) When I finished university,
originall y I decided to go to
the United States and then I
changed my mind and came here.
2) It was just by chance.
I	 I
8 42	 4ALC	 LtI. )t&b
J:UI -C.	 L151'CT.
.5	 1,p
1 9871 Ofl
t4J&(Instjtute of Education)
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STUDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
The Purpose of the Questionnaire
This questionnaire has been designed as one part of a research project on
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages at the Institute of Education
University of London. The research aims to analyse the difficulties of
Japanese speakers of English from a wider perspective, consiIering the
differences in cultural background, interpersonal relationship and
conversational styles. It ultimately aims to develop an English teaching
methodology which takes all the above mentioned aspects into consideration and
is suitable for Japanese learners of English.
The questionnaire consists of three parts.
Part I asks you about your learning experience.
Part II tries to see the differences/similarlities between English and
Japanese conversational styles, comparing the following two situations;
Situation 1	 You are talking to native speakers of Japanese(NSY) in
Japanese.
Situation 2	 You are talking to native speakers of English (NSE) in
English.	 -
Part III deals with the expressions which might cause difficulty to Japanese
learners of English because of the structural differences of the two
languages.
Lastly, this questionnaire is not a test. Please feel free to express your
own feelings as your answers will be kept confidential. 	 Please answer each
question. Do not omit any.
Thank you very much for your cooperation!
22
PART I
N a.e:
(Please choose the appropriate number and write it in the boxes on the right-
hand side. Also please fill in the bldnks where necessary.)
1. Are you	 1)	 male
2) female	 __________
2. Before you came to Britain, you were a;
I) secondary school student
2)* junior college student	 (
3)* college/university student(
4) *
 post, graduate student	 (
5) businessman/woman
6) teacher of English
7)* none of the above(Please specify:
Department)_________
Department)
Department)_________
* If your answer is either 2),3) , IL ) or 7), please give
detailed information in the blank.
3. How long have you been in Britain in total?
month(s)
4. Have you ever stayed in any other English speaking countries?
C Pkae crk.
1) No
2) Yes	 ;W at what age
b) where(
C) for how long in total
1)
LI
month (s)
5. How long have you been learning English?
I) At formal institutions
(e.g. at school, college/university)
2) On a private basis
(e.g. at language school)
I	 1
year (s)
I	 I
year (s)
23
6. What was the main emphasis of English teaching at for.al institutions(at
school, college/university) in Japan? Please choose two of the most
emphasised areas from the following and put the numbers in the box.
1. grammar
2. translation(both English to Japanese and vice versa)
3. conversation
4. listening
5. others(please specify___________________________________
7. Have you ever attended classes in conversational English at other
institutions (e.g. at language school) in Japan? Please circle the
number. If your answer is 2)Yes, answer Questions a)&b) as well.
1) No
2) Yes	 )a) approximately how many hours	 hr(s)/w
per week
I_______
L. b) A ho w long in total	 month (s>
8. How often do you talk with a native speker of English for at least more
than ten minutes on average?
1)many times a day
2)once or twice a day
3)twice or three times a week
4)once a week
5)less than once a week
9. How often do you watch English programmes on TV or listen to radio on
average?
1)more than 2 hours per day
2)1-2 hours per day
3)less than one hour per day
4)even less
10. What do you think your level of English is?
(Please tick for each skill)
beginner	 early	 late	 advanced
in termed iate
	 intermediate
reading
writing
speaking
listening
24
PART II
Please read this box.
Imagine two situations;
Situation 1
	
	
You are talking to native speakers of Japanese(NSJ) in
Japanese.
Situation 2	 You are talking to native speakers of English(NSE) in
English:
Now please read the following instructions.
Choose ONE statement which best represents your feeling about each of
the two situations.
Circle the appropriate number on a scale ranging from I to 4.
e.g. There is a lot of silence in a conversation.
In Situation I (In Japanese)	 2	 3	 4
I)	 agree<	 >disagree
	
In Situation 2(In English)	 1	 2	 3
2) After rating on the scale, please indicate in what circumstances you
would change this judgement.
e.g. It depends on the person I am talking to(e.g. bosses,
strangers,etc) and on the situation(e.g. formal/informal).
Now please answer the following questions.
1. It is impolite to interrupt a conversational partner when s/he has not
finished his/her talk.
(In Situation 1(In Japanese) 	 1	 2	 3	 4
agree(	 )disagree
In Situation 2(In English) 	 1	 2	 3	 4
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would change this judgement:
2. I tend to be interrupted in the middle of conversation when I have not
fintshed talking.
In Situation I(In Japanese)	 I	 2
	
3
	
4
I)	 always	 often	 somet imes	 seldom
In Situation 2(ln English) 	 1	 2
	
3
	
4
25
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would change this judgement.:
(As for Question 3, please choose ONE statement which best represents your
feeling about each of the two situations and tick appropriate columns)
3. If a conversational partner starts talking even if I have not finished,
I would;	
(L S:4-J-oi 1)	 (is So4-on 2)
With NSJ in Japanese	 With NSE in English
I) stop and listen to him.
2) continue and finish
what I had to say.
3) do neither of the above
but would;
(Please specify)
4. I tend not to be able to obtain chances to speak when I would like
to give my opinions.
In Situation 1 (In Japanese)
	 1
	
2
	
3
	
4
1) always	 often	 sometimes	 se [do.
In Situation 2(In English)	 1
	
2
	
3
	
4
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would change this judgement:
5. When conversing with somebody, I tend to play the role of listener.
In Situation 1 (In Japanese)
	
2
	
3
	
4
1) always	 often	 S ome times	 seldom
In Situation 2(In English)
	
2
	
3
	
4
2) Indicate the circumstances when your choice on this sc.ale would change:
26
6. I tend to follow topics which my conversational partner presents and
seldom initiate topics of my own.
In Situation I (In Japanese)	 1
	
2
	
3
	
4
I)	 always	 often	 sometimes	 seldo.
In Situation 2(In English)	 1
	
2
	
3
	
4
2) Indicate the circumstances when the above statement is not a precise
description of your behaviour:
7. 1 feel uneasy when there is silence in a conversation with somebody.
In Situation I (In Japanese)	 1
	
2
	
3
	
4
1)	 always	 often	 sometimes	 se 1 dom
In Situation 2 (In English) 	 1
	
2
	
3
	
4
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would feel uneasy about the silence
in a conversation with somebody:
3) If your answer to Question 1) is either 1,2 or 3, what length of
silence makes you feel uneasy?	 Please circle the appropriate number
or in case of more than 10 seconds, specify the approximate time in
seconds.
In Situation 1(In Japanese	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
	
10
more than 1O—(	 ) seconds
a)
In Situation 2(In English) 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
	
10
more than 10—(
	 ) seconds
b) Does this depend on circumstances? Please specify:
4) What kind of strategies do you use in order to get rid of such
uneasiness? Please provide some examples.
In Situation 1(In Japanese):
In Situation 2(In English):
27
8. When talking to somebody you have just met, what kind of topics arc
you most likely to bring up?	 Please write down as many topics as
possible.
(e.g.	 weather, politics)
In Situation 1(In Japanese):
In Situation 2(In English):
9. Are there any topics which you would rather not talk about with somebody
you have just met?	 If there are, please specify.
In Situation 1 (In Japanese):
In Situation 2(In English):
10. What kind of topics do you u'ually talk about in Japanese?
Ii. What kind of topics do you usually talk about in English?
28
PART III
1. When you would like to invite one of your friends to a film, how would
you say it to her/hi'?
(Choose either 'come' and 'go' and put the number in the box.)
Do you want to ( 1) go / 2) come ) with me to the cinema?
2. How would you ask a very good friend of yours about using his/her flat
while s/he is on holiday. Please fill in the blank with an appropriate
expressj on.
Questions 3-6 are related to the interpretation of B's responses to A's
questions. How would you interpret B's responses in the following exchanges?
( B is supposed to answer in the most general intonation pattern which native
speakers of English use in an ordinary situation.)
( Choose ONE of three alternatives which you think is most appropriate and
put the number in the box.)
3. A: What do you think of Tom?
/
B: Nothing wrong with him.
B meant to say:	 1) 1 don't-think he's very good.
2) I think he's very good.
3) 1 think he's just an ordinary person. Ii
4.	 A: How do you like Josephine's new hair cut?
B: It's all right.
B •eant to say:	 1) I don't particularly like it.
2) I like it very much.
3) 1 don't particularly like it or dis!ik it.
5.	 A: Hi, how are you?
B: Oh, fine. Actually though ----
B •eant to say:	 1) I'm very well.
2) I'. fine but I have a little problem.
3) I'm not really very well.
I
Z9
6.	 A: How do you like Bill?
B: Oh, he's not an enemy.
B •eant to say:	 1) Bill is a friend
2) Bill's neither a friend nor an enemy.
3) Bill's an enemy.
7. Decide which of the following two statements(B 1) & 2)) you think B would
say first in order to form an appropriate response to A's question, then
put the number in the box.
A: I was just wondering why you chose to come to London. 	
1
B: 1) When I finished university, originally I decided to go to the United
States and then I changed my mind and came here.
2) It was just by chance.
8. Please specify some examples of miscommunication which you have
experienced in a conversation with native speakers of English.
Thank you very much for your cooperation!
September 1Q87
Kumiko lurata
Institute of Education
NATIVE SPEAKERS' QUESTIONNAIRE
PART I
Na.e:
(Please choose the appropriate nu.ber and put it in the box on the right-hand
side. Also please fill in the blanks where necessary.)
1.	 Are you	 1) •ale
2) fe.ale	 ___________
2. Are you a 1) student	 __________
2) teacher
3) business.an/woman	 ___________
4) other(please specify:	 )
3. Have you ever been in Japan?(Please circle the nu.ber. If your answer is
1) Yes. please answer how long you stayed there.)
1) Yes	 for how long in total?
	 I
2) No	 ionth (s)
4. Do/Did you have any chances to coucunicate with Japanese people in
Engi ish?
I) Yes	 yhow often
2) No
Please answer the following questions*if you have ever taught JaDanese
speakers of English. (Qts4ions -_ry)
•onth(]
5. How long did you teach/have you been teaching Japanese
learners?
6. What kind of teaching situation are were you in?
1) private language school
2) co.pany classes
3) lower secondary school
4) upper secondary school
5) college/university
6) private lessons
7. What is was the level of the students?
I	 I
1) co.plete beginners
2) false beginners
3) early inter.ediate
4) late intermediate
5) advanced
Ti
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PART II
Imagine a situation where you are talking to native speakers of English in
English.	 Now please answer the following questions.
(Choose OE statement which best represents your feeling about each situation
and circle the appropriate number on a scale ranging from 1 to 4. After
rating on the scale, please indicate in what circumstances you would chante
this judgement.)
There is a lot of silence in a conversation.
2	 3
agree <
	
)disagree
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would change this judgement.
It depends on the person I am talking to(e.g. bosses,
strangers, etc) and on the situation(e.g. formal/informal).
Now please answer the following questions.
1. It is impolite to interrupt a conversational partner when s/he has not
finished his/her talk.
1) 1	 2	 3	 4
agree(	 )disagree
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would change ithis judgewent:
2. I tend to be interrupted in the middle of conversation.
1)	 1	 2	 3	 4
always	 often	 sometimes	 seldom
2> Indicate the circumstances when you would change this judgement:
(As tor Question 3, please choose ONE statement which represents, your feeling
•ost about each situation and crc1	
-fh ap? ropr.lctE nume—.)
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3. If a conversational partner starts talking even if I have not finished,
I would;
1) stop and listen to hi..
2) continue and finish what I had to say.
3) do neither of the above but would;
(Please specify)
4. I tend not to be able to obtain chances to speak when I would like to give
my opinions.
1) 1	 2	 3	 4
always	 often	 sometimes	 seldom
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would feel frustrated:
5. When conversing with somebody, I tend to play the role of listener.
1) 2	 -	 3	 4
always	 often	 -sometimes	 seldom
2) Indicate the circumstances when your choice on this scale would change:
6. 1 tend to follow topics which my conversational partner presents and
seldom initiate topics of my own.
1) 1	 2	 3	 4
always	 often	 sometimes	 seldom
2) Indicate the circuustances when the above statement is not a precise
description of your behaviour:
32
7. 1 feel uneasy when thre is silence in a conversation with somebody.
I)	 I	 2	 3	 4
always	 often	 sometimes	 s1dom
2) Indicate the circumstances when you would feel uneasy about the silonce
in a conversation with somebody:
3) If your answer to Question 1) is either 1,2 or 3, what length of
silence makes you feel uneasy?	 Please circle the appropriate number
or in case of more than 10 seconds, specify the approximate time in
seconds.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 more than 10 seconds (
	
)
b) Does this depend on circumstances? Please specify:
4) What kind of strategies do you use in order to get rid of such
uneasiness? Please provide some examples.
8. When talking to somebody you have just met, what kind of topiis are
you most likely to bring up?	 Please write down as many topics as
possible.
(e.g.	 weather, politics)
9. Are there any topics which you would rather not talk about with somebody
you have just met?	 If there are, please specify.
10. What kind of topics do you usually talk about?
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PART Iii
I. When you would like to invite one of your friends to a film, how would
you say it to her/him?
(Choose either 'come' and 'go' and put the number in the box.)
Do you want to ( 1) go I 2) come ) iQith me to the cinema?
2. How would you ask a very good friend of yours about using his/her flat
while s/he is on holiday. Please fill in the blank with an appropriate
expresseion.
Questions 3-6 are related to the interpretation of Z's responses to A's
questions. How would you interpret B's responses in the following exchanges?
( B is supposed to answer in the most general intonation pattern which native
speakers of English use in an ordinary situation.)
( Choose ONE of three alternatives which you think is most appropriate and
put the number in the box.)
3. A: What do you think of Tom?
B: Nothing wrong with him.
B meant to say: 1) I don't_think he's very good.
2) I think he's very good.
3) I think he's just an ordinary person.
4.	 A: How do you like Josephine's new hair cut?
B: It's all right.
B meant to say:	 I) I don't particularly like it.
2) I like it very much.
3) I don't particularly hke it or dislike it.
5. IA: Hi, how are you?
B: Oh, fine. Actually though
B meant to say:	 1) I'm very ,iell.
2) I'. fine but I have a little problem.
3) I'. not really very well.
LI
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6.	 A: How do you like Bill?
B: Oh, he's not an enemy.
B meant to say:	 1) Bill is a friend
2) Bill's neither a friend nor an enemy.
3) Bill's an enemy.
7. Decide which of the following two statements(B 1) & 2)) you think B would
say first in order to form an appropriate response to A's question, then
put the number in the box.
A: I was just wondering why you chose to come to London.
B: 1) When I finished university, originally I decided to go to the United
States and then I changed my mind and came here.
2) It was just by chance.
Please answer Question 8 if you have ever taught or talked to Japanese
learners of English.
8. Please specify some examples of miscoinmunication which you have
experienced in a conversation with Japanese speakers of English.
Thank you very much for your cooperation!
October 1987
Kumiko Murata
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
TA 0	 0 SHI SA MA TA YO I	 YA DA SU TSU ?
NI KU GA 110 KA RU KA SH1 SE MA N 	 GI SHI
MI WA DO MO YA HA MU XI DA JO TA MA
YA	 I	 TO MA SHIRA
PART I
1 Sex	 F	 F	 F F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F F	 F	 F	 F
2Status	 1	 5	 3	 7	 3	 1	 1	 2	 1	 1	 7	 2	 1	 5
3 Length of stay
(months)	 ?	 14 6	 6	 6	 10 6	 7	 4	 6	 17	 15 6	 12
4 Exposure to English	 1	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1
2) a) age	 8	 4-9 9	 18 4
b) place	 Paris	 USA NY	 USA USA
c) length of stay	 36	 60 48	 10 72
5 Length of learning(yrs)
a) at fosal
instituions	 6	 6	 7	 7	 6	 6	 6	 8	 6	 6	 12 8	 6	 6
b) on a private basis 10 2 	 0	 0	 0	 8	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 1.3 2	 1
6 Euphasis of teaching	 1,2 1,5 1,2 1,2 2,3 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,3 3,4
7 Learning experience	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2
2) a) study hours
/week	 6	 6	 2	 2	 2	 2	 4	 2	 4
b) length of
learning(.ths) 72 24	 6	 12 60 5	 U 3	 24 12
8 The present exposure 1&	 4	 4	 2	 1	 4	 3	 3	 1	 5	 2	 1	 1	 3
to English
(interaction with NSE)
9 The present exposure
to English	 1	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2
(through TV and radio)
10 Level of English
(self assessuent)
reading	 LI LI El LI LI El LI El EL El LI A	 El
writing	 El El El A	 LI LI El El El El LI LI El
speaking	 LI B	 B	 LI LI LI El LI El El LI LI El
listening	 LI B	 B	 LI LI B	 El LI LI El LI A	 LI
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PART II
I	 Enterruption
Situationl	 1	 2	 1	 1	 I	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 9	 2	 3	 2
Situation2	 4	 2	 4	 1	 1	 2	 I	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 3
2 Tendency of being
interrupted
Situationl	 3	 3	 4	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3	 4	 3	 9	 3	 2	 3
Situation2	 2	 3	 3	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3	 4	 4	 2	 3	 3	 2
3 Attitudes towards
interrupt ion
Situation 1	 2	 3	 2	 2	 1	 1	 3	 1	 2	 1	 1,2	 I	 I
Situation 2	 I	 3	 2	 1	 2	 1	 I	 1	 2	 2	 1,2	 1	 1	 1
4 Opportunity to speak
Situationl	 3	 3	 3	 4	 L	 4	 3	 4	 3	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3
Situation2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 4	 3	 4	 3	 3	 2
5 The role in a
conversation
Situation 1	 1	 2	 3	 3	 1	 3	 3	 2	 1	 3	 3	 3	 2
Situation 2	 1	 3	 1	 1	 3	 2	 2	 1	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2
6 Topic initiation
Situationi	 2	 2	 2	 4	 3	 3	 3	 3	 4	 4	 3	 3	 4	 2
Situation2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 2	 3	 2	 4	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2
7 Silence in a
conversation
I) Situation 1
Situation 2
3) Length of silence
Situation 1
Situation 2
4	 3	 4	 3	 3	 I	 2	 4	 3	 4	 2	 4	 2	 2
4	 3	 4	 2	 2	 I	 2	 3	 3	 3	 4	 4	 1	 2
10	 10	 11	 10	 6	 60	 10	 11	 10	 10
10	 5	 7	 10	 10 30 60 10	 5	 10
PART III
I Point of view
operations
(place switch)
3 Understate.ent
2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
3	 1	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3
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4 Understate.ent
5 FTA
6 Understate.ent
7 Ordering of the
expression
3	 3	 3	 3 1or33	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	 3	 3	 3
2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 1	 2	 2	 2
2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
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THE ANALYSIS Of THE STUDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
MA SA SA ?	 SA KO SE OH HI NO SA KU
TA KA TO	 SA MI 0	 MU RO NA NO RI
YO TA	 XI YA	 RA SE KA	 TA
SHI
PART I
I Sex	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F F
	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F
2Status	 3	 3	 3	 5	 3	 52	 3	 7	 3	 3	 3
3 Length of stay	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 6	 18
(.onths)
4 Exposure to English	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2
2) a) age	 2-6	 19 22
b) place	 EUR	 S.V.	 UK EUR
c) length of stay	 1	 48	 2	 2
5 Length of learning
a) at fo.al	 8	 10 8	 10 6	 9	 9	 7	 7	 10 10 8
instituions (yrs)
b) on a private basis 0	 0	 0	 3	 0	 0	 2	 2	 0	 0	 1	 0
6 Emphasis of teaching 	 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2
7 Learning experience	 1	 1	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1
2) a) study hours
/week	 3	 5	 4	 2	 3	 2	 3
b) length of
learning(mths)	 3	 36	 6	 12 2	 9	 12
8 The present exposure
to English	 3	 1	 4	 3	 3	 3	 2	 1	 3	 2	 4	 I
(interaction with NSE)
9 The present exposure
to English	 3	 4	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 I	 4	 1
(through TV and radio)
10 Level of English
(self assess.ent)
reading	 El El LI A
	 LI El LI El LI El LI LI
writing	 El El El El LI El LI B
	 El El LI El
speaking	 B	 B	 El LI El B	 El El El El LI LI
listening	 El B	 LI LI El B
	 LI El LI El LI El
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PART II
1 Interruption
Situation I
Situation 2
2 Tendency of being
interrupted
Situation 1
Situation 2
3 Attitudes towards
interruption
Situation 1
Situation 2
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 1	 2	 2
2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 1	 2	 2
3	 4	 4	 3	 2	 4	 3	 3	 4	 4	 3	 3
2	 2	 3	 4	 2	 3	 3	 3	 4	 4	 3	 2
1	 3	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 3	 3
1	 3	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 3
4 Opportunity to speak
	
Situationi	 3	 4	 4	 4	 3	 4	 4	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3
	
Situation2	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3
5 The role in a
conversation
	
Situationi	 1	 I	 2	 2	 2	 3	 4	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3
	
Situation 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 3	 3	 1	 2	 2	 3
6 Topic initiation
	
Situationi	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 4	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3
	
Situation2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3
7 Silence in a	 -
conversation
	
1)Situationl	 3	 4	 4	 2	 3	 4	 4	 1	 3	 3	 3	 3
	
Situation2	 2	 4	 2	 3	 2	 3	 4	 1	 3	 3	 2	 3
3) Length of silence
	
Situation	 1	 10	 20 60	 5	 10 20 10 10
	
Situation	 2	 10	 10 60	 II	 10	 5	 10 20 10	 10
PART III
I Point of view
operations
(place switch)
3 Understate.ent
22	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 1
33	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 22	 3	 3	 2
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4 Understate.ent
5 FTA
6 Understate.ent
7 Ordering of the
express ion
3	 3	 23	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	 3
2	 3	 22	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 1
2	 2	 22	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 22	 2
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
OH FU GO HO NA YO TO MA
BU RU T011 TTA GA NE KI E
	
CHI KA	 I	 YA TA NO
	
WA	 MA
PART I
1 Sex	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F
2Status	 3	 3	 6	 1	 6	 1	 5	 7
3 Length of stay	 6	 8	 9	 6	 4	 4.5 6	 6
(.onths)
4 Exposure to English	 2	 1	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 2
2) a) age	 21,2	 16	 21
b) place	 USA	 USA	 USA
c) length o stay 3	 2/3	 2
(.onths)
5 Length of learning
a) at foal	 8	 8	 10 6	 10 6	 6	 8
instituions(yrs)
b) on a private basis 0	 0	 0	 8	 0	 0	 2	 0
6 E.phasis of teaching	 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2
7 Learning experience	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
2) a) study hours
/week	 1	 4	 4	 1	 2	 4
b) length of
learning .iths)	 4	 24 3	 12 12 6	 6
8 The present exposure
to English	 3	 2	 1	 4	 3	 4	 2	 5
(interaction with NSE)
9 The present exposure
to English	 1	 1	 2	 I	 3	 3	 2	 2
(through TV and radio)
10 Level of English
(self assess.ent)
reading	 LI LI B	 LI LI El El LI
writing	 LI El B	 El LI El El LI
speaking	 LI El B	 El El El El El
listening	 LI El B	 El El El El LI
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PART II
1	 Interruption
Situation 1	 1	 I	 1	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2
Situation 2	 1	 2	 1	 4	 1	 1	 2	 2
2 Tendency of being
interrupted
Situation 1	 3	 3	 4	 4	 3	 4	 4	 3
Situation 2	 3	 2	 4	 3	 3	 3	 4	 4
3 Attitudes towards
interruption
Situationl	 2	 1	 1	 3	 I	 2	 1	 1
Situation2	 2	 1	 I	 3	 1	 2	 1	 1
4 Opportunity to speak
Situationi	 3	 4	 3	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3
Situation2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 4
5 The role in a
conversat ion
Situation 1	 4	 1	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3
Situation 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 1	 2	 2
6 Topic initiation
Situationl	 3	 2	 3	 4	 4	 3	 1.	 2
Situation 2	 3	 2	 3	 4	 4	 3	 4	 4
7 Silence in a
conversat ion
	
1) Situation 1	 1	 4	 4	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3
	
Situation2	 1	 3	 4	 3	 4	 3	 3	 2
3) Length of silence
Situation 1	 11	 ii	 10
Situation 2	 11 30	 10	 30	 7	 10
PART III
I Point of view
operations
(place switch>
3 Linderstate.ent
2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1
3	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 33
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4 Understate.ent
S nA
6 (Jnderstatement
7 Ordering of the
expression
3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	 3
3	 2	 3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3
I	 2	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2
2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
OH NI 1(0 KA MI TSU I
	 FU MA YA ?
SHI SHI BA SA YA CHI MA RU TSLJ MA
MA KA YA HA ZA YA MU TA MO DA
WA Sill RA XI
	 RA	 TO
PART I
1 Sex	 M	 M	 N M
	
M	 N	 N	 N	 N	 MM
2Status	 7	 7	 3	 1	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	 3
3Lengthofstay	 6	 6	 7	 6	 6	 6	 4	 6	 6	 66
(months)
4 Exposure to English 	 2	 2	 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2
2) a) age	 10 27	 17	 17 3
b) place	 PRS EUR HWI	 USA UK,SGP
c) length of stay 2/3 1	 3/4	 12 56
(.onths)
5 Length of learning
a) at fomal	 11	 10 8	 6	 12 9	 9	 8	 8	 6	 9
instituions(yrs)
b) on a private basis 0
	 0	 2	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 I	 2	 2
6	 Emphasis of teaching
	 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 2,4 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,3
7 Learning experience
	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2
2) a) study hours
/week	 2	 4	 3	 4	 1	 4	 2	 6
b) length of
	
learning(mths) 36 3
	 3	 6	 6	 12 12 3
8 The present exposure
toEnglish	 2	 4	 3	 1,22	 4	 5	 5	 4	 2	 2
(interaction with NSE)
9 The present exposure
to English	 1	 3	 2	 3	 I	 3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3
(through TV and radio)
10 Level of English
(self assessment)
reading	 LI El LI El A
	 El LI LI LI LI El
writing	 LI El LI El LI El LI El LI LI El
speaking	 El LI LI El El B
	 B	 B	 El LI El
listening	 El LI I	 El El B
	 El El El LI El
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PART II
1 Interruption
	
Situation 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 3	 1	 1	 2	 2	 1
	
Situation2	 4	 3	 3	 1	 3	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1
2 Tendency of being
interrupted
	
Situationl	 4	 4	 2	 3	 3	 3	 4	 3	 3	 2	 3
	
Situation2	 4	 2	 3	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3
3 Attitudes towards
interrupt ion
	
Situation 1	 3	 2	 2	 2	 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 2	 1
	
Situation 2	 2	 1	 3	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 1
4 Opportunity to speak
	
Situationl	 2	 3	 3	 4	 4	 4	 4	 4	 4	 3	 4
	
Situation 2
	 2	 1	 3	 3	 2	 1	 4	 3	 2	 3	 3
5 The role in a
conversation
	
Situationi	 3	 4	 4	 3	 I	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3
	Situation 2	 1	 1	 3	 2	 1	 2	 3	 3	 1	 2	 2
6 Topic initiation
	
Situationi	 2	 4	 2	 3	 2	 4	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3
	
Situation2	 1	 1	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 1	 2	 2
7 Silence in a	 -
conversation
	
1)Situationl	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 4	 2	 3	 3	 3	 4
	
Situation 2
	 1	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 4
3) Length of silence
	
Situation	 1	 8	 10	 20 30	 4	 10 10
	
Situation	 2	 8	 II	 10 30 5
	 7	 10
PART III
1 Point of view
operat ions
(place switch)
3 Understatesent
1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 1	 I	 1
3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 33
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4 Understate.ent
5 FTA
6 Understatement
7 Ordering of the
expression
2	 3	 3	 33	 3	 3	 I	 1	 3
2	 3	 2	 22	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3
2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1
2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
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APPENDIX 5-(a) THE ANALYSIS OF PART II OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES
PART II
SITUATION 1	 SITUATION 2
(IN JAPANESE)	 (IN ENGLISH)
NO	 NO
S A TO S A TO S ATQNS S A TO NS
I Interruption	 F 23 10 33 68 77 70	 17 9 26 2	 50 69 55 29
	
1 M 5 4 9 45 100 64	 3 3 6 4 27 75 43 44
	(agree)T 28 14 42 62 82 69	 20 12 32 6	 44 71 52 38
It is Impolite	 F	 9 2 11 26 15 23	 12 2 14 5	 35 15 30 71
to interrupt a	 2 tI 4 0 4 36	 0 29	 3 0 3 3 27 0 21 33
conversational	 T 13 2 15 29 12 25	 15 2 17 8	 33 12 28 50
partner when
s/he has not	 F 2 1 3 6 8 6	 2 2 4 0	 6 15	 9 0
finished hls/	 3 M	 1 0 1	 9	 0 7	 3 1 4 2	 27 25 29 22
her talk.	 1	 3 1 4	 7	 6 7	 5 3 8 2	 11 18 13 13
	
(dlsagree)F 000 0 00	 3030	 90	 b 0
	
4M 000 0 00	 1010	 60	 7 0
	
T 000 0 00	 4040	 90 7 0
2 Tendency of	 F	 1 0 1	 3 0 2
being	 1 M 0 0 0 0 0 0
interrupted (always)T	 1 0 1	 2	 0 2
F 202 6 04
I tend to be	 2 M 2 0 2 18	 0 13
interrupted In (often)T 	 4 0 4	 9	 0 6
the middle of
conversation	 F 18 6 24 53 46 51
3 M 6 2 8 55 5053
(soirietlmes)T 24 8 32 53 47 52
F 13 7 20 38 54 43
4 M 3 2 5 27 5033
(seldom)T 16 9 25 36 53 40
0000
0000
0000
8 4 12 1
6060
14 4 18 1
16 2 18 6
4048
20 2 22 14
10 7 17 0
1451
11 11 22 1
00 0 0
00 0 0
00 0 0
2431 26 14
55 0 40 0
31 24 29	 6
47 15 38 86
36 0 27 89
44 12 35 88
2954 36	 0
9 100 33 11
2465 35	 6
3 Attitudes towards F 19 11 30 56 85 65
Interruption	 1 M 5 2 7 45 50 47
(stop&llsten) 1 24 13 37 53 76 61
If a conversational F 8 1 9 24 8 20
partner starts	 2 N 4 2 6 36 50 40
talking	 (continue) T 12 3 15 27 18 25
even if I have
not finished	 F	 6 1 7 18	 8 15
I would;	 3 M	 2 0 2 18	 0 13
(others)	 T	 8 1 9 18	 6 15
22 9 31 3
5163
27 10 37 6
7290
5272
12 4 16 2
5274
1014
6288
65 69 66 43
45 25 43 33
60 59 61 38
21 15 19 0
45 50 50 22
27 24 26 13
15 15 15 57
7 0 9 44
13 12 13 50
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SITUATION 1
	 SITUATION 2
(IN JAPANESE)	 (IN ENGLISH)
NO.	 NO.
SATOS ATO SATONS SATONS
4Opportunityto	 F 0000 00
	 0000	 00 0 0
speak	 1M 000 0 00
	 2020 18013 0
	
(always)T 0000 00
	 2020	 40	 3 0
I tend not to be	 F	 0 1 1	 0	 8 2	 12 6 18 1	 35 46 48 14
able to obtain	 2 M	 1 0 1
	 9	 0 7	 3 3 6 1	 27 75 40 11
chances to	 (often)T	 1 1 2	 2	 6 3	 15 9 24 2	 33 53 39 12
speak when I
would like to	 F 18 6 24 53 4650
	 19 423 4 56 31 49 57
givemy	 3M 336277540	 50533304533
opinions	 (sometimes)T 21 9 30 47 53 48	 24 4 28 7 53 24 45 44
	F 16 723 47 5448	 3 3 6 2	 923 13 29
	
4M 718642553	 1125	 925 1356
	
(seldom)T 23 8 31 51 47 49	 4 4 8 7
	 9 24 13 44
5 The role in a	 F	 6 1 7 18 8 16
conversation	 1 M	 1 0 1	 9	 0 7
	
(always)T	 7 1 8 16	 6 13
When conversing	 F 9 3 12 26 25 27
with somebody,	 2 H	 1 1 2	 9 25 13
I tend to	 (often)T 10 4 14 22 25 23
play the role
of listener	 F 16 6 22 47 50 49
3M 7 31064 7567
(sometimes)T 23 9 32 51 56 53
	
F	 2 2 4 6 17 9
4 M 202 18 013
	
(seldom) T
	 4 2 6	 9 13 10
6 Topic initiation	 F 0 0 0 0 0 0
1M 000 0 00
(always)T 0 0 0 0 0 0
I tend to follow	 F	 8 2 10 24 17 22
topics which my 2 M 3 0 3 27 0 20
conversational (often)T 11 2 13 24 13 21
partner presents
and seldom	 F 18 6 24 53 50 52
initiate topics	 3 M 6 4 10 55 100 67
of my own (sometimes)T 24 10 34 53 63 56
F	 8 412 243326
4 M 2 02 18 013
teeldcm'T 10 4 14 22 25 23
10 2 12 0
4040
14 2 16 0
14 9 23 3
4373
18 12 30 6
9 1 10 5
3147
12 2 14 12
0000
0000
0000
0000
3030
3030
12 4 16 1
5050
17 421 1
17 7 24 4
3477
20 11 31 11
5162
0002
5164
2917 27
	 0
36 0 27 0
31 13 27	 0
41 75 51 38
36 75 47 30
40 75 50 29
26 8 22 63
27 25 27 70
27 12 23 71
00 0 0
00 0 0
00 0 0
00 0 0
27 0 20 0
70 5 0
3533 35 14
45 0 33 0
3825 34 6
5058 52 57
27 100 47 78
4469 51 69
15 8 13 29
0 0 0 22
11 6 10 25
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LONDON )
\UN1VJ
13 5 18 3
2247
15 7 22 10
8 5 13 0
1013
9 5 14 3
38 38 38 60
18 50 27 70
33 41 35 67
24 38 28 0
9 0 730
20 29 23 20
	
7 Silence in a	 F
	
conversation	 1 M
(always) I
SITUATION 1
	
SITUATION 2
(IN JAPANESE)	 (IN ENGLISH)
NO.	 'I.	 NO.
S A TO S A TO	 S ATONS	 S A TO NS
314 8 99	 4041	 1225	 920
011	 0257	 2130	 18020	 0
325	 7128	 6171	 13611	 7
I feel uneasy	 F 5 2 7 15 15 15	 9 3 12 1	 26 23 26 20
when there is	 2 M 2 1 3 18 25 20	 6 1 7 0	 55 25 47	 0
silence in a	 (often)T	 7 3 10 16 18 16	 15 4 19 1	 3324 31	 7
conversation
with somebody	 F 13 6 19 38 46 40
3 M 7 1 8 64 2553
(sometimes)T 20 7 27 44 41 44
F 13 4 17 38 31 36
4 M 2 1 3 18 2520
(seldom) T 15 5 20 33 29 32
* S
	 ---The SOAS Groi.p
A	 ---The Alumni Group
TO, T ---Total
MS	 ---Native Speakers
F	 ---Female
M	 ---Male
NO	 ---Number of the Respondents
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APPENDIX 5-(b) THE RESULTS OF PART II OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
PART II
Question 7: I feel uneasy when there is silence In a conversation with
somebody.
3) If your answer to Question 1) is either 1 (always), 2 (often)
or 3 (sometimes) 0 what length of silence makes you feel uneasy?
Please circle the appropriate number or in case of more than 10
seconds, specify the approximate time in seconds.
b) Does this depend on circumstances? Please specify:
Answers to Question 7 3) b) by the NSE Respondents:
If I know the person well it doesn't seem uncomfortable.
Depends on the formality of the situation.
Depends on who I am talking to.
I feel uneasy: after meeting somebody for the first time (2 respondents).
if I was meant to be 'looking after' the person or was in
a place that was more familiar to me.
when I don't know someone well.
when I forced into that situation.
with people whom I know less well.
on the phone.
Answers to Question 7 3) b) by the Japanese Respondents:
It depends on how well you know the person (2 respondents)
If I know the person well the length of silence doesn't matter (8
respondents)
Depends on what we are talking on. When we are talking about something
serious and need a lot of thinking, It doesn't matter.
When I am thinking of what to say, the presence of silence doesn't seem to
matter.
When there are a lot of people around, It is less uncomfortable.
I feel uneasy: when I don't know the person well (2 respondents).
when I'm talking on the phone
when talking in a group
when I am the host/ hostess of a meeting
when talking to somebody for the first time
In an English dyadic conversation
when talking with the opposite sex
when talking In English If there are other Japanese around,
I feel more conscious, thinking what to say
How can I tell when we don't measure the length of silence when we talk?
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Question 7 4): What kind of strategies do you use in order to get rid of
such uneasiness? Please provide some examples.
Answers to QuestIon 7 4) by the NSE Respondents:
1. Make jokes (4. respondents)
2. Return to earlier topic (3 respondents)
Ask a question (3 respondents)
Ask them where they come from, what they are, etc, le. fairly general
questions which can lead to other things
Find out the background of the person
Find out what she Is Interested In
Find out a common interest, then talk about it
3. Talk about the weather (2 respondents)
Change the subject (2 respondents)
End conversation (2 respondents)
Ask about the other person, I. e. , mutual acquaintances (2 respondents)
4. Suggest change of situation
Inject some humour into this situation, perhaps some self effacement,
especially If the other person seems to be embarrassed by his silence.
Speak about the first Idea that comes Into my head.
Say something trivial/mundane
Introduce topics which may be of interest
Introduce certain topics which are sure-fire points of similarity
between myself and partner; the immediate environment
Answers to Question 7 4) b y the Japanese Respondents:
(In Japanese Situation)
1. Introduce some topics (27 respondents)
2. Eat or drink something (5 respondents)
3. Change topics (4 respondents)
Smoke (4 respondents)
4. Ask questions (2 respondents)
Smile, sing (2 respondents)
Clear the throat
5. Strèh, touch hair, serve food
Avoid eye-contact
Leave the place
Do nothing
Sumniarise the previous topic, etc.
(In English Situation)
1. Introduce some topics (24 respondents)
2. Smile (5 respondents)
3. Change topic (3 respondents)
Eat and drink something (3 respondents)
Keep silent and do nothlng(3 respondents)
4. Ask questions (2 respondents)
5. Wait for partner to start talking or say something trivial and
continue talking
Talk about novels/ give examples/ repeat the same thing and agree, etc.
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Question 8: When talking to somebody you have just met, what kind of topics
are you most likely to bring up? Please write down as many
topics as possible. (e.g. weather, politics)
The Japanese Respondents
(In Japanese)	 (In English)
Answers to Question 8 by:
The NSE Respondents
1. job (10)
2. weather (7)
3. politics (6)
4. Where they livefcome
from (5)
5. travel (4)
6. What they do (3)
hobbies (3)
music	 (3)
current affairs (3)
7. Past history (2)
Which unlversity/
college they went at(2)
Anything we have In
common (2)
interests (2)
books (2)
Who they know (2)
languages (2)
family (2)
8. food
drink
places
cultures
cost of living
likes/dislikes
entertainment (cinema,
sports, dance, etc)
How they are
Who they are
economy
teaching, etc
9.
10.
(	 ) Number of respondents
hobbies (16)
family (12)
weather (11)
Where they live (10)
Which university
they attend (10)
work (9)
each other's
background (6)
self introduction(5)
What they do (4)
Where I live (4)
current affairs (3)
economics (3)
music (3)
future (3)
age (2)
housing (2)
how to live in
London (2)
food (2)
politics (2)
leisure (2)
weather (22)
hobbies (14)
family (10)
Where do you come
from (9)
About Japan (7)
self introduction(5)
work (5)
cultural comparison
(5)
travel (4)
politics (4)
Where one lives (3)
What they do (3)
age (2)
art <2)
current affarls (2)
sport (2)
languages (2)
customs (s)
life in Britain, etc
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Question 9: Are there any topics which you would rather not talk about with
somebody you have just met?
Answers to Question by:
The NSE Respondents	 The Japanese Respondents
(In Japanese)	 (In English)
6. household matters(S)
7. academic background(4)
8. parents' job (3)
gossip (3)
illness (3)
9. background (2)
family(2)
etc
1. politics (8)
2. No (6)
3. private topics (5)
4. religion (2)
5. income
family background
any controversial issues
things which may prove
offensive, boring &
trivial
private topic (19)
No (11)
politics (10)
religion (8)
age (6)
private topic (18)
No (14)
religion (11)
politics (9)
age (4)
household
matters (4)
academic background
(4)
background (2)
money (2)
family
(	 ) Number of Respondents
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Question 10: What kind of topics do you usually talk about?(NSE
Questionnaire)
What kind of topics do you usually talk about in Japanese?
Question 11: What kind of topics do you usually talk about in English?
Answers to Questions 10 & 11 by:
The NSE Respondents 	 The Japanese Respondents
(Answers to Question 10) 	 Question 10(Japanese) Question 11(English)
1. politics (9)
2. travel (5)
job (5)
current affairs (5)
hobbies/interests (5)
3. weather (4)
student/people (4)
sport (4)
4. Depends on who I am
talking to(3)
music (3)
5. films (2)
What they are doing(2)
cultural events (2)
6. food/drink
places
cultures
cost of living, etc
7.
8.
9.
10.
friends (15)	 weather (20)
school/university(12) Japan (16)
family (10)	 school/university(10)
hobbies/interests(7) 	 politics (8)
family (8)
music (7)	 What we did today (7)
recent interesting 	 travel (7)
events (7)
gossip (6)	 friends (6)
shopping (6)	 music (6)
study (5)	 hobbies/interests (5)
current affairs (5) 	 education (5)
Japan (5)	 food (5)
personal worries (5)	 Britain (5)
travel (5)
entertainment (4)	 language (4)
future (4)	 customs (4)
weather (4)	 culture (4)
education (4)	 films/plays (4)
About myself (4)
children (4)
books (3)	 What they are doing(3)
life in Britain(3)	 Japanese women (3)
weekends (3)	 cooking (3)
weekends (3)
clothing (2)	 comparison of Britain
complaints (2)	 & Japan (2)
Depends on who I am	 study (2)
talking to (2)	 self-introduction (2)
About myself (2)	 equal esployment
How to improve	 law (2)
English (2)	 health (2)
history (2)	 sport (2)
weather (2)	 economics (2)
drink (2), etc	 future plan (2),etc
(	 ) Number of Respondents
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APPENDIX 6-(a) THE ANALYSIS OF PART III OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES
PART III
I Point of View
Operations
(Place Switch)
3 Understatement
4 Understatement
5 FTA
6 Understatement
NO
	
S	 A	 TO	 NS	 S	 A	 TO	 NS
	
1)F	 7	 1	 8	 3	 21	 8	 17	 43
	
M 5
	 2	 7	 4	 45	 50	 50	 44
	
T 12	 3	 15	 7	 25	 18	 25	 41
	
2) F 27	 12	 39	 5	 79	 92	 83	 71
	
M 5	 2	 7	 5	 45	 50	 50	 56
	
T 32	 14	 46	 10	 71	 82	 75	 63
	
1)F 3	 0	 3	 0	 9	 0	 6	 0
	
MO	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
13	 0	 3	 0	 7	 0	 5	 0
	
2) F	 9	 2	 11	 1	 26	 15	 23	 14
M 4
	 1	 5	 0	 36	 25	 36	 0
	
1 13	 3	 16	 1	 29	 18	 26	 6
	
3) F 22	 11	 33	 6	 65	 85	 70	 86
	
M 6	 3	 9	 8	 55	 75	 64	 89
	
1 28	 14	 42	 14	 80	 82	 69	 88
	
1)F	 4	 1	 5	 0	 12	 8	 10	 0
	
M 2	 0	 2	 1	 18	 0	 14	 11
	
1	 6	 1	 7	 1	 13	 6	 11	 6
	
2)F 2	 0	 2	 0	 6	 0	 4	 0
	
M	 1	 1	 2	 1	 9	 25	 14	 11
	
T 3
	 1	 4	 1	 7	 6	 6	 6
	
3) F 29	 12	 41	 7	 85	 92	 87	 100
	
M 7
	 3	 10	 7	 64	 75	 71	 78
	
1 36	 15	 51	 14	 80	 88	 82	 88
	
1)F 2	 0	 2	 0	 6	 0	 4	 0
	
MO	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
T 2	 0	 2	 0	 4	 0	 3	 0
	
2) F 23	 8	 31	 6	 68	 62	 66	 86
	
M 7	 4	 11	 6	 64	 100	 79	 67
	
1 30	 12	 42	 12	 67	 71	 69	 75
	
3)F 9	 5	 14	 1	 26	 38	 30	 14
	
M 3	 0	 3	 2	 27	 0	 21	 22
	
1 12	 5	 17	 3	 27	 29	 28	 19
	
1)F 9	 3	 12	 0	 26	 23	 26	 0
	
MO	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
	
T 9	 3	 12	 0	 20	 18	 20	 0
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7 Ordering of the
Expression
86
89
88
0
11
11
14
55
38
71
44
56
74
86
0
14
3
4
14
7
96
86
93
6
8
14
0
1
1
1
5
6
5
4
9
35
12
47
0
2
2
2
2
4
45
12
57
10
4
14
0
0
0
1
1
2
12
3
15
74 77
73 100
73 82
	
0	 0
	
18	 0
	
4	 0
	
3	 8
9 25
	
4	 12
97 92
82 75
93 88
2) F 25
M 8
T 33
	
3)F	 0
M 2
T 2
	
1)F	 1
	
M	 1
T 2
2> F 33
M9
T 42
* S------The SOAS Group
A------The Alumni Group
TO, T---Total
NS-----Native Speaker
F------Female
M------Male
NO-----Number of the
Respondents
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APPENDIX 6-(b) THE RESULTS OF THE PART III OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
PART III
QUESTION 2: How would you ask a very good friend of yours about using his!
her flat while s/he is on holiday? Please fill in the blank
with an appropriate expression.
Answers to Question 2 by the NSE Respondesnts:
How would you feel if I asked you whether it would be alright if I stayed
in your flat while you are away.
Would you mind if I used your flat ----?
Do you think I could use your flat ----?
Could I stay In your flat while you're on holiday?
Do you think I could use your flat while you're away?
Is it O.K. If I use your flat while you're away?
Would you mind if I stayed in your flat while you're away (reason-----).
I promise I' 11 water your plants------
Could I possibly use your flat while you're away? I know It's a lot of a
check but I'll look after It.
Would there be any chance of me using your flat----?
Would it be O.K. for me to use your flat while you are away?
I was wondering If, In your absence, I could (stay at, make use of) your
place?
Can I use your flat while you're away?
Is there any chance I could use your flat while you're away?
Would you mind If I used your flat while you're away?
Do you think I could ask you a big favour? I wonder if you'd mind if I
stayed at your place while you're away? I promise to look after
everything------
Would you mind if I used your flat while you were on holiday?
Answers to Question 2 by the J6panese Respondents
(Answers are presented here as exactly shown by the respondents:
no correction has been made)
Could I use your flat during the vacation?
I'd like to (do something)------
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Would you mind if I would rent your house while you go out for holidays?
Shall I borrow your house d&ring your holidays?
I would like to use your house/room during your holiday.
Would you let your house while you are away on holiday?
Would you mind my staying at your house when you are in holidays?
If you don't mind, could I borrow your house during the vacation?
Can I stay at your house while you are away?
If you don't mind, I'd like to lend your house while you spend your holiday
abroad.
I'm very glad if you let me stay at your house.
Is it possible for me to stay at your place while you are away?
Could I use your home while you're away?
Would you mind if I use your house while you are away?
May I use your house, while you are away?
Can I stay at your house during your absense f or holidays?
Could you let your house to me during your vacation?
Shall I be on watch?
Would you mind letting me stay at your house during your vacation?
Do you want me to look after your flat while you are away?
Can I live in your room when you're away?
If you don't mind, can I rent your room in your absence?
May I use your house during the holidays?
Can I stay at your home f or just a few days?
Can I use your room while you're away?
Could I stay your flat for a while?
Do you mind if I stay at your home while your're away?
Would you mind my letting your house while you are on holiday?
Can I stay your house during your going away?
Would you mind if I rent your house during the vacation?
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Would you mind lending your room for me while your vacation?
Could you lend me your room during your vacation?
I'd like to saty in your home while you travel.
Would you mind lending me?
Could I rent your house, if possible?
Can I stay in your flat while your're gong away on holiday?
Would you mind if I want to use your house while you are away?
Do you mind if I stay at your home while you're away?
Can I use your house while your're away?
Could you lend me your room while you're away from home?
Would you mind renting out your house to me while you are on holiday?
I wonder if you could let me use your flat during you' re away?
I wonder if you could let me stay in your house while you are away?
Can I stay in your house while you're away?
May I borrow your room?
Do you mind if I stay at your house while you are away?
Could you rent me your house during your vacation?
Could you rend your house while you are out?
May I use your house while you're away?
Do you mind my using yours?
Can I live in your house while you're out?
If it is not too much trouble, I would like to stay in your home during
your holiday.
Is it possible for me to borrow your flat while you're out?
I wonder if you could lend me your flat while you are away?
Could I stay at your home while you will not there?
Is it possible f or me to use your house while you are away?
Do you mind if I use----?
Can I stay in your house during your holidays?
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I wonder if you could lend me your room?
I'll look after your flat!
If you dont mind, could you rent me your house during your holiday?
Could I lent your flat during your holiday?
Could you rent your house while you go out on your holiday?
Do you mind if I move in your place while you're away?
Would you mind lending me your house during your holiday?
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APPENDIX 6-(c) THE RESULTS OF PART III OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
PART III
Question 8: Please specify some examples of miscommunicatlon which you have
experienced In a conversation with Japanese/native speakers of
English.
Answers to Question 8 by the NSE Respondents who have taught or talked to
Japanese leernes of English.
I found it difficult to figure out whether or not the Japanese had
understood me from watching facial expressions.
People saying they will do something but really having no intention of
doing it.
Students saying they understand when they don't.
Over polite. Tending to use 'i'm sorry' and 'Thank you' to a great extent,
when In situations quite uncalled for.
There is a tendency to be too formal and polite in some situations.
Answers to Question 8 by the Japanese Respondents
When I understate what I say about Japan, sometimes I invite
misunderstandings because there are quite a few people who lack
understanding towards Japan and also those who feel superior to Japan.
Because of lack of proficiency, it Is difficult for me to explain and ask
questions in detail. It is also difficult to carry on a lively
conversation, especially as back-channels are difficult (Two other people
cited difficulty in using back-channels properly).
To say 'yes' and 'no' clearly (because I tend to consider a conversational
partner's feeling too much).
It is difficult to relax during conversation because I am always conscious
of needing to contribute interesting topics.
Answers to negative questions.
Yes/No question ('Would you mind --?' type question).
The speed of conversation.
To know the backgrounds of jokes.
Indirect expression by British intellectuals. It Is easier to communicate
with Americans.
It is difficult to know what kind of behaviour is rude to NSEs.
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Psychological problems. It is easy to speak with non-native speakers in
English. When talking to native speakers I feel tense because I'm a non-
native speaker-inferiority complex.
Difficult to win in argument.
To follow the timing of conversation---I tend to think first in my mind and
lose chance to talk.
Speed----too fast (3 respondents).
Eye-contact, facial expressions
When ta.tking, NSEs lack in 'Japanese smile'; thus, appear to be cold.
NSEs are too opinionated and insist on their opinions.
When talking, NSEs appear to be unfriendly and I feel I'm disliked.
English people tend to speak authoritatively or angrily, but being a
Japanese, it's difficult for me to follow that manner.
Misunderstandings due to differences in culture and history.
If I ask for repetitions many times, the conversational partners may start
limiting themselves to saying just simple things, therefore I tend to
ignore Incomprehension to a certain extent; thus, now I seem to have formed
the habit of listening just for gist.
Native speakers of English appear not to understand the difficulty of
learning languages. They assume that everybody speaks English and do not
try to speak slowly or clearly for non-native speakers.
To say 'yes' and 'no' clearly.
I tend to nod every time I say 'yes'. I have been trying to give up this
habit, but I can't.
Lack of vocabulary (4 respondents).
Lack of formulaic expressions.
Ways of requesting.
Difficult to understand jokes and humour ( 2 respondents)
Negative questions ( 4 respondents ).
Pronunciation/Accent (5 respondents).
(Translated by the present writer)
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no 'hearing'
increased volume
explanation of non-verba]
APPENDIX 7: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS USED IN TRANSCRIPTS
Basically, the transcription conventions used in the transcripts are
based on Sacks et al (1974) with some modifications.
conversational overlap
a
	
'latching' - no interval between the end of a prior
and start of a next piece of salk
(0:3)	 elapsed time in tenths of seconds
...) single pairs of parentheses - the transcriber not sure about
with°	 the words e.g. low in volume
(	 ) empty parentheses
NO	 upper case
(	 ) single pairs of parentheses
pause between words
noticeable rising intonation
noticeable falling intonation
Punctuation markers
?	 used for 'question' intonation
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APPENDIX 8-(a) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-JSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 1(R & S IN ENGLISH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES
	 TOPIC
I (1) 1- 7	 1 S: Hello
(2) 8- 17	 7 5: ---------------------(laughs)
8 S: I'm Sarah	 INTRODUCTION
(3) 18- 23 17 R: Yes(1.0)
18 5: Oh-It's-it's a-It's nice to talk to
you because I heard from K about et-
the Japanese students
II (1) 24- 42 22 5: so you're on the politics, history,
sociology side
23 R: yeah(	 )
24 S: How-how is it going?	 THE COURSE
(2) 43- 55 42 5: (that's what) you've found as well
43 R: Uhmhum but er it's pity that we don't
have much time to speak to more English
students
III	 56- 67 52 5: it's natural isn't it 	 STUDENT
53 R: Uhmm
	 HALL
54 S: Yes she said that she was staying in a
hostel where there' re (not a lot of
students who are)1	 British students
55 R:
	 Lnot	 yes
56 S: Are you-are you in a-
IV (1) 68- 85 66 S: ----------you can walk, rcan' t you(1. 8)
67 R:
	 Lyes(	 )
68 S: So yo're -yo're here in the great
hurricane, then
(2) 86- 99 85 R: Uhmzn 	 HURRICANE
86 5: Yes-but did you hear It going on?
(3)100-106 100 S: well I live in North England and we
were expecting the storm
(4)107-119 106 S: it rained all day wind blew
a little bit and
107 R: yeah that's right I went Stanford the other
day and ah -people in Stanford didn't know
at all
V	 120-128 119 R: Yeah that's right (0. 7)	 WHERE ARE YOU
120 5: Are you-are you from Kyoto by the way FROM
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VI	 129-163 128 5:	 -I thought	 S BROTHERS
	
129 R:	 Las it erin holiday?
VII(1)164-166 162 S: ----------they were training anyway
	
163 R:	 Uhmm
164 5: Are you-are you a jogger?
Are you1 (laughs)(1O) but erm
	
165 R:	 LNo	 SPORT & FOOD
(2)167-200 167 R: yeah that'sright
168 5:
	
Ldo a bit of exercise
167 R: 1've got fat a lot after I came to London
(3)201-	 200 R: (laughs)
201 5: So you don't get much exercise in-
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APPENDIX 8-(a) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-JSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 2(Y & S IN ENGLISH)
	
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
(1) 1- 12	 1 S:	 Hello
(2) 13- 28	 12 Y: Yes	 INTRODUCTION
13 S: I'm happy with Yuko I've met a lot
of Iapanese called Yuko(laughs)
14 Y: (laughs) Yes it's a very common name
	
II (1) 29- 37	 27 S: How lovely(laughs)
28 Y: Thank you(laughs)(1.0)
29 5: Are you also studying at SOAS
	
(2) 38- 55	 37 5: I see so you chose history and laws
as your special l(	 )	 Y'S STUDY
38 Y:	 L I don' t like
history so much
39 S: Really?
40 Y: Uhmm(1. 6) buti
41 5:	 LYou-you found that since
you started
III	 56- 86	 55 S: (	 )and studying it
unfortunately	 so-	 WHERE S IS
56 Y: uhmm	 (1.2)	 Lwhich part of	 FROM
England do you come from?
	
IV (1) 87- 94	 85 5: Did you?
86 Y: Yes
87 S: Gosh (0.6) were you a-were you teaching
in the secondary school
	
(2) 95-100	 93 5: Oh	 Y'S EXPERIENCE
94 Y: (laughs)	 IN YORKSHIRE
95 S: Good heavens- are you a teacher by
profession
(3)101-105 100 Y: Yes----isn't it(1.0)
101 5: Ah it's funny isn't it you came to
Harrogate as well
(4)106-119 104 Y: Uh;::::mm I don't remember
105 5: =No-so time goes really(laughs) (0.8)
106 5: Gosh so this is a bit of change for you
isn' t it
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V (1)120-133 116 S:	 - (yourself)(	 )
	
117 Y:	 Uhmm-Uhmia	 (1.4)
118 S: It's a good thing that yen is strong
119 Y: (laughs)(0.7)
120 S: Are you enjoying the course In-In SOAS
(2)134-150 133 Y:[Uhm because every body says so
134 S:1.but ah
	
Yes-yes
it's a good place I think the restaurant's
also very good	 SOAS
(3)151-167 149 Y: (laughs)
150 5: better than this Institute(laughs)-
I think-I thought so
151 Y: Uhmm I think it's not so big 	 so it's
very easy to contact to the people
VI	 168-207 166 S: ------than the British students
167 Y: Uhumi:m
166 S:	 L(laughs)]	 WHERE IS
167 Y:	 LAa:m(1.6)	 Y FROM
168 S: What part of Japan are you from
VII	 207-	 207 Y: Ahaa: m
206 S:	 (laughs)	 Y'S
207 5: But your (	 ) you are not FUTURE
a languagae teacher any more-is that right?
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APPENDIX 8-(a) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-JSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 3(Y & D IN ENGLISH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
(1) 1- 6	 1 D: Hello my name is Darryl H
(2) 7- 16	 6 Y: Matsumoto yeah OK yeah (laughs)
what-what shall we-
7 D: =Well where do you come from?	 INTRODUCTION
(3) 17- 24	 17 D: So whereabout in Kyoto do you come from?
(4) 25- 41	 25 D: I used to go to learn the 'shamisen'
	
II (1) 42- 48	 42 Y: Oh so er-yo can-can you play
the 'shamisen'
(2) 49- 61	 48 Y: great(1.2)	 THE STORY OF
49 D: Er but that was in Tanbabashi 	 SHAMISEN
(3) 62- 68	 61 D: Just one hour yes-one hour a week that
was 1-enough
62 Y:	 Lhow-how long had you learned 'shainisen'
(4) 69-101	 68 Y: Oh yes=
69 D: =but then I-I bought a 'shamisen'
and I brought -I sent it back to England
III	 102-104 101 D: Can't be(laughs) can't be helped
'shikataganal'
102 1: (laughs)(1.5)	 JAPANESE
so oh-so I- I can imagine you can speak
Japanese well
IV (1)105-115 103 D: ---sometimes	 iUhm-yeah
104 Y:	 Uhm
105 D: So what are you doing here?
(2)115-122 114 Y: ---------------Too boring(laughs)
115 D: Where did you study?
	
	
WHAT ARE YOU
DOING
(3)123-130 122 Y: Uh:m-no
123 D: Where did you stay
V	 131-146 129 D: Once ra week--	 Uh:m
130 Y:	 La week (laughs)	 JAPANESE
131 D: People telime that er to study Japanese UNIVERSITY
universities is very easy	 LIFE
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VI	 147-178 146 Y:	 -yeah declined so1
	147 D:
	
Lso how do you find WEATHER
erm by comparison Japan and England
VII	 179-186 178 Y: Uh:m(1.7) 	 WHAT DO YOU
179 D: Yeah(1. 1) so since you've been here what DO SOCIALLY
has-whet has been doing socially what do
you do in the evenings-do you go to Japanese
rest aurants
VIII(1)187-227 186 Y: Ye:s
187 D: LUhmO. 9) do you have food in your hell
(2)228-245 227 Y: Aa:h I wih I could some wine( 	 ? ) meal
(laughs)
228 D: How about Japanese food you make(	 ) FOOD
Japanese food some time?
(3)246-	 246 Y: Yes- have you been to any of the Japanese
restaurants?
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APPENDIX 8-(a) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-JSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 4-(S & D IN ENGLISH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES
I	 1- 14	 1 D: Hello
	
II (1) 15- 25	 14 S:	 Aha: (1.0)
15 D: So you are Japanese are you?
	
(2) 26- 41	 25 D: Uhm
26 5: (1.5) Ah so you know-where Nagoya
(UniversitY actually is)
TOPIC
INTRODUCTION
WHERE DO YOU
COME FROM
III	 42- 55	 40 S: No(1.0)
41 D: There are maybe some Japanese living
in Norway(2.5)	 WHAT DO YOU
42 D: So what are you doing here are you
	 DO
IV (1) 56- 66
	 54 D:	 you're in SOAS
55 S:	 Les	 (1.8)
56 D: Er whats the food like in SOAS?
(2) 67- 78 67 S: Ah so where do you usually eat?
	 FOOD
(3) 79- 82	 79 S: ---so er if I-if I can asker are
you vegetarian
V	 83- 93 82 D: =1 eat er meat(1.7)	 WHERE DO YOU
83 S: You stayed in er JAH	 STAY
	
VI (1) 94- 99	 94 D: Did your course here start in April
did you say?
	
(2)100-112	 99 S: =Yeah(1.6)	 THE COURSE
100 D: So er was It a special course for Japanese
(3)113-133 113 S: (2.4)but erm no it's er my course is just
organised for Japanese students so I always
speak Japanese
(4)134-143 134 D: =so I think I know somebody who did that
course you know A M
	
VII(1)144-149 143 5:
	 improving my EnglIsh	 so(1.0)1
	
144 D:
	 Lyeah	 [so after-
wards would you-what would you do?
	
	 JAPANESE
UNIVERSITY
(2)150-155 150 D: What do you study there
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VIII 156-169 156 D: Uhum-yeah-well what do you think of	 JAPAN &
England	 BRITAIN
IX (1)170-186 169 S: Yes very difficulti
	
N UNIVERSITY
	
170 D:	 (laughs)	 Lyeah (uhm) (1. 8) so was
Nagoya University the one you wanted to go or
did you try f or Tokyo or KYoto?
	
(2)187-191 187 D:	 (2.3) So you are happy (	 ) now
	
X (1)192-199 191 D:	 Uhm---(yeah)(1.5)
192 S: What are you doing now?	 WHAT D DOES
(2)200-	 200 S: So have you taught erm have you taught
about- have you taught in Japan-Japanese
universities
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APPENDIX 8-(a) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES iN NSE-JSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 5(A & S IN ENGLISH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
(1) 1- 10	 1 S: Hello(laughs)
(2) 11- 44	 10 A: Yes-yesf	 (laughs)	 INTRODUCTION
11 S:	 t'es(	 )(1.0)(laughs)
Are you here at SOAS too?
II (1) 45- 64 43 S: she can catch up her (laughs)
44 A:	 Aa:h
45 S: How' re you finding London? 	 MAKING FRIENDS
(2) 65- 85	 64 A: Aah-yes-yes(O.9)
65 S: But En was saying she was-she is in a
dormito-ah-I call it a dormitory
because er I got used to saying that in
Japan
111(1) 86- 97	 85 S: =(outside the country)=
86 A: =Where did you go to?	 S'S STAY IN
JAPAN
(2) 98-115	 98 A: Uhuin so ah did you go there for
your study?
IV	 116-124 114 A: Yes
115 S: Uhm(1.9)	 WHAT DOES E DO
116 A: Now you are a student?
V (1)125-132 123 5: --and take part in the intrviews(laughs)
124 A: Oh I see(]1aughs)
125 S:	 lYeah	 so how do you know K
(by the way)	 MUTUAL
FRIENDS
(2)133-148 132 A:	 (laughs)
133 5: Yes because er I was talking to En I
think It was about the teacher who-who
taught you English
VI	 149-158 148 5: =1 might've made a Listake (laughs)(1.2) A'S COURSE
149 5: I'm-I'm Interested in-in how you are
enjoying your studies here
VII(1)159-170 158 A:	 yes(1.3)
159 5: Where -where are you from-you' re not from
(Tokyo)
(2)171-219 170 A: Yes(O.8) 	 KYOTO
171 5: So you're at university in Kyoto
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(3)220-	 219 S:	 time (doing that sort of things) (0. 9)
220 A: Yeah-so (0.5) yes so where I-I' in talking-I
talk of Japan
74
(2) 23- 36
II (1) 37- 40
(2) 41- 46
APPENDIX 8-(a) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-JSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 7(E & S IN ENGLSIH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES
	 TOPIC
I (1) 1- 22	 1 E: Hello
22 5: -----------which is er perhaps an
abbreviation lof(	 )	 INTRODUCTION
23 E:	 LWh-what' s your name?
37 S: How long have you been in this country=
41 5: Are-are you a student of London 	 WHAT DO YOU DO
university?
	
111(1) 47- 55	 45 S: Uh:m
46 E: I-you see other Japanese students
around here (already	 )	 WHAT S DOES
47 5:	 well I don't live here yo see so--
	
(2) 56- 77	 55 S:	 (I'm-i
56 E:	 IWhere (do you live)?
	
IV (1) 78-100	 77 S: Oh (god)
78 E: Aah I' ye been to Bournemouth do you
know Bournemouth	 BOURNEMOUTH
(2)101-108 101 5: I used to have a friend lived there
and I used to go and stay with her
V	 109-132 107 5: Yes-yes (	 )
108 E:
	 (	 I met many friends)
109 5: We have-we have quite a lot of	 JAPANESE
Japanese students coming to the	 STUDENTS
school where I work
VI	 133-159 131 5: =Maybe since the yen is stronger
132 E: I'm one of them
133 5: =You're one of them(laughs)	 COURSE FEE
Are you funding yourself to attend
the university or
VII(1)16O-169 159 E: Yes(laughs)
160 5: What-what are you doing Eri(	 )
(2)170-182 170 S: my gosh(laughs) well it's nice that
you've come over here and then=
171 E:	 (laughs)
172 5:	 you're going to go back and study 	 WHAT DO YOU
in Japan are you?	 DO
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(3)183-195 183 S: -so I thought well I work a bit
to save some money- it is
184 E: (Is It hard work)
(4)196-202 193 E: Uh:m
194 S: =but er yes that's why I was exhausted
I hope you've not exhausted
195 E: (laughs)exhausted
196 S: Will you have any exams(	 )?
(5)203-	 203 E: we always talk inf(0.8) Japanese
204 S:	 I Japanese
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S' s RESEARCH
THE PROGRESS OF
RESEARCH
WHAT SA DOES
K' s TRAVEL TO
JAPAN
TO HAVE SOMEONE
YOU KNOW IN
LONDON
Su' s BROTHER
WHERE SU' s FROM
Su' s FUTURE
APPENDIX 8-(b) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-NSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION & (SA & SU IN ENGLISH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES TOPIC/SUBTOPC
	
I (1) 1- 4	 1 Se: Hello	 INTRODUCTION
(2) 5- 8	 4 Su: I'm Sue	 THE RELATION-
5 Sa: Sue-- how long have you known K?	 SHIP WITH K
(3) 9- 10	 9 Se: Oh yes-so you' re here at the	 WHERE SU
Institue	 BELONGS TO
	
II (1) 11- 16	 11 Sa: I see. What er what kind of
research?
	
(2) 17- 25	 17 Se: How-how's it going?
	
111(1) 26- 37	 25 Se: ---to do well (laughs)
26 Su: How long have you been here?
	
(2) 38- 41	 38 Su: Oh I didn't realise she was--
39 Se:	 Lyes
	
IV (1) 42- 43	 41 Se: (laughs)
42 Su: (laughs) Ah it's useful to know
peopl e=
	
(2) 44- 52	 44 Su: I'm seeing more of my brother
nowadays --it's very useful
me being in London
45 Se: (laughs) (he visits you in London)
V	 53- 58	 52 Su: That's right-yes
53 Se: Oh-so where are you from
originally?- not from London
VI	 59- 68	 57 Se:	 EYes]
58 Su: Yes	 lYes
59 Se: So what's going to happen at the
end?
	
VII(1) 69- 77	 68 Su: Well yes (at the right level)
eyes
69 Se: [yes I must say I wish I had been 	 COMPUTER COURSE
computer literate
	
(2 78- 95	 77 Se: So I- you know I would have liked
to become computer literate
78 Su: It's quite- quite easy I was really OPERATING
afraid of computers to start with-- COMPUTERS
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VIII(1)95-109 94 Su:programme at all to unit1 	 and er--
95 Se:	 I1Ies
=not too bad(then----) Oh gosh (0.9)
I don't know (I haven't- I haven't)
being in London is- is quite strange
96 Su: Uhm	 LONDON
95' Se: =actually shopping- so expensive at
the moment
WHERE SA COMES
(2)110-112 110 Su: Do you come from there originally?	 FROM
(3)113-124 113 Se: Although it's quite difficult to
live up there cause the house prices
are going up like anything 	 HOUSE PRICES
(4)125-132 125 Se: And where would you like to live	 WHERE TO LIVE
eventually?
(5)133-139 132 Su: (The South West is nice) 	 HOUSE PRICE IN
133 Se: South West is getting expensive,too- THE SOUTH WEST
(6)139-147 139 Se: Well yeah it's all right if you've
got a helicopter(laughs) it's a 	 A PLACE IN
lovely place to live	 FRANCE
(7)148-157 148 Su: Was it a farmhouse?
	
SPEAKING
FRENCH
IX (1)157-198 157 Se: =you understood whet she was saying
basicelly( that was-- perhaps she
we--------) but you' re doing	 RUSSIAN
Russian linguisticsl	 have you	 SPEAKERS
158 Su:	 [Uhm
159 Se: =ever been to Russia?
(2)198-207 198 Se: You- you could- so that mean you're SPEAKING
pretty fluent at Russian language 	 RUSSIAN
(3)208-214 208 Se: But do they speak qul-quite good
English don't they then-because
I've heard there's a big drive to
learn
(4)215-218 215 Su: Uhm when were you in Japan then?
RUSSI AN
LEARNERS
(5)218-234 218 Se: -but no I enjoyed that- but it's
amazing how close it is to Russia- 	 TRANS-SIBERIA
I'd never really realised 	 how-	 EXPRESS
how near it was
	
(6)234-239 233 Su:	 actually with 1hem
	
234 Se:	 LYes I supose so-
	 THE PLACE SU
yes few days or so- yes(laughs)
	
VISITED IN
Where-where have you been in
	
RUSSIA
Russia then?
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JOB SECURITY
WHERE S TEACHES
WHAT S USED TO
DO IN LONDON
WHERE JCL IS
CONSTRUCTING
OFFICE
BUILDINGS
APPENDIX 8-(b) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSE-NSE INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 9(S & M IN ENGLISH)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES TOPIC/SUBTOPIC
	
1- 19	 1 S: Are you all right?	 PREINTRODUCTION
	
II (1) 19- 24	 19 S: Are you-are you Martine?	 INTRODUCTION
20 P4: =Yes-yes Martine
(2) 25- 31	 25 S: And-and are you doing-you're at 	 WHAT M DOES
University College as well are you?
(3) 31- 41	 30 M ___informat1onthere(laughS) that=
31 S:	 LOh is it?
30'M:	 yesl
31'S:	 [yes(laughs) so-so you've- how THE LENGTH OF
	
long have you been there?	 WORK COMMITMENT
(4) 42- 45
(5) 46- 59
111(1) 60- 67
40 P4: =the end of Janauary(laughs)
41 5: Oh gosh (laughs)
42 P4: Not very much job security
45 S: ---that's alli
46 M	 [yes where-where are
you actually teaching?=
60 M But did you stay here?
(2) 68- 79	 67 5: ---[here(one ought to know)yes
68 M:	 lUhm---yes	 Ibut	 WHERE S USED TO
	
did you actually stay here during	 LIVE
the day or did you just come to
courses--
(3) 79- 97
IV	 97-112
79 5: ---at 9 o' clock lectures and what
have you- are you- are you living	 WHERE P4 LIVES
in university accommodation?
97 5: Yes that's right1	 oh it- gosh
98 P4:	 LUhm
9'S: =you're lucky to live within walking LIVING NEAR THE
distance don't you think(laughs)	 THE UNIVERSITY
V	 113-131 113 S: But where- where are you then?
Where is UCL from here?
VI (1)132-141 131 S: it's all very busy round there
132 P4: Uhm there's a lot of houses being
pulled down
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STRATFORD UPON
AVON
DRIVING IN
LONDON
(2)142-147 141 S: It's all right as it is is it? 	 CONVERTING OLD
(laughs) OK	 BUILDINGS INTO
142 M: No but there are lots of buildings 	 OFFICE BLOCKS
around there end I think they' re
trying to convert them into offices
VII(1)147-154 147 5:	 rbut I don't know what alternative=
148 M: UhmJ
147' 5: =there is anyway. We went to a carol
concert there-erm the LBC carol concert,
which was rather nice-the first one 	 COVENT
I've been to this year	 GARDEN
<2)155-158 153 S: ---I must admit(laughs)
154 M:	 1(laughs)	 CHRISTMAS
155 S: Are you going to be here over Christmas?
WHERE M COMES
F ROM
VIII(1)159-172 159 5: Is that where you come from?
(2)173-182 173 5: Cause there's some lovely old place
round thereJ	 aren't there
174 M:	 lUhm
IX (1)183-203 183 S: Ah you don't drive?
(2)203-214 203 S: Exactly yes and no signs anywhere
to tell you where you're going.
We were driving down to a party-
that was on Saturday night and it's
in Isleworth-don't know how you
pronounce that- Isleworhtworth
X (1)214-225 213 5: Quite a thought
214 M: Was that another friend who you met
on the course?
(2)226-252 225 S: ---I'd refuse I think point blank
(laughs)
226 M: Uhm- is he single
(3)253-259 253 5: =But urn-he seems to be quite keen to
go anyway
(4)260-265 260 M: but yeah if he's in the F 0
I don't suppose he'll see that
much of the local life
DRIVING IN
LONDON
(EXAMPLE)
ABOUT S's
FRI END
WORKING FOR
THE FO
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APPENDIX 8-(c) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSJ-NSJ INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 1' (R & H In JAPANESE)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
	
I (1) 1- 6	 1 H:	 hej imemashite	 INTRODUCTION
	
(2) 7-11	 7H:	 uh: m sakkI no keta to onnaji--desuka
II	 11- 25	 11 H:	 eno: are nandesu ka yappari
go-jibun kara moo yeppari 	 R'S COURSE
daigaku we gaikoku de to omotte
	
111(1) 26- 30	 26 R:	 (laughs)
	
27 H:	 ne::	 [aah soo desu ka-----
de itugoro kochira ni irashita no
	
(2) 31- 51	 31 H:	 hu::m(1,2)	 de mukoo no ja ano	 WHERE DO YOU
go-shusshin we dochira
	 COME FROM
	
IV (1) 52- 72	 52 R:	 u:m soo desu ne
	
53 H:	 U: : m---moo sugoku sore we
go-jibun no ishi datta no	 WHY I AM HERE
	
(2) 73- 83	 73 H:
V (1) 84-101	 84 R:
85 H:
86 R:
87 H:
88 R:
(2)102-112 102 R:
VI (1)112-126 112 R:
113 H:
(2)127-161 126 R:
127 H:
(3)162-194 161 H:
162 R:
VII	 195-	 194 H:
195 R:
watashi mo ne: daigaku no koro
uh: : m hontoni
ne::
hu: : m
$00 desu ka	 WHAT DO YOU
=ja ima we riani o shite ressharu 	 DO
watashitachi no koosu ni mo koko no
sensei o yamete kite iru hit ga
rondon ni kita(	 )
aa honto
ja nenrel soo mo samazama nano ne
(omot tan desu yo ne)
aa hontoo	 OVERSEAS
soreto mo hitotsu wekaranai desho 	 STUDENTS
so ieba mel wa yo ne::
u:n chugoku-f in ooi desu yo ne
shinkoku niltailne:
LU: : n so lu notte
kuru to yoku wekarimasu yo ne::
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APPENDIX 8-(c) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSJ-NSJ INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 2' (N & H in JAPANESE)
COUNTER SPEAKER
I	 (1)	 1- 5	 1 H:
(2) 5- 9	 5H:
(3) 9-15	 BN:
9 H:
	
II (1) 16- 23	 14 N:
15 H:
16 H:
	
(2) 24- 57	 22 H:
23 N:
24 H:
	
(3) 58- 75	 57 N:
58 H:
59 N:
	
111(1) 76-101	 75 N:
76 H:
(2)102-124 100 H:
101 N:
102 H:
(3)125-152 124 H:
125 N:
	
IV	 153-168	 150 H:
151 N:
152 H:
153 N:
154 H:
V (1)169-200 169 H:
170 N:
171 H:
BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES
	
TOPIC
ah hajimemashite
eh: to
dochira no hou kara
	
INTRODUCTION
so desu ka
eeh
nagaku te rassharun desu kochira niwa
ah so desu ka
eeh(0. 8)
nani o obenkyo nasatteru n desu ka
aah so desu ka ah:
	
WHAT DO YOU
eeh
	
STUDY
ah: (0. 8)
demo daibu iroiro gokeiken wa chigau
you ni ukaga
sorenara ii desu ne::
=ne:: te lu koto wa oyame ni natta no
kashiraloyame ni narazaru o
watashi no beal we
ah so desu ka hu: m
ah ja oyame ni narazaru o enakatta
eeh	 ano:	 so: desu ne eeri=
ah ja (zehi) LEAVE OF
=ano:: (1. 2) yamezaru o enakatta tte lu ABSENCE
shlnkyo wa tottemo yoku wakarun desu
kaette shimau kaettararmo
Jmo keette shimattara
(laughs)
ahaha (laughs)
(laughs)ne::	 WHAT N DOES
ah (so nan desu ne:::::)(1.5)
de nani o---benkyo nasatterun desu ka
uhm uhm(1.4) so desu ka(1.8) ah(1.4)
ja muko ichinen mata ninen gural
kekari mesu kashira
so desu ne::
me: uh: m	 N' S COURSE
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	172 N:	 uh:m (2.0)
	
173 H:	 (so desu ka)
	
V (2)201-214 200 N: 	 toki ga(
	201 H:	 L don na koto ni kyomi ga
oari nan desu ka
VI	 215-	 213 H:	 hu:m(1.1)
	
214 N:	 (laughs)
	
215 H:	 ye: are desu ne: onna rio hito no ho ga
yoku gambaru nette kanji shimasu ne
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APPENDIX 8-(c) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSJ-NSJ INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 3' (M & U IN JAPANESE)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
(1) 1- 10	 1 U:	 ah konnichiwa
(2) 11- 27	 10 M:	 are(ah sonja)	 INTRODUCTION
	
11 U:	 ma dozo(].aughs)
	
II (1) 28- 35	 26 M:	 ah so nan desu ka
	
27 U:	 hal
	
28 M:	 =eeh uja	 WHAT U DOES
kochira de nani nasatte Irun desu ka
	
(2) 36- 47	 36 M:	 ah ja ano galkokugo daigaku:
III	 48- 80	 46 M	 ah: so desu ka heee(O.5)
	
47 U:	 ah: so desu ka ne:	 WHAT M DOES
	
48 M:	 eeh ma ano ichlo nihon dewa sono
horitsu o yatte itan desu kedo
IV	 81-100	 79 U:	 =ah so dattan desu ka
	
80 M:	 eeh(0.9)
	
81 U:	 naruhodo	 LENGTH OF
elgo mondai. desu ka kochira de	 STAY
V	 101-133	 96 M:	 ah so desulka
	
97 U:	 [hal
	
98 M	 ah so desu ka	 KYOTO
	
99 U:	 hal(O.5)
	
100 M:	 ah so ja ona-onamae o
	
VI (1)134-142 133 U: 	 ah so desu ka---ha: : --
tte ima line korareteru ko:su we eh:
kotoshi hajimatta bakari desu yo ne
(0. 9)
	
(2)143 167 141 U:	 ah so desu ka
	
142 M:	 eeh
	
143 U:	 ja Ima kochira de--Institute desu ka
	
(3)168-181 167 U:	 ah so desu ka	 M'S COURSE
168 M mo reklshi wa ne kocchl kite hajimete
yatten desu kedo ne are wa kekko yaku
ni tachi masu ne
	
(4)182-194 181 U:	 shindol desho(laughs)
	
182 M:	 L(watashi. mohonto ni)
essay wane kanari taihen dene
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	VII(1)195-215 188 M: 	 -yonuku de ne(laughs) (taihen
na mon desu1yo)
	
189 U:	 (laughs)	 Lyoniuku nan desu ke
	
190 M	 =eeh
	
191 U:	 so desu ka
	
192 M:	 (taihen na mon desu)
	
193 U:	 uhm(breathes) (0. 7) soide moshi tatoeba desu ne
	
194 M:	 eeh
	
195 U:	 ano: ima no ko:su ga owararete eh: dokka
SOAS ka dokka de nokotte mate ko: su 	 M' S FUTURE
sarerun desho	 PLAN
(2)215-228	 213 M:	 --------(laughs)
	
214 U:	 eeh so desu yo ne
	
215 M:	 (eeh)<1.3) ima mo sorio: sensel ni ne
sono: asoko o juken suru n dattara kore o
yominasal are o yominasai-tte
(3)229-	 229 U:	 ah so desu ka uhm(0.9)
ja tatoeba shushi ninen nan desu kane
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(2) 10- 25	 9 F:
10 U:
II (1) 26- 29	 25 F:
26 U:
(2) 30- 33	 29 F:
30 U:
IV (1) 65-108 60 U:
61 F:
62 U:
63 F:
64 U:
65 F:
APPENDIX 8-(c) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSJ-NSJ INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 4' (F & U IN JAPANESE)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
I (1) 1- 9	 1 F:	 ah sakklmo domo
ah (so desu ka)
	
INTRODUCTION
(breathes) ima ohitorl hanashitetan
desu kedo gozonil desu ka
solde (zutto kitan desu kedo) (1. 0)
naruhodo(1. 0)
riannen gural no yotel nan desu ka koko
ah so desu	 THE LENGTH
=ah so desu ka hum(O. 9)	 OF STAY
ja Ima ukagattan desu kedo nanda SOAS
no gakubu ni ne
111(1) 34- 40	 32 U:
33 F:
34 U:
(2) 41- 64	 41 F:
ah so desu ka
(uh: m) (1. 1)
dochira kara koraretan desu ka
ah so nan desu ka
nani shiterassharun desu ka
WHERE F IS
F ROM
(	 )
aah: (1. 5)
(uh: m) so desu ka eh na-nagoya rio
gosshushin nan desu ka
so desu
ah so desu ka
yappari nihon de benkyo suru yourl mo
kocchi de benkyo shita ho ga omoshirol.
desu ka
	
(2)109-142 108 U:
	
nai kagiri(1.0) eeh nan ka (so naru WHAT U DOES
to ne) (1.8)
	
109 F:
	 de sore o suru koto ni yotte sono nanka
atarashli hakken mitaina notte arun desu
ka
	
(3)143-172 142 U:	 kaidoku no (0.9)
	
143 F:	 =zen zen wakaranal tokor e itte kaidoku
surutte koto mo dekirun desu ka
(4)173-	 173 F: ah so desu ka (laughs)
174 U: -----------(1.8)
175 F: zen zen wakaranal tokoro ni ittara nani mo
wakaranal desu yone
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TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 5' (A & M IN JAPANESE)
	
COUNTER	 SPEAKER	 BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES	 TOPIC
	
I (1) 1- 12	 1 M:	 ah knonnichiwa	 INTRODUCTION
	
(2) 13- 17	 13 M:	 ano::
II	 18- 25	 18 A:
	
111(1) 26- 45	 26 A:
27 M:
	
(2) 46- 73	 42 A:
43 M:
44 A:
45 M:
46 A:
IV (1) 74- 78	 74 M:
(2) 79-103	 79 A:
(3)104-126 104 A:
(4)127-159 127 M:
(5)160-165 160 A:
V (1)166-197 162 A:
163 M:
164 A:
165 M
166 A:
(2)198-	 198 A:
199 M:
200 A:
moh knono intabyu we ehto nando ka
(1.1) ah K-sen we rese:chi no kate 	 WHAT M DOES
dewa nakute(0.6)
aahrwetashl we ano SOAS def	 ano
Lwatashl we	 Lh- ano(	 )
ae: h
uhm
so nan desu ka	 WHAT A DOES
eeh
ano: me tonikaku kotoshi no 4 gatsu
kara ano AJE tte lu
(1. 5) de are we ano -ah soreja
Igirisu we 4 gatsu ni (
hu::m(O.6) do desuka yapparl mochiron
elgo we sugoku jotetsu sarete
lye o desu yo-- demo lya:
watashi we daigaku 3 rienkan oete sorekara
kyugaku todoke ni shiteolte 	 A'S
PROBLEM
lye eno: watashi mo ne watashi iso kaigel
hajimete dattan desu ne
so desho ne nanka iso (tadane) honto heya
ichi nen nagel tsumori de kite kedo
uh: is
uh: is
ma: so desu yo ne he: e: e: e
uhm(1. 1)
K-san we igirisujin no kate we ah
igirisujin we do omoware masu
uhm	 WHAT DO
eeh	 YOU THINK
so desho ne(0.7) lisa watashi no ko:su 	 OF THE
deto honto nurumeyu ni zutto tsukatte 	 BRITISH
iru mital	 PEOPLE
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APPENDIX 8-(c) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSJ-NSJ INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 6' (K & H IN JAPANESE)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
I	 1- 8	 1 H:	 ah hajimemashite	 INTRODUCTION
II (1) 9- 19	 9 H:	 aah(1. 1) kochira ni kite nannen kural
ni narun desu ka	 LENGTH OF
STAY
(2) 20- 44	 20 K:
III	 44- 59	 42 K:
43 H:
44 H:
IV	 60- 74	 58 K:
59 H:
60 K:
V	 75-111	 74 K:
75 K:
VI	 112-126 109 K:
110 H:
111 K:
112 H:
VII	 127-144 124 H:-
125 K:
126 H:
127 H:
VIII 145-168 141 H:
142 K:
143 H:
144 K:
145 H:
IX (1)169-190 168 K:
169 H:
watashi dakara uhm to kyonen no shigatsu
ni daigaku owatte sugu kocchl iiii kite
ne: 1	1dakara:	 rm	 BACKGROUNDS
[uhm .L	[so desu ka 1	OF THE
ja ii desu ne---ah ja	 INTERACTANTS
imamade ano imamade sannin oaishitan
dakeredo zen zen chigau taipu
ah so: ka
uh:m	 H'S WORK
nan no oshigoto o(nasatte iten desu ka)
ah so desu ka	 HIGH SCHOOL
do nan desu ka ima no chugakusel tte STUDENTS
(ah sore wa nan masu ne)
uhm kamoshire nai
(so kana) 1ya nan ka do nano kana: toka
omotte tima no kodomo waj-demo 	 WHERE K IS
Luhm	 [to-tokyo de	 FROM
irassharu no shusshin wa
NE:: dame dakara (demo)=
(honto)
uhm(1. 0)	 WHAT K DOES
kochiradewa nani benkyo shite Iru no
uh: in
(laughs)
uh m
anmani zemi. toka itte mo onna no ko 	 HOW TO
hitoni dattashi	 SURVIVE
=ja jubun sono naka demo nihon demo
ikite kite kera kocchi demo ikirare
chau wane
(laughs)
de ano shikin gun wa minna goryoshin ga
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(2)191-206 190 K:
191 H:
X (1)207-218 207 H:
so nan desu yo np::
	 UNIVERSITY
Lkochira ga yoppodo 11 LIFE
wa ne(laughs)
uhm uhm
1na MA o nasatte Iru wake?
	
(2)219-248 218 K:
	 so desu ne (0.9)
	
219 H:	 ano: aru teldo are yo ne ano: gakusel STUDENT LIFE
no uchj. we amen so lu koto
	 AND WORKING
(3)249-	 249 H:	 ab uh:m
solde eno tebun nihori ni keette ne okizuki
ni riaru to omou kedo ma ko lccha shiturel
dake do chotto toshi ga lcchatta Ja nel
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APPENDIX 8-(c) TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN NSJ-NSJ INTERACTIONS
TOPIC/SUBTOPIC BOUNDARIES IN CONVERSATION 71 (E & H IN JAPANESE)
COUNTER SPEAKER BOUNDARY & TOPIC INITIAL UTTERANCES 	 TOPIC
	
1- 9	 1 E: ah konnichiwa	 INTRODUCTION
	
II (1) 10- 35	 10 E: nenka kino	 (	 ) ne
	
(2) 36- 50	 34 H: =wakaranal japal
35 E:	 [sore we wekera nal
desu ne.1
36 H:	 [ne: de: kino denwa ga atta no
K-sen kara
37 E: hal weteshlmo desu 	 WHERE H LIVES
H:	 (laughs)
E:	 (laughs)
H:	 lye docchl no ho ga hayakatta no
kashira---(1. 3)
	
(3) 51- 73	 48 H:	 --------(onna.ii desu yo ne)(lqughs)
49 E:	 I.(leughs)
50 H:
51 E:
	
111(1) 74-106	 74 H:
(2)107-121 106 H:
107 E:
(3)121-147 120 E:
121 H:
IV (1)148-154 146 H:
147 E:
(2)155-167 153 E:
154 H:
155 E:
(3)168-175 166 H:
167 E:
168 H:
aeh
honto
do deshlta ke kino
(laughs) ah so (0.5)
je mo nenakegetsu mo irassharu to
dalbu nareta desho
=jlbun mo dokldoki suru desho 	 E'S LEARNING
[te lu ice	 EXPERIENCE
wet ashi nan ka demo ko watashi we
juhssal nan desu kedo
(1.0) nan ka ne
uhm
Ima wa mo daijobu daijobu desu ka
(laughs) ano:
(laughs)
nani kenkyu nasatte Irun desu ke	 WHAT H DOES
aah
uhm
A-san tte gozonil nal desu ka
ah hu: in
uh: m
minesan yoku gambaru we ne::
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V	 176-192 176 H:	 mata nan de kochira niwa	 WHY £ HAS COME
TO LONDON
	
VI (1)193-202 193 H:	 uhm(17) sore wa do natten no	 FINANCIAL
PROBLEM
	
(2)203-215 202 E:	 sonna kawara nai rdesho	 (	 )
	203 H:	 Ikawara nal desho
soshitara Kyoto shinal
VII	 216-224 216 E:	 ah so desu ka ee:to	 WEATHER
watashi. nan ka no no(	 ) chodo
samuku naru toki de
VIII 225-	 223 H: ---------------(	 ) WHAT E
224 E:	 uhm	 STUDIES
225 H:	 ah so desu ka(1. 1)
ima wa nani o benkyo nasatte iru no
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also from SOAS
just outside today
APPENDIX 9 TRANSCRIPTS OF NSE-JSE INTERACTION
APPENDIX 9-(a) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 1(R & S IN ENGLISH)
RECORDED ON 30 OCTOBER 1987
I S:
2 R:
3 D:
4 R:
5 S:
6 R:
7 5:
8 S:
9 R:
10 5:
11 R:
12 S:
13 R:
14 5:
15 R:
16 S:
17 R:
18 5:
19 R:
20 5:
21 R:
22 S:
23 R:
24 5:
25 R:
26 5:
27 R:
28 S:
29 R:
30 S:
31 R:
32 5:
33 R:
34 S:
35 R:
36 5:
37 R:
38 5:
39 R:
Hello
Hello
Are you an expert on -on Videos ( and)=
=No not at all
Not at all(laughs) neither am 1=
I'm a bit nervous about ( 	 ?	 )
Yes? Me, too actually, I've done two Interviews but I'm still
nervous (laughs)
I'm Sarah
Nice to meet you I'm Rumi
RumI?
Yes-student in SOAS
You' re in SOAS too=
Yes
Two other people that er were here were
En and-j-	 j-Asa-that's1right
LAsa J	[(yeah) I met her
Did you?
Yes(1. 0)
Oh-it's-it's a-It's nice to talk to you because I heard from K about
st-the Japanese students come to study in SOAS but I ( 	 )
[Yeah there's
quite a lot about-er- 50 I think- Japanese students are ( ? 	 )
studying in my course and there's another course which doing a-which
they do	 just language (that's all	 English history like
Lum
that rand there're about20 I think-
[Oh	 [gosh	 i.so you're on the politics
history, sociology	 €ide1
lYeahJ	 [yeah
How-how is it going?
WE:LL(laughs)1	 rflot bad1	 FYeah I like the coursei
L(laughs)J
	
	 I No?J	 LYes
I think it's very very good for Japanese whordon't understand=
luhm
=Engllsh very well
Yeah-yes that's what Asa said, too, because she's studied politics
er-1	tand you have as welli
LYeah the same as I doi	 I yes
And I asked her if she'd found it was rather a repetition of things
that she'd done before1
[Sorry-repetition?
Repetition-she was repeating things that she'd already studied and=
[Oh yes	 [.uhmm-ah
=she said It was OK because from the language point of view she's
getting a lot from it1	 1and I suppose if you feel very
LUhmmJ
comfortable with the content1you can concentrate on thelanguage
	
Luhm	 Luh:nrUh:m
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40 S: =that you used to express it
41 R: Uhmm-yeah
42 S: (That's what) you've found as well
43 R: Uhmhum but er it's pity that we don't have much timelto speak to=
44 S:	 LUmhum
45 R: =more-(perhaps)--English students or (
	 ) from abroad because
46 S:	 Luhm
47 R: =the course is only for Japanesel	 (so) always we tend to talk
4.8 S:	 LYe: s
49 R: =in Japanese [(in the
	 ?	 F or-)
50 S:	 LYes	 yes you can't-er-don't blame
yourse l fr f or that anyway	 rbecause it's-it's natural=
51 R:	 [Yeah	 Luhm-yeah-yeahi
52 S: isn't it?
53 R: Uhmm
54 5: Yes she said that she was staying in a hostel where there're (not
a lot of students who are) British1
	 rstudentsl
55 R:	 [noti	 [yes
56 S: Are you-are you in a1
	 1oh
57 R:
	
	 [I'm in a hall-do you know the Hughes Parry
Hall?-lt's about er two minutes' walk from here
58 5: In what direction? I know John Adams Hall it's about (the only
)
59 R: It's in Cartwright Gardens	 rnear Tavistock Square
60 S: Cartwright Gardens-it's a sort of J 	 ITavistock
-yes I know Tavistock Square of ityes-it's about that area-
61 R:	 LUhmm
62 5: that's where my bank is-National Westminster=
63 R: Ah-yeah my bank ls.Itoo
64 S:
	
	 L(It is	 ?	 (laughs)) well it used to be
it's not really my bankalthough I've got my account there still
65 R:	 LUhm	 uhmm
66 S: Yes-well it's very convenient you can walk, Ican't you'?(1.8)
67 R:	 lYes(	 )
68 S: So you're-you're here in the great hurricane, then?
69 R: Great what?
70 S: THE HURRICANE
71 R: I don't understand that (
72 S:	 LThe-er-when the wind blew very strongly
and knocked the trees down1	 1yes because I was walking around=
73 R: Uha	 I ah-yesj
74 5: =just nowrthe Tavistock Square I had to go to the bankito get ( ?
75 R:	 juhum	 [yes
76 5: =money1	 1and when I-
77 R:
	
	 LYEAH-did you see that erm a big tree uprooted and (
)?
78 5: NO I didn't see that I must've gone around the other side of the
square
79 R: (I think) it's just the other side of the square[ just erm in front
80 5:	 [yeah
81 R: =of my roomi	 1yeah1(laughs)
82 5:	 [Good GodJ
	
[(laughs) so when you looked out of the
window you saw this tree[(	 )
83 R:	 Yeah that's right
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84 5:
85
86 S:
87 R:
88 5:
89 R:
90 S:
91 R:
92 S:
93 R:
94
95 R:
96 S:
97 R:
98 S:
99 R:
100 5:
101 R:
102 S:
103 R:
104 S:
105 R:
106 5:
107 R:
108 S:
109 R:
110 S:
111 R:
112 5:
113 R:
114 S:
115 R:
116 S
117 R:
118 S:
119
120 5:
121 R:
122 5:
123 R:
124 S:
125 R:
126 S:
127 R:
128 5:
Quite frightening I should think
Iihmm
Yes-but did you hear it going on?-beceuse I was talking to a friend
and she said that she slept all the way through it j-this was in
Luhum
=London- rshe
lUhmm-I didn't hear very much I think it's because I'm not
very delicatel	 1but er some of (	 )Ididn't-
LUhmm l
	tUhmm
=couldn't sleep at all1so he just woke uprand er went downstairs=I yeah	 [yes	 Luhm
=and er slept in a pirig-pong room(laughs)
Slept inra ping-pong room?1	 IBOy
IOn the floor
	 LYEAH(	 ?	 ) because he was living
on the top floor-the 13th floorf and that was very noisy he said
I Yes
So the wind made so much noiserand he couldn't sleepj
	
LUhmm	 Lyeah
Good heavens (of all)Fit must be really frightening because we were
Luhuhu(laughs)
well I live in North Englandand we were expecting the storm after=
LUhmm
= it'd come to London -they said It's gonna hit Yorksh ire rin-at about
lUhmm
=two o'clock in the afternoon1and just nothing very much happened
LUhrnm
=it t rained all day wind blewfa little bit and
t.Uhmin	 [yeah that's right I went Staford the=
other dayFand ah-peole in Stanford didn't know at allibut some of=[tjhum	 LNO
= t hem-
[Yes usually we get quite a lot of wind and er bad weather in
winter and London doesn't get so much so this time it's been
reversed i but we wouldn't wish a hurricane on anybody1	 1but I was
luhmin
	
	 luhmmi
=expecting quite a lot more devastation to1-than-than I've actually=
LUhmm
seen so far perhaps I haven't been round the area where the trees
have been uprooted1 (so) people were saying that in Kew Gardens
tiihmm
=the-the majority of the trees were uprooted(
	 )
(.Ah:
Yes (I have to think of that those C
	 ?
So anyway that's-a-we were-we were lucky in the north of England
Yeah that's right (0. 7)
Are you-are you from Kyoto by the way?
NO l	 1my mother's from Kyoto	 1I'm from Kanagawa j-
INo?J	 I Is she?.klaughs)	 LKanagawa?
near Tokyo-this is Tokyo and this is Kanagawa
That's south of Tokyo
Yeah
Yes that's the place I didn't go to when I was in Japan
Oh Nere you in Japan?1
Uhmm	 II was in Japan yes and I went to Kyoto couple
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of times so when the other two told me that they were from Kyoto
I thoight-
129 R:	 I-Was it erm holiday?
130 S: No I was working therel
	 I was erm working in Al
	
(laughs)
131 R:
	
	 LUhnuu	 [oh A?
Do you know the-eh-Soh Brothers?
132 S: Yes-ye(laughs)
133 R:	 [(laughs) They're from A
134 S: That's right are they still quite famous in Japan?
135 R: Yeah
136 S: Are they?
137 R: Yeah
138 S: I thought they'd retired more or less now
139 R: Ah-maybej-	 11'm not sure about that- I used to like the younger=
140 S:	 LYes(laughs)
141 R: =brother Soh brother1	fvery muchi
142 S:	 IDId you? J
	L Is he good-looking?
143 R: Erm perhaps not very much
144 S: No?(laughs) 	 [Actually I was-I once saw them well I saw them
145 R:
146 S: =running in the street but I once saw them in the gymn that I
used to g° to[because I used to do what they call 'body-bullding'=
147 R:	 LUhmm
148 S: in Japanf you know weight 1lifting thing and they went to this=
149 R:	 LlJhmm	 [yeah-yeah
150 S: =gymn and I was amazed because they were so tall erm they were very=
different built from the-you know 1 people around yes well one=
151 R:	 I Ordinary people
152 S: =can't say now one can't generalise about the Japanesefbut they=
153 R:	 LUh
154 S: =were really exceptionally tall and slim
	 1Ye:
155 R:	 LOh are they?J	 II didn't
realise that they were so tall (, 	 )
156 S:	 LYes they are very good-looking too=
157 R: =Are they?
158 S: (	 ) because they've just been to erm wherever the last
Olympics were-Los Angeles
	 rYes so I think these two are( ? )
159 R:	 I-Yeah?
160 S: =but I didn' t actually get to speak to them unfortunately
161 R: Aah1	 1you should have done]
162 S:	 L(laughs)1	 Lyes but-no I think they were
too intent on their weight liftingçthey were training anyway
163 R:	 LUhmm
164 S: Are you-are you a jogger? Are you 1	 (laughs) (1. 0)but erm 1
165 R:	 INo	 LI'm not
good at sports1	 1NoJ
166 S:
	
	 [Not-not at 8ll?J 	 t(	 ) Because life in
London can be very unhealthy unless you-you make the effort to=
167 R: Yeah that' sfrlght	 [I've got fat a lot afterr
168 S:	 Ldo a bit of exercisel	 IHave
you
169 R:	 61 came to London
170 S: Everybody says that all Japanese students say that1
171 R:	 [NO except f or me
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172 S:
173 R:
174 S:
175 R:
176 S:
177 R:
178 S:
179 R:
180 5:
181 R:
182 S:
183 R:
184 S:
185 R:
186 S:
187 R:
188 S:
189 R:
190 S:
191 S:
192 R:
193 S:
194 R:
195 5:
196 R:
197 S:
198 R:
199 S:
200 R:
201 S:
202 R:
203 S:
204 R:
205 5:
206 R:
207 S:
208 R:
209 S:
210 R:
211 5:
everyone just lost weight I think
Really?
Yeah that's because erm they don't do any practice or exercise or
something like that because (	 ) nervous
Ah
Yeah the difference of culture1and the difference of language
	
LYeah	 LDoes
that mean that you're more relaxed than the others?
No I don't know[(laughs) perhaps not delicate I think1
	
I.(leughs)	 [Yeah some-
but I think it different there's a difference in food isn't there?
I mean if1
[specially hell foods are very fattening
Are they?
Yes I just keep eating eating everyday
Do they give you wholefoods in your residence?
Yeah breakfast and dinner and er only Saturday and Sunday lunch
Ah: I-I made a mistake because I though you said 'wholefoods' which
is erm you know brown wheat and brown thingsbut	 1erm hall food
Ah:	 LAah-uhmmi
=you said yes I think they-they tend to give you erm the things that
fill you up	 rilke erm (	 ) andthings like that
LYeah 1	[Yeah that's right
especially my hail'smixed halif boys and girls(laughs) so they put
	
Lyes	 [yes
=lot of food on each
And you can't help eating it (laughs)
Yes I used to visit K in John Adams Hau l	 rand eq
	
[Uhmmi	 t15 she in the
hail?
She was I' ln J A H she's now in the Annexe l	 rbut she used to be=
LAah	 Whmmi
=there too perhaps a couple of months ago 	 1-and er the food=
Luhmjnl
there Is-is very stodgy and we all just ate it because al up=
(laughs)
=because it was cheapend (	 ?	 ) but it's not all that good
food
(laughs)
So you don' t get much exercise in-
I want to try squehf and I got billiardi
	
LUhmm	 La:h that's not very
energetic(	 )	 Yeah
uhuhum	 No well perhaps squah Is very 	 good for health
but I don' t know how to play it1 	 1but er 1 no(	 )
	
LNoi	 LI think you can get
coach
Sorry?
Well in the student union 1 think I remember last year there was
an-they gave coaching didn't they?
Did they?
I think so in-in the big union building
You mean at 8T	 rU?1
Li forget the name of the street now 	 [Yes that's
96
right ULIJ
212 R: Aha
213 S: Yes I remember saying squah lessons because I I had played before
but it was long time ago and I thought it would be a good idea to
take it up again because It's such a good exercise 1
214 R:
	
IUhmm
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1 S:
2 Y:
3 S:
4 Y:
5 S:
6 Y:
7 S:
8 Y:
9 S:
10 Y:
11 S:
12 Y:
13 5:
14 Y:
15 S:
16 Y:
17 S:
18 Y:
19 S:
20 Y:
21 5:
22 Y:
23 S:
24 Y:
25 5:
26 Y:
27 5:
28 Y:
29 5:
30 Y:
APPENDIX 9-(b) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 2 (Y & S IN ENGLISH)
RECORDED ON 30 OCTOBER 1987
Hello
Hello
Come and sit down this is the hot seat
Ahahaha (laughs) yes
(laughs)
Hello nicel to meet you
INice to meet you my name's Sarah
Sarah
Yes
My name's Yuko
Yuko
Yes
I'm happy with Yuko I've met a lot of Japanese called Yuko(laughs)
(laughs) Yes it's a very common name
Yes I don't know-I've forgot what it means ( 7	 ) somebody once
told me but I forgot
Erm
Do you know the meaning of it?
In my case my name means 'the help of God'
'Help of God'?
Yes
Uh:m(1. 1)
(laughs)
'KO' means child doesn't it?
Ah yesthat's right
LYes	 LAnd 'YU' means help-help of God is It?
Yes In my case-sQl
LHow lovely(laughs)
Thank you(laughs) (1.0)
Are you also studying at SOAS like the otherfstudents?l	 1So you
[Yes	 LYesJ Lthe
special course for the Japanese students
31 5: Is that politics and economics one?
32 Y: Erm I selectedi	 1hitory and law l	 [It depends on the=
33 5:	 LUhmmI	 LHistory[and law
34 Y: students
35 5: How-it-they said I'm not well quite clear in my mind now because
somebody was studying politics (maybe I've got it wrong)
36 Y:
	
	
lAh yes
because that Is a module1 1so we can choose anything else1
37 5:	 [AhJ	 II see
so you chose history and lawsas your special[( ? 	 )
38 Y:	 LYes	 L I don't like history
39 S:
40 Y:
41 S:
42 Y:
43 S:
44 Y:
45 5:
so much
Really?
Uhmm (1.6) bit	 1Aha
LYou-you found that since you started i it did you?
Er: m
Was It too many dates to learn or ( 	 )
Uh:m yes	 yesJ
L(laughs)J	 tToo much to learn (1.0) uhrnm
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46 Y: But I like the recent history
47 5: Yes 20th Century history 1	 eyes what is it is it ancient or=
48 Y:	 [So	 LYesI
49 S: =sort of Medieval History that you're studying in SOAS
50 Y: Uh:mm (	 ) I don't like the history1 	 remote from the present=
51 S:	 Uihmm
=No I agree with you when I was at school we studied history but
we never got to the 20th Century 1	 so I don t know what happened=52 Y:
53 S: = in 20th Century up to now really1	 I picked it up when I went to
54 Y:	 LNo
55 S: (	 ) and studying it[unfortunate].y1	 so
56 Y:	 Uhmm	 [(l.2)J [which part
of England do you come from?
57 S: Well I'm from-I was born in Wales actually
58 Y: Wales?
59 S: Yes
60 Y: tlhmm
61 S: but I haven't been there for quite a long time and now I live in
Yorkshire
62 Y: Yorkshire?
63S: Ye:s
64 Y: Oh that's a lovely place isn't it?
65 S: Well I think so have you been there?(laughs)
66 Y: Yes I have- about two years ago
67 S: Really
68 Y: Yes and uh I stayed therel	 1about three monthsl
69 S:	 LtJhmml	 [Gosh-where did
70 Y:
71 5:
72 Y:
73 S:
74 Y:
75 S:
76 Y:
77 S:
78 Y:
79 S:
80 Y:
81 S:
82 Y:
83 S:
84 Y:
85 5:
86 Y:
87 S:
88 Y:
89 5:
90 Y:
91 S:
92 Y:
93 S:
94 Y:
you stay
Stay? Ah-North Yorkshire
What was the name of the town?
Town? Uh:m let me see erm--near Billsbourgh Stokesway
Ah : r-I was going to say I live in North Yorkshire-we have a language
1(1 aughs)
=school there1	 11'm working at this language school teachlng
LUhuhi
English to foreign studentsrso I wondered if you may've been to my
[Oh are you?
=my town it's called Harrogate
Harrogat e?
Yea: h
Oh(1. 1)
(laughs)
Yes I went there erm to outside work with secondary students
Did you?
Yes
Gosh (0.6) were you a-were you teaching in the secondary school?
No I ovserved the school and] I spent my time with the students
[Umhu
and thel teachers and so I had an experience of going outside =
llJmm	 tUh: mm
with the students
Oh
(laughs)
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117 Y:
118 5:
119 Y:
120 S:
121 Y:
122 S:
123 Y:
124 S:
125 Y:
126 5:
127 Y:
128 5:
129 Y:
130 S:
131 Y:
132 S:
133 Y:
134 S:
135 Y:
)
(1.4)
is strong
in-in SOAS?-how do1	 11t's interesting
[Yesi
95 S: Good heavens- are you a teacher by profession- or how did you get
Involved with the sch-sch1
96 Y:	 LAh the schools-I used to be a teacher in
Japan	 and I taught English to the students in Japanese high
97 5:	 1.Yes	 [Yeah
98 Y: =schools
99 5: So you came on a sort of study visits1	 two years ago
100 Y:	 Lies-- Isn't It?(1.0)
101 S: Ah It's funny isn't Itfyou came to Harrogate as welli I wonder
102 Y:	 [(laughs)	 LAha:m
103 S: where you went to-what was the outside visit--was it something
like Fountains Abbey or-(1.4) (there's some--- ) very lovely
areas there
104 Y: Uh::::: mm	 I don' t remember=
105 5: =No-so time goes really(laughs) (0. 8)
106 S: Gosh so this is a bit of change f or you Isn't It - London and
North Yorkshiref are so completely different as if [they are not in
107 Y:	 Llhat's right	 [That's right
108 S: =the same country really 1(laughs)	 [Uhmml	 1Uhmm
109 Y:	 LOh yes - buti	 LI loved Yorkshire [very
much i because It's very comfortable to live1	 but in London
110 S:	 LUhmm	 LYes-is-it
111 Y: 1t is very very noisy but of course it's convenient
112 5: Well that's true there are lots of interesting things to do in=
London we don't have very much night life in Harrogate for example=
113 Y: No(laughs)
114 5: But at least In London you've got a theatre and a cinema and so
on if you can afford them1	 but It must be quite expensive
115 Y:	 LUhmm
116 S: =1 think if you stay here for a whole year--if you're financing
yourself ( -
LUhmm-utimmm
It's a good thing that yen
(laughs) <0. 7)
Are you enjoying the course
=apart from historyl	 1(laughs)	 ( ? )=
L(laughs)	 lexcept-except for history'
history -because I went to SOAS a little bit -erm I used to study
in this Institute with K i	 1so when I wrote my dissertation
[Yes-yes I
=1 did It on Japanese students of English7adult students and I did=
L Uhuhu	 Llihuhu
=a little bit of research in the library at SOAS
I see
=and SOAS it seemed to me so much better erm provided for
much better facilities in the libraryand beautiful classrooms=
[Aa: : h
=are nicer 1	1end I-I was thinking oh I wished I'd been in SOAS
lUh: ml
Uhm because everybody says so1
=but ah	 [yes-yes it's a good place I think
the restaurant's also very good=
=Do you think so?
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136 S:
137 Y:
138 S:
139 Y:
140 S:
141 Y:
142 S:
143 Y:
144 S:
145 Y:
146 S:
147 Y:
148 S:
149 Y:
150 S:
151 Y:
152 S:
153 Y:
154 S:
155 Y:
156 S:
157 Y:
158 S:
159 Y:
160 S:
161 Y:
162 S:
163 Y:
164 S:
165 Y:
166 S:
167 Y:
168 S:
169 Y:
170 S:
171 Y:
172 S:
173 Y:
174 S:
175 Y:
176 S:
177 Y:
178 S:
179 Y:
180 S:
181 Y:
Well it's better than the other restaurantsrl think don't you=
LAh:
think?
Uh: mm?
(laughs)
I..(laughs)
At least they have foreign foods rather than the sort of 1 	 not
tUhmni
very good British type food that they have (most of the= )
(laughs)
=restaurants everything in the Institute
Uh: m
Perhaps it's (	 ?	 )(leughs) but it's better than here
anyway
(laughs)
better than this Institute(laughs)- I think-I thought so
Uhinzn I think it's not so big1 	 r5° it's very easy to contact to the
LUhm.I
people1	[Yes
tl'hat' s trueLyes have-have some of the other people that I-I
was talking to said that they found it very difficult to make
friends or make contacts (among) British people l	 Ithey made a lot
tAh J
=of contact with foreign people who stayed in the same residence but
I suppose not with the Britishrl don't know if you've found the same
Uhmm
=thingI mean I found when I was in London last year that I-huh-got
[Hu: in
=to know more foreign students than I did British students1 	 Ibut I
LHuhum
=think that was the nature of my course there were quiteja lot of
jAa: h
=foreign students on the course and there were at the Institute
actually	 EandI(	 ?	 )( s ) and having taught abroad
L.Uhuhui	 LYes
=as I did I ha-had more in common with the foreign students than
the British studentsl	 1(laughs)]
(Uhumu: m	 tAa: m(1. 6)
What part of Tapan are you from?
Yokohama
Oh
Do you know?
I know a little bit because em the company that I worked for [in
tUh: m
=Japan has a branch office In Yokohama
Ah yes
It's the company ( ?	 ) Al	 1and they have a head office in
t Uhum I
=well the main company-the main part of the company is in Nobeoka
where I used to work In Miyazakl-kenj 	 [but I think they have
tUh:mi
a certain amount of If-factories or plants In Yokohama1	 [Yes
LUhm	 [YesJ ( s )
It's near Tokyo1 the capital of Japan1	 1yes
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182 S:
183 Y:
184 S:
185 Y:
186 5:
187 Y:
188 S:
189 Y:
190 S:
191 Y:
192 S:
193 Y:
194 S:
195 Y:
196 S:
197 Y:
198 5:
199 Y:
200 S:
201 Y:
202 S:
203 Y:
204 S:
205 Y:
206 S:
207 Y:
207 S:
208 Y:
209 S:
210 Y:
211 S:
212 Y:
213 S:
214 Y:
215 S:
216 Y:
217 S:
218 S:
219 Y:
220 S:
221 Y:
An- 1Yes [That's right yes but-er-I
only went to Yokohama about once I think I had a friend who was
working f or H in Yokohamaj
[Did you go to Yokohama?
Only once yes-yes oh I had two friends that I know one was working
in an university in Yokohama and another one working in H Languege=
Lwh-which university?
lnstitute now I'm trying-I don't remember there are several
universitiesaren't there in Yokohanlal	 1no I can't remember where
[Uh: m	 IYesJ
=he was he was P F and if you ever went to the SALT's meetings in
Yokohama1	 FYOU know SALT--Japan Association of Language Teachers
lUhumJ
erI
[Where?
It's in Japan-well It' s-it's the largest1association of language=
LAa: h
teachers1all over Japan and it's got Sapaneseand native English
llJhum	 [Uhum
=speakers1and they have meetings all over-I think Yokohama has a big
[Hu: m
=branch and soj	 ryes did you- did you ever go to those1 meet
I( ? ) I	 [No
ings?-no-well he used to attend them and give talks I think
sometimes and-and have discussions with[( 	 ?	 ) he's still in
L Uh: m--Uh: m
Japan as far as I know
Ah
=whereas I went to Japan in a large group you seesome members
I Uhm
=stayed and most of us came back again after a while so I wondered
if he was still giving talks in JALT1	 (laughs)
I Ahaa: : m
But your (
	 ?	 ) you are not a language teacher
any more-Is that right?
0h yes I used to be a language teacher1 	 but now(laughs) I'm
	
lUh:m	 LtJhm
learning English( laughs) yes
Are you-are you going to continue teaching or-
I hope so
Yeslso Uh:m1	 1Uhm1
IBut	 lif---the Japanese teacher s	[go to study abroad --
they have to give up their jobs so in my case I---couldn't have
any leave of absence1-not at all(laughs)
t.Uh:m	 [It's very discouraging
isn't it?
Yes it's a (mean) system isn't It?
Uh:m (2.1)
So it means that you've just got no income during this year=
you've got to go back1and pass the exams again I suppose
Uhm
=to be a teacher
That's right
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APPENDIX 9-(c) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 3 ( Y & D IN ENGLISH)
RECORDED ON 26 NOVEMBER 1987
1 D: Hello my name is Darryl H
2 Y: Darryl? Ah my name's (Yasunori nice to meet you)
3 D: And what' s your name
4 Y: Yasunori
5 D: Yasunori-7-
	
6 Y:	 LMatsumoto yeah OK yeah (laughs) what-what shall we-=
7 D: Well where do you come from?
8 Y: I' m from Kyot 0-do you know Kyoto?
9 D: Yes I know Kyoto very well
10 Y: Oh have you been to Japan?
11 D: Yes
12 Y: Oh good so-so--many-many times?
13 D: Yes I lived there for some time
14 Y: Ah good
15 D: I lived in Kyoto too
16 Y: Oh great
17 D: So whereabout In Kyoto do you come from?
18 Y: Ah I'm-I lived in-in a-Fushimi do you know Fushlmi=
19 D: =Fushimi? Fushimi-ku
20 Y: Yeah{that's right
	
21 D:	 LYeah Momoyama
22 Y: Yes-ah-yes I stayed nearer (Fushimi station than) Momoyama
23 D: Ah you lived near Momoyama st-near Fushimi station
24 Y: Yes that's right
25 D: I used to go to learn the 'shamisen'
26 Y: Oh really?
27 D: In Fushimiku--what was the name off the station
	
28 Y:	 Maybe-	 L Tanbabashi
29 D: Tanbabashi1 	 rbut Tenbabash
	
30 Y:	 LYes'yes I-I know that-Shishinan-something like that
31 D: For what?
32 Y: Er-it's a-it's a school for ( 	 )
33 D: =No it's not a school1	 it's just a private individual1	 I used
	
34 Y:	 tOh reallY	 [Aha
35 D: =to go to his house
36 Y: Aa:h
37 D: Takahashi-sensei
38 Y: TekahashI-sensei(leughs) aah-I don't know
39 D: He was the champion 'shamisen' player (last year)
40 Y: 0h really
41 D: Yeah
42 Y: Oh so er-you can-can you play thel'shamisen'
	
Uhmm
	
43 D:	 L Well I can a little bit but I
	
can't sing 1	I didn't like to sing1	 11t's
	
44 Y:	 tAah-aah	 Lit's impossiblei
45 D: =impossible yeah so I used to play the 'shamisen' ( 	 ?	 )
	
46 Y:	 Yeah
47 D: sing	 as welli
	
48 Y:	 [Aa:h	 [great(1.2)
49 D: Er but that was in Tanbabashi
50 Y: Uhum
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51 D:
52 Y:
53 D:
54 Y:
55 D:
56 Y:
57 D:
58 Y:
59 D:
60 Y:
61 D:
62 Y:
63 D:
64 Y:
65 D:
66 Y:
67 D:
68 Y:
69 D:
70 Y:
71 D:
72 Y:
73 D:
74 Y:
75 D:
76 Y:
77 D:
78 Y:
79 D:
80 Y:
61 D:
82 Y:
83 D:
84 Y:
85 D:
86 Y;
87 D:
88 Y:
89 D:
90 Y:
91 D:
92 Y:
93 D:
94 Y:
95 D:
96 Y:
97 D:
98 Y:
Tambabashi isn't it yeah(1.8) so I used to go down there every
lYeah
=Saturday night (1. 1)
Sorry?
I used to go there on Saturday evenings 	 from about 6:301	 till
IA:h	 (Uhum
about 7: 30
So er one-one-one hour (2. 1)
Sorry?
One-one hour?
Just one hour1	 yes-one hour a week that wasenough
lUhwn	 [how-howlong had you
learned 'shamisen'?
Oh I learned there f or about 3 or 4 years] 	 (	 )
LUhum oh tr-oh long time
Yeah long time but I didn't learn very much
A: ah
I didn't learn very quickly either it was just a hobby
Oh yes
=but then I-I bought a 'shamisen'[and I brought-I sent it back to
L Uh urn
=England	 and the case very tightly packed 1	and-=
LOh I.so was-was-was it OK?
=No It wasn't when it got back here it was cracked-the neck of the
'shainisen' was cracked=
=Really
so I haven't been able to er play since I came ( 	 )
l0h	 terrible
Terrible yes I was very disappointed]	 I think maybe If I look
LYeah
=around I'll find somebody who can repair it
=Yeah so it (	 ) very slim
=Very(	 ) yeah I think somebody must have squashed
the part of that1	 though the-the case was all right1 	 FbUt
LtJhum-Uhm	 1Uhm
=maybe squashed very quickly and it sprang back but broke the
'shamisen' inside
Ah the-ca-case
The case was all right1 	 1perfect Inside the 'shamisen'
[Uhumi
=was broken so I don't know what happened exac%ly
I. You mean the case was
just-er-er-what shall I-what shall I say
The case was all right it's fine=
1s it soft-soft?
=NO It was a hard case
=Hard case why-why was it broken/
=1 don't know maybe there was a pressure in the middle which forced
it down
A: h
And then it came-it broke the 'shamisen' neck and came up again
Oh
Maybe haevy back
Uh: in
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99 D:
100 Y:
101 D:
102 Y:
103 D:
104 Y:
105 D:
106 Y:
107 D:
108 Y:
109 D:
110 S:
111 D:
112 Y:
113 D:
114 Y:
115 D:
116 Y:
117 D:
118 Y:
119 D:
120 Y:
121 D:
122 Y;
123 D:
124 Y
125 D:
126 Y:
127 D:
128 Y:
129 D:
130 Y:
131 D:
132 Y:
133 D:
134 Y:
135 D:
136 Y:
137 D:
138 Y:
139 D:
140 Y:
141 D:
142 Y
Still it er can't be helped
Uh: m
Can't be(laughs)can't be helpedj 	 'shikataganai'1	 (1.5)
[(laughs)	 [Yeah	 [ctaughs)
so oh-so I-I can Imagine you can speak Japanese well
No I can't speak Japanese well but I-I tried to speak1sometimes
jUh: m
So what are you doing here?
Ah er I'm studying at-I study history and history of art and his-
literature in SOAS
Ah
Then aha other three essays and I finished one ( 	 )yesterday
You finished one how long have you been here?
Aa-just er sev-seven oh I don't know since-since April
Since April ah so you came after the end of term-are you a student
in Japan or-
=No I've-I've already finished I just finished the last March
Ahaha what-what were you studying and when (were you studied)?
I studied law but now I hate law F so	 j-Too boring(laughs)
IWhy you hate i?
Where did you study?
Er you know Kansal Gakuin?
No
It's in the Nishinomiya cIty-Nishinomiya
Nlshinomiya -I know on the Kel-on the Hankyu Line
Yeah that's right it's it takes er about 2 hours from Fushimi to
Kansal Gakuin
Aah so you went there every day?
Uh: m-no=
=Where did you stay
Ye:ah In the first year and the second yearf I had to go there every-
LUh:
=almost every day1	 but In the fourth year I-I went to-I went
[Uhm
=1 went there---just once a week
Oncefa week -
	 uh:m
[a week (laughs)'
People tell me that er to study Japanese universities Is very easy
I think so i
	
?	 )	 1Yeah1but I
LTo get into them is very difficult but toi 	 [once-
=thlnk if-If you study the what-what teacher wants you to do1
are in (	 )	 LUhum
=er-properly it's a very difficult but erm we can get some-sometimes
an-answer of the-the examination so erm we can easily pass the
examinations
So there's no real pressure on you to produce very eli good work you
just follow the course is that right?	 and then you get through
[That's right
Then I say er I had just few essays	 throught four years so
[Uhum
=1 don't remember er I don't remember actually I-I wrote-wrote If-
I wrote an essay (	 ?	 )
If - sorry?
Yeah I say---now I have to write a essay very often[but it's very
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143 D:	 [Uhm
144 Y: =1-I-I seldom wrote an essay in Japan1
	 fSO really-er--er
145 D:
	 L(Japan)-uhmi
146 Y: =after-after---I entered university really my writing ability had-
had1	 yeah declined so
147 D:
	
[declined1	 so how do you find erm by comparison
Japan and England1	 1very different organisation or what?
148 Y:-	 [Yeahj
149 D:
150 Y:
151 D:
152 Y:
153 D:
154 Y:
155 D:
156 Y:
157 D:
158 Y:
159 D:
160 Y:
161 D:
162 Y:
163 D:
164 Y:
165 D:
166 Y:
167 D:
168 Y:
169 D:
170 Y:
171 D:
172 Y:
173 D:
174 Y:
175 D:
Uh: m
Different way of working?
Yeah many many things different but er literally what I felt most
is it's very cold
Cold?
Yeah (laughs)
Well It's cold in Japan too, isn't it
NO it's much colder1	 1than Japan
[Yesi	 [I-a friend of mine wrote to me
last week and told me that it's still a bit warm in Japan but still
it wasn't as cold as (	 rbut Kyoto again it's very
LUh: m-uh: mJ
=cold1	 11t's sunny1	 1the sun shines and it's dry1
	
1so
tYeahJ	 [oh yeahi	 tUh:mJ
that what makes riice[a day 	 1yeah
[In the middle of the day very [it's not so cold
Yeah-yeah now the English winter is1er terrible-it's cold-dump-
[Uhuhu	 Iyeah
=mIserable1	 mo-it's not nice er1
lUh:mJ	 [actually yeah-the coldest now-
er moment is as-as If as if it's er-sorry-it was er January or
Feburary in Japan or in Kyoto 	 jYeah(leughs)J
	
IReally?J
	
LIt is going to get
colder than this I'm afraid 1	nt will get very cold but It will=
IAa: h I
be1	 ç'(laughs) Have you got a good coat-=
II have to think about thatl(laughs)
=have you got a heavy coat
I-I'm afraid I haven't got a coat=
0h you have to you have to get a heavy coat I think
Aa:
=and er with a hood maybe
Uhm [so-
) often the cold yes It's cloudy you
don't often see the sun 1during the winter1
176 Y:
	
	 Uhum	 I maybe I maybe have to go
to some market or something like that
177 D: Yeah to buy a coat you mean
178 Y: IJh:m (1.7) yeah (1.1)
179 D: So since you' ye been here what has-what has been doing socially
whet do you do in the evenings -do you go to Japanese restaurants
or-[
180 Y:	 LAa:h yeah I wish I could have-had-have a time-have a time for-to
such thing to do such thing but as I er every day---I'm In my room
and have to read a book then actually er--the problem for me is that
er-I haven't got much time to communicate with British students
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181 D:
182 Y:
183 D:
184 Y:
185 D:
186 Y:
187 D:
188 Y:
189 D:
190 Y:
191 D:
192 Y:
193 D:
194 Y:
195 D:
196 Y:
197 D:
198 Y:
199 D:
200 Y:
201 D:
202 Y:
203 D:
204 Y:
205 D;
205 Y:
206 D:
207 Y:
208 D:
209 Y:
210 D:
211 Y:
212 D:
213 Y:
214 D:
215 Y:
216 D:
217 Y:
218 D:
219 Y:
220 D:
221 Y:
222 D:
Uhum
= of course I-I-I have to make an effort to do that but actually af-
after I come back to hall)	 from school I'm very tired then I
[Uhum
=don't want to speak English
Ab so you just want to go back to your room and read a book
Y: s
LUhm (0.9) do you have food In your hail
Yes
Which hail is it?
Ah-I'm living I live in the commonwealth hall=
=Ah: my brother stayed there=
0h really
My brother was at Kings College1 	 1end when would that be--er--
[Uhumi	 [yeah-I
live-
=about 10 years ago
=Uhm I think erm C H er meal-meals of CH is quite good
Yeah
=compared with other halls
But my brother didn't like It therej	 he only stayed for one
[(Ah-	 )
=year (laughs) and then he moved out he went to live in Him Herts
Aah
and he used to come on the train every day
Aa:h yeah
So er he didl't like it there but I visited him once and I thought
it's all right
Yeh-yeah I-I entered the Commonwealth Hail at the beginning of
September then before that I stayed in International Hail and
International Hail is famous (for) terrible food1(leughs) that's
[Oh really
=why I er I first said the food was good then I was happy bu-but-
but er to some extent er er I I'm getting used to the meal then it's
er1
IDoesn't seem so good
=Yes the same-the same thing
Every week
Yeah I'm getting tired of it
I'm in er John Adams Hail at the moment1 	 and the food there was
tUh:
=not good I'm afraid but last year I was in Nottingham at the
University of Nottingham I was living in a hail the food there was
about 100 % better than it is in JAH
0h really
But last year I didn't think much of the food there I thought oh
the food here is no good but after coming here I realised that the
food in Nottingham was very good it was excellent
=Yeah I know the meal In JAH me-I-I also stayed In there
=Oh did you
=In-In Ap-spring 1	 1yeah I think it's er it's same as the
LUhmJ
=Internationai Hail
Is it? No good-so Commoriwealthe Hall is better In food
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223 Y: Uh:m little bit betterl
224 D:	 LA little bit better you get wine with dinner
225 Y: (laughs)
226 D: You can have wine or-
227 Y: Aa:h I wish I could some wine ( ? ) ineal(laughs)
228 D: How about Japanese food you make ( 	 ) Japanese food some
time?
229 Y: (laughs) Aa:h yes I try to make it but the result is er horrendous
230 D: Sorry?
231 Y: Horrendous
232 D: Horrendous? Oh you mean you can't make it very well?
233 Y: But er uh-yes uh: m I can' t so-SO er so what I-I make usually it' s er
easy food instant food
234 D: Inst ant Ramen
235 Y: Oh[yes	 and er do you know 'zousui' 'zousul'
236D:	 L(	 )
237 D: Yes I heard of It [yeah
238 Y:	 jYes or some-some-jsome kink of	 1yeah1
239 D:	 Lsomething like thatl	 [yes
240 Y: then yeah once I-I-I've tried to make rice -boiled the ricel
241 D:	 LUhum
242 Y:	 (
243 D:	 [What happened did you burn or-
244 Y: Ah what shall I say er too-too burnt
245 D: Too burnt
246 Y: Yes- have you been to any of the Japanese restaurants?
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APPENDIX 9-(d) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 4(S & D IN ENGLISH)
RECORDED ON 17 NOVEMBER 1987
1 D:
2 5:
3 D:
4 S:
5 D:
6 S:
7 D:
8 S:
9 D:
10 S:
11 D:
12 5:
13 D:
14 S:
15 D:
16 S:
17 D:
18 S:
19 D:
20 S:
21 D:
22 S:
23 D:
24 S:
25 D:
26 5:
27 D:
28 S:
29 D:
30 5:
31 D:
32 S:
33 D:
34 S:
35 D:
36 S:
37 D:
38 S:
39 D:
40 S:
41 D:
42 D:
43 S:
44 D:
45 5:
46 D:
47 S:
48 D:
He 110=
Hello
My name's Darryl H
Dallyl?
Darryl H
Darrod?
Darryl- D A double R Y L
Darryl H
Yes
May I-er-my name is S F
S F?
Yeah S1(	 ) S nice to meet you
L(	 )
Aba: (10 )
So you are Japanese are you?
Yes
=and where do you come from
I came from er Nagoya
Nagoya---
(Yeah)
I've never been to Nagoya only-been through it--on the train
(Ah) Oh you've been to Japan Oh
Yes I lived there f or some time
Ha-ha
Uhm
(1.5) Ah so you know-where Nagoya (University actually[is
LBut-	 )	 Lob yes but
it takes about er one hour on the train from Kyoto
Yeah 1by train
) by bullet train--two hours from Tokyo?
[by (	 )train	 LUhum (aha- )
Every time I er I say -every time I say I came from Nagoya
Uhum
=so erm European people made a mistake-oh you came from Norway
because the accent is similar(1.4)so Nagoya and Norway
[oh Isee
=but 1-1(0.8)
[But you don't look Norwegian
NO-no --but er many people talk to me and said to me er oh you came
[(laughs)
from Norway 1
	
1but it doesn' t make sense of course
I. Uhuml	 [not really no
No(1. 0)
There are maybe some Japanese living in Norway(2.5)
So what are you doing here are youT
LI'ni studying English
As a second language?
Yes
Teaching?
Aah no as the second language
Pardon?
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49 S:
50 D:
51 5:
52 D:
53 S:
54 D:
55 S:
56 D:
57 S:
58 D:
59 S:
60 D:
61 5:
62 D:
63 S:
64 D:
65 S:
66 D:
67 S:
68 D:
69 S:
70 D:
71 S:
72 D:
73 S:
74 D:
75 S:
76 D:
77 S:
78 D:
79 5:
80 D:
81 5:
82 D:
83 S:
84 D:
85 5:
86 D:
87 5:
88 D:
89 S:
As-a sec-second language
=As a second language
1n the -in the SOAS
(uhm) oh so you are not In this department riot in this er Institute
[Yes
you'1-re In SOAS
EYes	 (1.8)
Er what's the food like In SOAS
Erm (	 ) I don't-I don't eat lunch in the refectory
I always go to Senate House
Ah
(	 ) the food in the Senate House is much better
Is it more expensive in the Senate House=
=Erm I don't think so er-erm because the summer vacation I always
went to-to Hygine and er tropical medicine1 	 rand er that-it was=
lUhmJ
=rather expensive than in SOAS than (so ) than in the Senate
House 1	I think the Senatae House is erm much cheaper (1.4)
[Uhm .1
well I've never eaten in SOAS or Senate House but I was talking to
some Chinese people this morning and usually they're very good at
knowing the cheapest and the best places to eat and they said they
eat at SOAS sometimesi	 1and sometimes at the Senate House but =
lUhumi
1've never done it I was wondering if you knew anything about it
Ah so where do you usually eat?
=1 don't eat=
You don't EAT?=
=Usually I don't eat not during the day-you see I'm in JAH1 	 Fafld
[Uhum.I
=1 have breakfast there and then I have dinner there
Aah
so in-between that I--usually try not to eat
Why?
Because It's er too expensive
Ah Irsee
lToo-er-eat too much so -also I need to reduce my weight a
little bit so1I have to take It easy1
[Ah	 [so er if I-If I can ask er
are you vegetarian
No not vegetarian
Aah
1 eat er meat(1.7)
You stayed in er JAH
Uhum
I stayed -I stayed there In-four three weeks ah two weeks in-In last
May
Uhum-when was that
Erm (1.6)
I mean what-under what circumstances-why did you stay there
Erm because my course had started In-er-f rom last April so-the-
because the Japanese education system is different from here and so
I came here in April and there's no-er-it's very difficult to find
acco-accommodatlon and accidentally there's er several rooms vacant
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90 D:
91 5:
92 D:
93 S:
94 D:
95 5:
96 D:
97 S:
98 D:
99 5:
100 D:
101 S:
102 D:
103 5:
104 D:
105 5:
106 D:
107 S:
108 D:
109 S:
112 D:
113 5:
114 D:
115 5:
116 D:
117 5:
118 D:
119 S:
120 D:
121 5:
122 D:
123 S:
124 D:
125 5:
126 D:
127 S:
128 D:
129 5:
130 D:
131 5:
it's for Japanese only is it er
it focussed on Japanese economics
1yeah
(	 ) the Japanese people
Uhmm
in Commonwealth-er-no-no-in JAH
Uhmm
so that's why I stayed temporarily
Did your course here start in April did you say?
Yeah
That's a strange time for a course to start
Yeah but usually in Japan ( 	 ) that's the way
Yes but in Japan it finishes the end of the year but In England it
starts in September or October
Yeah(1. 6)
So er was it a special course for Japanese
Oh yeah er only for Japanese
Er1discriminat ion1
LSo	 Laah (laughs) you can say so (laughs)
So you are just learning English-learning to speak English or or
what?
Yeah er
L Or just an English course
=Yes I'm studying English through studying er another subject
Uhm
so erm for me I'm studying English that's erm by studying law and
economics
course1 11t's law and economics110 D: Ah so it's not just an English
[Ah Inot just an-111 5:
language	 1only-only forno it's very boring to study foreign 	
[UhmJ
=language	 (2.4) but erm no it's er my course is just
LUhml
so I always speak Japanese so it'sorganised for Japanese students
goodnot for-it's not so good-it's no
No
=to Improve myfEnglish
LWhy did they say
taught by Japanese people or is
or something like that?
Er m
=what's the reason?
(1.9) you mean erm why is-
[Why is
why not the mixture of people
he AJE1	 1so which is theErm the course is organised by t	
(UhmJ
=establlshed in Japan and many I think many Japanese students want-
want to go to university In Britain or United States--and-but it's
very difficult to get GCE L evel l	 1because erm English is not-not
IUhmJ
=a first language for Japanese people er so that's why the er-
that's why our course is established er organised
=Yeah so it introduces you to another course afterwards does it?
Erm
=In another words you
introduce us so-
do this coursefto-
lAfter ( this ) they don't
[Yeah
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132 D:
133 S:
134 D:
135 S:
136 D:
137 S:
138 D:
139 S:
140 D:
141 S:
142 D:
143 S:
144 D:
145 S:
146 D:
147 S:
148 D:
149 S:
150 D:
151 S:
152 D:
153 S:
154 D:
155 S:
156 D:
157 S:
158 D:
159 S:
160 D:
161 S:
162 D:
163 S:
164 D:
165 S:
166 D:
167 S:
life In
people
aware
Lmean It's designed to improve your English	 so
that you can takeranother course afterwardsl	 1oh I see
[Yeah	 [yes soi
so I think I know somebody who did that course you know A M
M1	 1A M?1
[Uhmi	 IUhm I think she did something like that at SOAS last
yearf or the year before 1
	
ryou don' t know1 1but now
LI don't knowJ	 'no,
she's doing the MA in Comparative Education
Uhm-um
=but I think she did the same course at SOAS er some sort of English
Course
Uhm (uhm)( s ) it 's very useful If erm you want to go to
university in Britain 1	rbut erm actually I came here for just
LUhmI
=improving my English1
	rso(l.9)
LYeahi	 [so afterwards would you-what
would you do?
= I'm going back to Japan and I-I'd like to finish my erm university
uhm
0 I-I have just one year to finish
Which university?
Nagoya University
What do you study there-what' s your major
I'm studying law1	 1also1
LUhmI	 [so the idea is to come to England in the
middle of your course 	 1improve your English and go back
[tJhum	 yes
Uhm
Erm I think it's a good idea to erm study English through studying
law1	 1yah
[Uhum-uhm -well what do you think of England
Erm--I think much more people think of politics -much more young
people]	 11f you compare 1to Japan
IAahI	 [(yes)	 [Uhm-comparing student
England and in Japan England is more political1 I think
Yeah	 (yeah
in England are more politically mindedmore politically
[Uhum
than in Japan I think In Japan it's just a case of er following
a course-study and then entering a company and then working1
[yeah	 (Uhum
just-just going through that
Yeah you go through a system of er putting in knowledge
Uhum
=and in examinations you er put it down againonto the paper1
yeah	 (and
actually Japanese universities are er just er four years holiday
I think eq
168 D: Yes	 Ibut high school is very difficult
169 S: Yesjvery difficult1
170 D:	 [(laughs)	 [yeah (uhm)(1.8) so was Nagoya University
the one you wanted to go or did you try for Tokyo or Kyoto?
171 S: (	 )because it was very difficult to enter-
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173 S:
174 D:
175 S:
176 D:
177 S:
178 D:
179 5:
180 D:
181 S:
182 D:
183 S:
184 D:
185 5:
186 D:
187 D:
188 S:
189 D:
190 S:
191 D:
192 S:
193 D:
194 S:
195 D:
196 S:
197 D:
198 S:
199 D:
200 S:
201 D:
202 S:
203 D:
204 5:
205 D:
206 S:
207 D:
208 5:
209 D:
210 S:
211 D:
212 S:
213 D:
214 S:
Uhm But did you try?
Erm1
Ito enter them?
I tried to enter such university but erm I-I couldn't apply er I
couldn't apply two universities F l must apply only one-university
lUhm
=so I chose my-I chose Nagoya University
Uhm ah are you only allowed to apply-to apply f or only one
university
=Yeah only for1one university 	 ryeahl
LThat's what you can doi	 [so who chooses which one
you apply for--I mean If you wanted to apply for Tokyo 	 rer would
IUhum1
=the teacher say 'No'? you are not good enough to go to Tokyo
Yeah he said]	 1yeah1
[He said that]	 iso they decide it's not you that
decide
Uhuxn no I must erm I have to erm give up applying-give up f or
applying give up-give up applying1 	 rYeah
I.Give up the idea of applyingi
(2.3) So you are happy ( 	 ) now?
Yeah because I'm lucky I came here I-ji was able to come here
Lyeah
So this will help you maybe when you want to get a job eventually
Ah I hope so
=Uhm----(yeah) (1.5)
What are you doing now?
I'm doing the course in Comperative Education
Ahaha
So I'm er going to start doing a dissertation on the Japanese
education system
[Japanese education system
If I can get enough information so at the moment I'm just looking
around the Information-j-I'm reading background and er books so
IHa
=that's what I'm doing
So have you taught erm have you taught about -have you taught in
Japan-Japanese universities
Not in Iapanese universities I taught in a junior high school in
Kyoto city1	rand also in a private language centre which er
(ha-hal
=was very interesting sometime
Which-which language centre
In Kyoto? Do you know Kyoto?
Yes
I was teaching in the English Culture Centre]
(English Culture Centre
=in-near the Holiday Inn Hotel
Aah
Do you know?
Ah no I don't know
So you know Kyoto
Yes I know so I like if-if I could erm I like to go to Kyoto
University1	 but I couldn't
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216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
S:
S:
[A-ha'	 Ioh did you try f or that
Yeah I prefer-I prefer Kyoto University than-than Tokyo University
Uhm
because r it ' s more it's more liberal1
[Yeah	 [yeah liberal
Liberal
I don't know
I think so
Is it (
Yeah
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15 5:
16 A:
17 S:
18 A:
19 S:
20 A:
21 5:
22 A:
23 5:
24 A:
25 S:
26 A:
27 S:
28 A:
29 5:
30 A:
31 S:
32 A:
33 S:
34 A:
35 5:
36 A:
37 S:
38 A:
39 S:
40 A:
41 5:
42 A:
43 S:
APPENDIX 9-(e) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 5 <A & S IN ENGLISH)
RECORDED ON 30 OCTOBER 1987
1 S: Hello (laughs)
2 A: Hello(laughs)
3 S: My name's S
4 A: Oh-I' m-eh-Asa S-so--Asa1 	 1Asa-I'm Asa1
	
5 S:	 tAsa	 [Does it mean 'morning'?
6 A: Oh-you knowç(
	
7 S:	 (l aughs)
8 A: =no-no-no-ah-rny-ah-my name is not 'morning' the colth-ah-so In
Japanese 'asa']	 f'asa' (	 )cloth1
	
9 S:	 [ahai	 [It's a kind of cloth
make out of plant isn't it?=
10 A: =Yes-yesj	 (laughs)
	
11 5:	 [Yes( ? )(1.0)<laughs) Are you here at SOAS too?
12 A: Yes-yes-from-I've been here from-urn-this April
13 S: So last April you came [(here) Oh I see so It' s several months now
	
14 A:	 LYes
uhum- yes
= Is it thelsame as En--Is It the same course so you study=
[Yes-yes-yes
internatlonalj	 11aw1
[Yesi	 lyes-ern-did you have a conversation with En?
Yes I just-er-I just talked to her-just now1	 1so she said she' d=
LAh
=been here since March and that she's staying to the next March( 7 )
Uhuhm-yes-but I'll go back to Japanf next Marchi	 Bec-yes-=
LUhm	 [Next March
=because I must finish my-ah-course In Japanese university
so-
Oh are you already student then?
=Yesyes
Luha- (Japanese-aha)
[Yes-so-after finishing the
Gosh so that's very different from En
straight after school
Yes-yes she's young(laughs)
Yes she's only eighteen
Yes she's younger than me so by-uhm-fo:ur years 	 [I'm 22
[Four yearsJ
years 1old
[Yes-quite a-quite a mix-is there ah quite a lot of difference
	
In ages1	 çyes-but-er-that must be difficult because for her=
[Yes-yes]
=anyway If you already studied law presumably did you?
Yes 1law and politics]
	
[Yes	 [so she's never studied law but she's starting
off r her course here with you who studied lawifor three years
	
L Aa: h	 I ah-no-no-no-no-no-ah-
I've never studied lawl	 1but I-I measured in sociology so1a little[UhmJ	 [yes
=blt[advantage(laughs)
	
EYes	 [yes I should think so-oh I'm sure she's very robust
ruhillilil
third year1	 I I came here
because she said she'd come
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48 A:
49 5:
50 A:
51 S:
52 A:
53 S:
54 A:
55 S:
56 A:
57 S:
58 A:
59 5:
60 A:
61 S:
62 A:
63 S:
64 A:
65 S:
69 S:
70 A:
71 S:
72 A:
73 S:
74 A:
75 S:
76 A:
77 5:
78 A:
79 S:
she can catch up herlaughs)
44A:	 LAa:h
45 S: How're you finding London? Are you-(are you1enjoying--)
46 A:	 LUh:mm it's quite
66 A:
67 S:
68 A:
80 A:
81 S:
82 A:
83 S:
exciting1
lYes?j
[Yes I like it[here very much[but-uhm-recently-ah-I'm a
tUhm	 luhm
little bit worried about ah-the-uh:m there're too many kinds of
people l	 so-of course I've got-ah-some English friends1or some-ah
[uhm	 Lyes
other countries friends[but-uh:m--uh:m-I can't realise them enough
Euhm
=enough so -so it's very-er: rn-that-relationship?1 	 r1 very-erm-
uhm	 [yesi
s1-slight-(	 i	 1what should I say(	 )
I-Erm you mean you can' tIYesJ
sort of really get to now them-is that what you mean?
Yeah
1s it rather superficial orj 	 f(distent)
[Yes-yes tthat's right-it's problem for
me
So in fact you study together with a lot of other Japanese students
Uhum yes
It must be hard to-to get to know other people then
Aeh-yes-yes (0. 9)
But En was saying she was-she is in a dormito-ah-I call it a
dormitory because er I got used to saying that in Japan we say
residence herefdon't we 	 so she's in a student residence1
	 so
(Uhm-yes-yes	 L uhum
=qulte a lot of other students are around as well1
[Oh yes she's
lucky but er I llve-ah-ah I live in some kind of hostel and so
there are ah:-jts erm female's1	 hostel there are 25 female ah
LYes
girls	 1but ah some-some girls ah
(Yes J
=Loi1don and others
LUhm- uhm
residence
=No
Yes so that means there are quite a lot of British people there too=
=uh: m but some are Malaysian 1	 and Hongkong	 1they are they=
IAahJ	 lUhm-uhml
=are very nice1
	 1but ---it's also very superf1cial(laughs)
[(Jhm l
 [Yes superficial-
yes yes it must be very difficult I know whenever I've been abroad
in a big city it's always been much more difficult to make friends
Uhum
=amongst the people in that country i
	
1but I was lucky when I wes
[Yesi
=in Japan because I was in a very small place where I was able to
make contact with a lot of local people because there were very few
foreigners1	
r° 
in some ways it's better to go to a smaller place
work-work ah-are working
LUhm
are students
[.Aah so it's just not a student
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85 S:
86 A:
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90 A:
91 S:
92 A:
93 S:
94 A:
95 S:
96 A:
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98 A:
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100 A:
101 S:
102 A:
103 S:
104 A:
105 S:
106 A:
107 S:
108 A:
109 S:
110 A:
111 S:
112 A:
113 S:
114 A:
115 S:
116 A:
117 S:
118 A:
119 S:
120 A:
121 S:
122 A:
123 S:
124 A:
125 S:
126 A:
127 5:
128 A:
129 S:
130 A:
131 5:
rYes
of JapanJ
f you',ve
tiihm
English
didn' t speak
because
Lh
(outside the country)=
=Where did you go to?
Well I was in er Miyazaki1ken in Kyushu1 	 rYes
LAAH	 [The south [part
=and in a very small city 1called Nobeoka I don't know I
lAha
heard of it or not(laughs) so there was only one other
speaking person apart from me1	 1so I had to-I
[Aha (maybe)L
=much Japanese though I had to-I spoke a lot of English
people wanted to practise their English with me
Uhm-yeah(laughs) -
=but I did make ouite a few friends there
Uhum
=Yes so I was-I enjoyed that experience very much
Uhum so ah did you go there for your study ?
No we went to erm to work- a lot of rus sent to over every year
LAh
=on a sort of government scheme1	 11t's a Monbusho scheme too1
[IJhmJ	 [Aha
=and so we go to various places some people were in junior high
schools1-and some people were In universities Iwas working in-in
jUhrn	 Luhm
=a business in A l	 1you know that 'Naruhodo the1World (laughs)
t(laughs)J	 [(laughs)
That' s right (laughs)
=1 loved that programme
Yes
But I worked in the headquaters which Is in Nobeoka
Uhum
=and teaching English to the company employees
Uhm oh I see
(So it was) a very interesting experience for me
Yes
Uhm (1.9)
Now you are a student?
No I just come here for the day well for the weekend I'm teaching
I was on the same course as K last y eari	 1and then I finished my
I Uhum I
=studies and went back to my place where I live in Yorkshire and
I work there in a language school1 	 1and so we've got half term
[uhumi
=at the moment rso I' ye come down to London just to see herrand take
luhum
=part In the intervlews(laughs)
Oh I see(iaughs) 1
Lyeah Lso how do you know K (by the way)
Ah I had en 'ankeit'1 	 'ankelt' in class -class and it -it was
LYes-yes
ah1	 rher 'ankeit'Tand er so the-the purpose is uhm to know the
LUhmI	 aah
=Japanes-how Japanese students er can get improve in our English
I see that must have been interesting to do
tuhum
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133 5:
134 A:
135 5:
136 A:
137 S:
138 A:
139 S:
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147 A:
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150 A:
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160 A:
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162 A:
163 5:
164 A:
165 5:
166 A:
167 S:
168 A:
169 S:
170 A:
171 S:
172 A:
173 S:
174 A:
175 5:
176 A:
177 5:
178 A:
179 S:
(laughs)
Yes because er I was talking to En I think It was about the teacher
who-who taught you English when you first came herel 	 Is-wes
Uhum	 tUhu:m1
=her name M?---M---an Indian lady
Aa:h she is the art lecturer (1.2)
Art lecturer?
Maybe en	 II don't know1	 f I've got-er-I've got politics and
[Uhm I	 [UhmJ
=Inter-International law class] 	 SO uh:m I don't have her class
LYesi
She-she teaches English I thlnk rnot	 Uh:m yes but I think she
[English?
=might have changed now she-she was teaching at SOAS and she moved
to er I think It was Imperial Collegej	 rto teach the students who
[Uhum
=went to study there so probably she doesn't teach at SOAS1
[Uhumi
=1 mlght've made a mistake (laughs)(1.2)
I'm-I'm interested in-in how you are enjoying your studies here
because Isn't it repeaing what you've already done ---i
LUh:m	 LAa:h no
be-because er yes erm some part is erm1repeat I mean but it 1 s er
EYes
=writtenby EnglIshand ah so the -main purpose Is er to improve
1Uh:m	 Luh:m
=Engllsh1	 [SO that's OK and-and there ah also the ah the studying
[Yesi	 (	 )
polltics and international l aw F is very er interesting
[Yeah	 LUh:m
different prospective(maybe) from Japan
LYes	 Lyes(1.3)
Where-where are you from -you' re not from f(Tokyo)
LAh Kyoto
You're from Kyoto the same as En
Yes (laughs)
You' re not all from Kyotol
	
(1aughs)
[(laughs)
9h
Many of ahJapanese students1are from Tokyo	 1some are from Kyoto
[Uhm	 [uhm	 [Uhm'
=Osaka or(1.4)
(	 ) main big cities really
Yes (0.8)
So you're at university In Kyoto
Yes-yes
Which-which one you are at
Ah Kyoto
Kyoto 'Dalgaku'
Yes-yesi
	
1yes
LI seeJ	 [I'm trying to remember if I knew anybody who's
still working there but I don't think I do anymore
(laughs)
Because I was in Japan what's-er two years ago now I left Japan
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207 S:
208 A:
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210 A:
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212 A:
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216 A:
217 S:
218 A:
219 S:
220 A:
221 S:
{ Uhum	 [.uhmu
=so I think the teachers change quite a lot don't they they have two
year contract for one-year contracts so they (want)
Aah
So probably I don't know (anybody there anymore)
Aah
=But I used to -I used to go to Kyoto quite a lot because from Hyuga
which is next city to Nobeokafthere's a ferry connection 1	to Osaka
Luhum	 1(Oh)
=so (you can go overnight)Jand A company employees got cheep fares
Uhum	 [Uhm
=on the ferryrso I used to go therel
[Uhm	 [oh how long does it take to er
from Nobeoka to Osaka
Well if you go by ferry it-it takes -we used to get on the ferry at
about 5:30 and arrive about 8 o'clocIin the morning1 	 (	 )
[Ah so
so-anyway it's a long time
Yes (laughs) mathematics is not my strong poi.nt either
(laughs)
But it was very convenient because you know you'd go overnight1
tAh
=and you wouldn't waste any time and you'd be there next morning in
Osaka (you could get) quick train across to Kyoto
All you have to do is to sleep
That's right well we didn't always sleep because as you know there
there's a lot of er 'shochu'-drink1ngand card-playing amongst
L(laughs)
=them(laughs)
LRea1 ly (laughs)
They keep coming from Kyushu-yeah-they-they used to like sit all
night and play cards and things like that well it's great fun we
got to drink 'Shochu' [as well	 f(laUghs)
[Ah	 Lyesi	 Iah-maybe they they are
afraid of get sick
Yes it's it's a good antidote I think it kills anything in your
stomach
(yes)
Yes I-I really enjoyed travelling on Japanese ferries 	 1because
L.Huhumi
=we don't really have many ferries in this country we make very
short journeys]	 going to France takes about three hoursi
IAahI	 [yes
going overnight is quite fun I used to go to erm Tokyorby ferries
LUhum
sometimes1that took about 23 hours I think1	 [yes but-
Uh:m	 L(a long time)J
=er you could relax and watch a movie-'Tora-san' movie and1
L(l aughs)
(laughs) and (you read books or something) 	 rI had a very good
LYeahJ
time (doing that sort of things) (0. 9)
Yeah-so(O.5)yes so where I-I'm talking-I talk of Japan1 sometimes
&es
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222 A: =1 got er homesick1 	 rN0000 but
223 S:	 [You feel homesick I'm sorry (leukhs)
224 A: uh:m but Uh:m usually1 	 II don't have er homesickj	 rbut
225 S:	 [Uh: ml	 [uh: mJ
226 A: =sometimes uh:m usually I I want to go back to er my own university
because1	 1er I'd like to see ah some of my friends1 	 so not my
227 5:	 LUh:mI	 (yesl
228 A: parents(laughs) 	 1yes1
229 S:	 INo(laughs) you miss your friends morel 	 [yes I I I think
that's the case or has been the case f or me whenever I went abroad
I didn't really miss my family1l missed my friends and I missed
230 A:	 LUhm
231 S: also places1	 but not er not so much my family (very strange)
232 A:
	
	 tUh:mI	 [uh:M
yes
233 S: Are you missing a boyfriend on	 anything like that laughs)
234 A:	 tAh no-no-no-no-no- no(laughs)
But er actually er my home town Is Tokushima1 	 In Shikoku1
235 S:	 LYes	 IAh yes
I ee
236 A:	 LI-I live in Kyoto for three years1 	 but Uh:m -uh:m in fact uhrn
237 S:	 [Yes1
238 A: uh:m the Kyoto is the my best er the most favourite town 1	 n
239 S:	 (Is it?
240 A: Japan
241 S: So you prefer It to your home town do you?
242 A: Ye: s (laughs)
24.3 5: Gosh(laughs) I-I must say I don't blame you because I think Kyoto
is wonderful so	 ) sorry1
244 A:	 [And it-	 Lit's terribly cold-cold in winter
but-and terribly hot in summer 1 	 (it's very en en we
245 S:	 [Yes that's true
246 A: can enjoy the season-the four season
247 S: And there's er such a lot of interesting things happen -a lot of
cultural events1	 1a lot of festivals r and parades
248 A:	 tYesl	 [yes-yes	 Ldo you know Gion
Festival	 1in July
249 S:	 Lyes-yesl
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APPENDIX 9-(f) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 7 (E & S IN ENGLISH)
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1 E:
2 S:
3 E:
4 S:
5 E:
6 S:
7 E:
8 S:
9 E:
10 S:
11 E:
12 S:
13 E:
14 S:
15 E:
16 S:
17 E:
18 5:
19 E:
20 5:
21 E:
22 5:
23 E:
24 S:
25 E:
26 S:
27 E:
28 S:
29 E:
30 5:
31 E:
32 5:
33 E:
34 5:
35 E:
36 5:
37 S:
38 E:
39 5:
40 E:
41 5:
Hello
Ab (laughs)
(laughs)Nice to meet you
Nice to meet you
How do you do-yeah
What-what's what's your name
Er my name is En
Eli?=
Yes
It's-it' srnot
LIt's an English name
Is it?
Yeah-but--lit's actually Japanese namej
)	 Lso your parents called you
Eli
Yes (	 ) very slmple j----lt's --e-er-r-i-r-i(laughs) difficult
Oh I see	 LAne they	 Le-l-i?
e- R
so its difficult to pronounce
Yes that's rightf yes because if you say it in English It would be
L yeah
Eli wouldn't it1
	
which is en perhaps an abbreviatlon1of (	 )
1.Yes	 LWh-what's
your name?
Mine's Sarah
Micel
No that-my name is Sarah (laughs)
Ah-Sarah Tab sorry1	 1yes
LYes	 Lthat's nighti	 Lyes-- but I-I mean En (that's
right) is a Japanese name isn't it
Yes --act ual[ (name)
LYour parents didn't call you that because er it's
similar to an English name
Ye: s
They did? or they didn't
Ah-no just1oh yes (	 ) er my name is not popular j	but some
LUhm	 [uhm
parents-rcall it	 1yes1
L-Er they called iti	 Len
How long have you been in this country
=Ah --just-just seven months yesterday 	 ryes I
[(Gosh) really]
=came to England er 29 March so just seven month 	 1(yesterday)
	
tAha I	 Are-
are you a student of London unlversity?
42 E: Ah yeah I'm studying at SOAS1 	 1yes just (there))
43 5:
	
	
ISOASI	 lall right what
-what are you studying then (are you)
44 E: Er It's not f or degree
45 S: Uh: m
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46 E: I -you see other Japanese students around here (already	 )=
47 S: well I don't live here you see so 1-I've just come into town today
48 E:	 LAhaha
49 S: so I haven' tfseen lots of Japanese students I'm afraid-no I was=
50 E:	 [Oh you are not-you are not a student er
51 S: last year I[studied with K	 rthat's right I graduated at the same
52 E:	 lAh you graduated 
.1
53 S: =time or I finished my-my MA course at the same time as she did
then I went off home1	 to work so I've just come down today
54 E:	 tUhm	 [Oh
55 5: It's-It's er-I'm working in a school and it's half term you see so
(I'mi
56 E:	 E.Where (do you live)
57 S: Well I'm in er Ha-Harrogate not London no -In-In Yorkshire1
58 E:
	
	
[Not London	 LAh-
Yorkshire 1ah
59 S:	 [Have you been there? ( 	 )	 1no-it's-It's quite
60 E:	 LAh never noj
61 S: far in the North in fact 1(part of the north	 ) but it's a
62E:	 LUhm
63 S: place so (	 laughs) yes	 what &out you
64 E:	 (I'm--	 [I'm not expert of
geography (	 know) Yorkshire1
65 S:
	
	
1-No	 Ler Yorkshire is a sort of half
way York yhich used to be the capital of Yorkshire -is about half-
66 E:	 [Yes
67 S: =way between here and Scotland1 	 sç (	 )
68 E:	 [Uhum iso er is It near Edlngburgh?
69 S: Well it's half-it's as near London as it is to Edingburgh]	 iso
70 E:	 L Yes-i
71 S: you' ye got Edingburgh-York-and then London1	 1that sort of
72 E:	 UhuinI
73 S: distance -have you-have you been to Edlngburgh
74 E: Aah not yet
75 5: (laughs)
76 E: No money no chance
77 S: Oh (god)
78 E: Aah I've been to Bournemouth do you know Bournemouth
79 S: Yes-yes
80 E: I've stayed er during August for just one month
81 S: A month? Do you have friends there1
82 E:	 [One month	 ter I went to Bournemouth1	 rto=
83 5:	 [UhmI
84 E: =to go to language school ( 	 ?	 ) there are quite a lot of
85S:	 L oh yes
86 E: language schools fthere-j 	 II went to language school yesj
87 S:
	
	
[oh	 [yes 1	 [Which-
which one did you go to ? because I also teach in a language school
88 E:	 I..Oh really
er just a very small school I forgot
89 S: It's not one of the big chain schools like (	 )
90 E: No
91 S: Uhm
92 E: ( Wassex (1.2) Wassex
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94 E:
95 S:
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97 S:
98 E:
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100 E:
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123 S:
124 E:
125 S:
126 E:
127 S:
128 E:
129 S:
130 E:
131 S:
132 E:
133 S:
134 E:
135 S:
136 E:
137 S:
138 E:
139 S:
140 E:
Wasse x
Yes
Oh so it must be (	 very small ) but did you enjoy it?
LYeah very small	 Lsorry
Did yo enjoy it?
Yes of course -yes
It's a nice place isn't it-Bournemouthi	 1quite a lot goes on
LYesJ
=there1	I used to have a friend lived there and I used to go and=
lYesJ
=stay with her -we went to a pop-concert I remembrer whenl was about
sixteen I should think it's changed a bit since then toot
LiJhuin	 lUh: m yeah
so I met many friends (	 )
Did you?
Many European students
Yes-yes[(	 )
1(	 I met many friends)
We have-we have quite a lot of Japanese students coming to the
school where I work1as well 1well it's called HLA the town is =
(Yorkshire I
=Harrogatefqulte near York and then it's er the name of the school
LJJh: m
1s HLAand this summer we had about 10 or 12 Japanese
[lihum
	
students 1	tbut they came separetely1	 1and they all
	
L(	 many)i	 tUhm-J
chose Harrogate because they thought	 mo they
LThey came (in groups )	 .1
=indivi4ually yeah and they thought that Harrogate in Harrogate=
Lalone
=there wouldn't be many Japanese studentsfbeceuse it's a very small
1Uhun,
=place	 not-and they found each other1 	 in Harrogate1(laughs)
	
Lye:s	 LUh:m	 j(Gosh)
=so I think they they had a quite good time all the same once they
were together they were able to go around to visit places1	 1so
LYesi
<=1 think they quite enjoyed)
I. it's very popular to go a language school for
Japanese1 yes quite a lot
[Yes a lot of people--in the last couple of years I think
Yes I think so
=Maybe since the yen is stronger
I'm one of them
You're one of them(laughs) Are you funding yourself to attend the
university or are you being financed by
Ah my parents
Your parents?
Yes
But you(0.8)
LI couldn't get a scholarship
No it's pretty difficult isn't it
It's very expensive
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176 S:
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180 5:
181 E:
182 5:
183 E:
184 S:
185 E:
186 5:
Uhm[well
[We're not EC country students
EEC country students get cheaper(0.6)
LYeah very cheap one-(one
hundred pounds)
Tuition fees ah yes I know because when I was applying to study f or
the MA coursei	 I applied from Japan I was in Japan for three
[Yes!
=yearsl
	
1yeahj	 rN0 but (laughs) a=
[Oh reallyl
	
(oh so you speak Japanesei
little bit but-er I'm gradually forgetting it unfortunately but I
applied to the Institute and they classed me as-as a foreign student
Uhm
=and so I was charged-I was going to be charged about three
thousand pounds I think1 	 1but I then complained that I was 8=
[Yes I
=British citizen1	 1fortunately they they classed me as suchi
[Ye: s [(	 true) true	 Eyes
erm we're having a making a recording in here I hope you don't--
Sorry
(It's) OK (laughs) I think we neend to put a notice on the door
Yes (laughs)
What-what are you doing En (	 )
Aah it's not degree course just one year course1	 so I'm studying
[YesJ
=er basic international en international law
Internat ional[ law
[Very basic yeah very basic
Have you studied that already (	 )
[No it's first time-yeah
So you left school and you came straight here
=Yeah I just graduated high-Japanese [high school after 18 year1
[High school	 [my
gosh[(laugh)	 well it's nice that you've come over here and then
L(	 )
you're going to go back and study in Japan are you
Aah my-my course will finish ah next March	 1next March if I =
[A-haJ
=pass the exam I'll be to study linguistics at SOAS next year
Gosh so you like it enough to stay
Ye: s
Uh:m I-I've thought it would be quite a lot of hard work I think
I've heard about fthe course	 j-(or three years1	 1yes
[Yes (for three years )
	
Eyes 1
Are you interested in?
I'm interested In but er I don't think I could manage to study f or
another few years1	 last year exhausted me1 so I thought well
[Yes	 (oh
=1 work a bit 1to save some money -it is hard work yes
(Is it hard work)
(1.0)Japanese university is very easy
Is It?
Everybody' s working--part-time job
Oh yes it's like the American system isn't it
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188 S:
189 E:
190 S:
191 E:
192 S:
193 E:
194 S:
195 E:
196 S:
197 E:
198 S:
199 E:
200 S:
Yeah I think so
Yeah I think it must
own enough money to
Yeah-yeah
=whereas here we get
201 E:
202 S:
203 E:
204 S:
205 E:
206 S:
207 E:
208 S:
209 E:
210 S
211 E:
212 S:
213 E:
214 S:
215 E:
be a little bit more relaxed so that you can
keep yourself at the university
Government grants I supposefbut work is very
LUh: m
intensive so we don't have enough time to get a part-time job
Uh: m
=but er yes that's why I was exhausted I hope you're not exhausted
(laughs) exhausted
Will you have any exams (	 )?
Ab yeah just December and March---the end of term
Haha how do you feel about it
Very upseti	 eyes we have language problems1	 1and so--
lies? J	 I aah -
When you take the exams you have to write in English will evrything
be English
Lies English
But I -from what I heard your course is only for Japanese students
is1that what-	 1 yeah1	 1811 of you are Japanesej
lYes for only-i	 [all are Japanesel	 [(we
are about to)learn English1 	 1we always talk in(0.8) Japanese
[Is it?I	 [Japanese
Ah that's interesting because the students who came to our language
Uhm
They were very very determined to speak English 1	 and I was
[Uhumi
=emazed that they did even in their spare time when they went out
together	 1you would often hear them in corners of Harrogate
lUh: ml
=speaking English to each other1	 F1 was-I was very 1 -
[UH:Mi	 [Japanese
stdents	 rAahl
L-impressed by that-Japanese studentsi 	 I remember when we went
on a coach trip-very hard working-we went to the Lake district and
(hard working)
=we had two Japanese students sitting behind us and[the whole
[Are they girls
or boys?	 1Girls1aah (
216 S: journey-girlsi	 [-they spoke English-are boys different
217 E: ieah I think[so
218 S:	 L(laughs) --yes (	 )but er as far as I remember
the boys were also quite good	 Fin the school (	 )
219 E:	 tUhm-1
220 S: just now there are there are few at this (	 )
and I admired them for speaking English the whole journey all the
way to the Lake District three hours (	 ) journey all the way
back (	 )(1. 1) so here we are(laughs)
221 E: Aah which nationality are they er
222 S: The other students?
223E: (	 )
224 S: The other students of the school?
225 E: Yes
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APPENDIX 10 TRANSCRIPTS OF NSE-NSE INTERACTIONS
APPENDIX 1O-(a) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 8 (SU AND SA IN ENGLISH)
Hello
Hello
I'm Se
Im Su
Sue--how long have you known K?
I only met her lest week
1s it true?=
She's urn a friend of M end she knows her
Oh yes-so you're here at the Institute
No I'm et er University College1 	 (end) doing reseerch there1
[Uhm(O.8)	 II see
Whet er what kind of research?
In er in phonetics--looking at Russian in particular
Wow
Speclelised
It probably is-yes
Have you just started there oç-
[No this is my final year in fact
I'm doing a PhD- so this ---------it yes
LIs It?	 1How-how's It going?
Ah it's OK
Started writing?
Er--I'm starting to write but there's a lot more analysis to do
Yes(	 ) it must be tough I think. It cells for self
discipline
Yes unfortunately
(laughs) K's marvellous I mean she-she works so herd
LYes -I
so much research I think she's going to do well( ha ha---laughs)
How long have you been here?
Urn well I've not- I'm notifro-London I've just come down I rom=
I London
Harrogate actually I used to be--I studied with K1	 on the=
iuhmJ
=MA TESOL course that she did three .years ago nowj	 I' ve=
[airight 1
=it doesn't seem at all familiar to me 1	though- walking in it
[uhm
was I'd forgotten where the loo wasçand where's the lift<laughs)
[(laughs)
=but I just came down to do a bit of shopping end to see various
people- say goodbye to K before she goes beck to Japan
Oh I didn't realise she wesT-
[Yes she' s going beck for the New Year
-well she's leaving on the 23rd December I think1 	 1and she'll be
I uhrn J
back again at the end of January- quite a while---cause I'm afraid
I tend to use her as a hotel [when I come down to London(laughs)
L(laughs)
Ah it's useful to know people
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54 Su:
55 Sa:
56 Su:
57 Se:
58 Sw
59 Sa:
60 Su:
61 Se:
62 Sw
63 Se:
64 Su:
65 Se:
66 Su:
67 Se:
68 Su:
69 Se:
72 Su:
73 Se:
74 Sw
75 Se:
43 Se: Well it is in Lo-I must say especially with the hotel prices
being quite high
44 Su: I'm seeing more of my brother nowedaysf--- it's very useful me
45 Sa:	 L(leughs)(He visits you in
London)
46 Sw being in London
47 Se: Are you staying with him?
48 Su: Er no-urn he-urn visits me quite ofteni	 1he comes up to London urn
49 Sa:	 tYeahJ
50 Su: to the bookshops and the museums and things- and he can-quite
useful
51 Se: Oh I see he-he comes to see you 1	Frather than you to see him
52 Su:	 [Yesi
70 Su:
71 Sa:
76 Su:
77 Se:
78 Su:
79 Se:
80 Su:
That's right-yes
Oh-so where are you from originally? -not from London
No---no-I'm -well-from }iertfordshire1 	 I did my first degree in
[Uhmi
Cambridge and so I came down here to study here just to do the PhD
You came straight on after it1	 ryesl
[YesI	 Eyes
So whet's going to happen at the end? Will you teach Russian?
Urn--I'm not sure really 1	 1'd like umNell I think I'd like to
LUhm J	l.(laughs)
=stay in speech research1	 rum not necessarily linked with Russian
I. Uhm J
=there's quite a lot of work being done at the moment in computer
speech
Is there?
Speech recognition
Into computers
Well yes (at the right level)fyes
LYes I must say I wish I had become
computer literate. I once took a computer course in Harrogate but
the teacher was so awful- I mean I know I didn't have very- any
aptitude- but I'm sure I could have learned something 1	you know
IYeahJ
=but I think she was one of these people who taught maths before
and I mean I used to be scared of my maths mistress and this- and
this person was the same sort of person. It was all you know
"well of course It's like this and that"=
"and you ought to know already"
Yes yes that's right "Why don't you understand it when I tell you
it once	 1and I need to go step by step--It's what I admire
[(laughs) [Yeah
=in Japan actually in mathematics teaching there- it's that they
don't expect everybody to be brilliant but they do think that if
you work hard you can do it and so they do- cause you- you live up
to expectations basically and I suppose the same is true here
except the expectation is that if you can't do It you fail
Yeah
So I -you know I would have liked to become computer literate
It's quite- quite easyl
	 r was really afraid of computers to
[Uhrnl
=start with --the word processor you know1(laughs)
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94 Su:
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96 Su:
97 Se:
98 Su:
99 Se:
100 Su:
101 Se:
102 Su:
81 Se:	 [Were you?	 (laughs) Bleeps
=but you get used to it 1	1-Can you progranime'
82 Su:	 LYeahI	 [Not really
I started urn -well learning to programine	 rvery basic things
-	
-	 lUhmJ
	
-
=llke sort of very basic things like you know add three and two
Yes- yes
But urn I- I stopped -stopped going becausel
lit's time consuming
Yeah end er the need f or it disappeared]	 rend I found another
LUhmJ
=way of doing what I wanted1 1by using another type 1 1of language
[Ohi	 Lohi
=whlch basically er is very simple 	 1no need to know how to
I Yesi
=progralnme at all to use it1 	 Fend er-1
[Yes 1	 Inot too bad (then-----)
Oh gosh--I don't know (I haven't- I haven't) being in London is- is
quite strange1	 1actually shopping- so expensive at the moment
lUhmI
= (laughs)
Can't say I like London either=
=No
You'd prefer to be somewhere else
Cambridge must be a beautiful place though to live
It is- yes urn but I found I didn't really appreciate it when I was
there 1	 till I came down to Londonlaughs)
103 Se:	 (NoI	 L(laughts) That's always the
way i
	
jisn't it1
104 Su:	 [Yeahl	 [Yeah
105 Se: I must say I quite like being In the North whenever I go North
heading back home- you know- somehow the air seems to get cleaner
and people get a bit more polite 1	,you know- nothing really to
106 Su:	 [Yeah I
107 Se: =say about Hertfordj	 of course but out of London1	s what I
108 Su:	 1(laughs)	 [Yeah
109 Se: =mean1	 1North of the Thames or whatever 1
110 Su:	 [Yeahl	 LDo you come from there
originally?
111 Se: Well I don't now--I come from Wales but urn- I've been there on and
off you know because I've travelled abroad but I sort of call it
home- I've called It home for the last 20 odd years and I don't
think I could live anywhere else now
112 Su: Mmm
113 Sa: Although It's quite difficult to live up there cause the house
prices are going up like anything
114 Su: Are they? Oh
115 Se: It's quite a- urn you know-the sort of place where people want to
go if they're moving up to Leeds and Bradford they live in
1-larrogate and commute you see1 	 I can't really af ford1	 1to buy
116 Su:
	 [Ahi	 IUhmJ
117 Se: =anywhere to live so (I'm living at home for the moment)- which is
which is OK- I mean It' s not expensive but er	 r' think you
118 Su:
	 j(leughs)i
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124 Sw
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127 Se:
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130 Su:
131 Se:
132 Su:
133 Se:
134 Su:
135 Se:
136 Su:
137 Se:
138 Su:
139 Se:
140 Su:
141 Se:
142 Sw
143 Se:
144 Su:
145 Se:
146 Su:
147 Se:
148 Su:
149 Se:
150 Su:
151 Se:
152 Su:
153 Se:
154 Su:
155 Se:
156 Su:
157 Se:
158 Su:
159 Se:
=need a bit of freedom. If I wanted to get somewhere to live I'd
have to go up to Middlesborough or somewhere like thet- people heve
been telling me it's awfully cheep up there1	 1but I mean I don't
[Uhmm1
really- I don't know I don't fancy just buying a piece for the
investment end not actually- you knowl
	
livirig there I don't
LYeahI
=want to1	 1move up to Middiesborough1
[Yeahl	 LYeeh
And where would you like to live eventually? ( -----down here?)
I suppose(2. 2) we know a lot of people 	 (in the South East so if
LYesJ
=we moved away we'd be moving away from a circle of friendsi
LYeah
=but I can't say I'm really ettetched to the area
Yes- no(1. 8 ---------)
(The South West is nice)
South West is getting expensive too- I've1got 	 1family in Wales
L(laughs) J
they can't afford to buy houses there any more either- really
dreadful there -I was in France actually I was on holiday in
Normandy and urn there's a lot of nice little cottages in Normandy
a lot of people are buying over therej 	 as well (-----Channel
I Yeah'
Tunnel)
Yeah commute from Normandy=
Well yeah it's all right if you've got a helicopter(laughs) it's
a lovely place to live1	 1[t's very rural urn I suppose the
[Uhm I
=facilities are not that wonderful but er it's peacefull	 fthe
[UhmJ
=place where we stayed at was right out in the country- no trafffic
noisel	 fat all just the geese in the backyard and the apples
lUhmJ
= felling off the trees(laughs) and things like that- the water
supply was a bit erratic but it was OK1 	 rand the food was
[Uhm I
=wonderful (laughs)
Was it a farmhouse?
Yes it was- it was a -well it had been e farmhouse I think- it was
converted to bed and breakfast- very nice people1 	 II hadn't used
[Uhm I
my French f or about ten years
It was a bit of a shock=
Well It yes suddenly surrounded by voluble French people- but no
they were very kind- the lady had been a French teacher so she was
very sort of- I don't know she-she had the sort of theacher's mode
(laughs)
if you like so she talked slowly and clearly1 	 1and made sure
LAh yesl
=you understood what she was saying basically( that was-- perhaps
she was------) but you're doing Russian linguistics1 	 1have you
[UhmJ
=ever been to Russia?
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I've been a couple of times1	 I went this April in fact
[Uhm 1
	Did you?
1 need recordings of Russian speakers 1
	1and it's much better to
[yesJ
use speakers who are living there1 	 1inin I have recorded some-some
lYesJ
people who've moved to Britain1 	 1but their-their pronunciation
LYeahJ
=changes so quickly1
[Does it--why is that? Cause some people keep
their accent- you know till they die1 	 jeven if they're living
[Yeah i
=in a foreign country1
iYeah I think probably certain aspects of
your accent carry on 1	1um but I found with these-these Russian
[YesJ
=speakers the -the vowels would be quite English1
	 rand I took
LUhmJ
=some recordings of these people to Moscow j
	1and played them to
[Yesi
=them- they really were--very surprised
They couldreally hear
LThey could really hear the difference and
LAnd how long
had they been over here?
181 Su: Er--one had been here f or four to five years	 fthe other person
182 Se:	 tYeahJ
183 Su: =just a couple of years
184 Sa: Quickly isn't it?
185 Su: Yeah interesting Isn't it?
186 Se:
	
	
1.1 wonder is it to do with the sort of-you know- there's the
instrumental and integrative motivation f or learning languages and
that they wanted to integrate
187 Su: it could be- umçl- yeah
188 Se:	 LIt doesn't always have an effect on pronunciation
does it?
189 Su: No-but I suppose if they're not speaking Russian much]
190 Se:	 [Uhm
191 Su: themselves- you know-they're speaking English to most peoplel
192 Sa:	 LYeah
193 Su: =the- some of changevery very subtly - I didn't realise it when
194 Sa:	 IChange (	 )
195 Su: =1 was recording 	 rat the time1	 1but then when you go to
196 Se:	 LUhml	 tUhmJ
197 Su: somewhere like Moscow you can see "Oh he sounds foreign" you can
yeahl	 ryou can hear it then- I heard it1 	 1Uhm
198 Se:	 [(laughs) .1	 [You- you couldi
so that mean you're pretty fluent at Russian language	 hf you
199 Su:	 Lyeahi
200 Se: =you normally have to be to hear the difference in pronunciation
201 Su:	 [Yeah
Well I find listening to it is a lot easier 1than speakingit
202 Se:	 L(laughs)
203 Su: (laughs) you know-you can be a phonetician and listen to the accent
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215 Su:
216 Sa:
217 Su:
218 Se:
223 Su:
224 Sa:
229 Su:
230 Se:
231 Su:
232 Se:
233 Su:
234 Sa:
235 Su:
without actually being able to produce much
204 Sa: Oh I see yes-yes produce- that's true
205 Su: I found that it came after a while1 	 but again it was a long time
206 Se:	 LIJhrn
207 Su: since I'd spoken Russian
208 Ba: But do they speak qul-quite good English don' t they then- because
I've heard there's a big drive1 	 1to learn]
209 Su: they do	 LYeah1	 Land thy were very
keen to practise their English on meas well(laughs)
210 Sa:	 LOh dear(laughs) that used to
happen to me in Japan1	 1as well- you know-you'd want to learn
211 Su:	 lYeahJ
212 Sa: =Japanese and they would say "Ah, can you use chopsticksf(laughs)
213 Su:	 1(laughs)
219 Su:
220 Se:
221 Su:
222 Se:
225 Su:
226 Sa:
227 Su:
228 Sa:
yeah
you'd sort of fall into English without thinking about it
Uhm when were you in Japan then?
Oh- a long time ago. I came back three years ago-so I went in 1981
- 1982 1	 II went- I must admit I was very lazy about learning
[Uhm I
=Japanese. I went to teach English of course and what with
everyone wanting to speak English---that's my excuse anyway(laughs)
It's what I tell K why I never learned to speak Japanese- but no
I enjoyed that- but it's amazing how close it is to Russia- I'd
never really realised1	 chow-how near it was'	 ryou know the
LUhmI	 [Yeahi
islands up North of Japen belong to - you can almost see them from
I Yes
=the coast in Japan. I-I actually thought of going- coming back
across country because you can do that -you can join- where can
you go there? To Shanghai- Yokohama- somewhere anyway and then you
get on a train which takes you either to tilen Batur or to
Manchuria1	 rthen you head up across Siberia1
lYeahI	 LOh the trans-Siberia
express?=
=That's right- I'd really have liked to do that in spite of the
rigours of the journey- but I had to come back a bit quicker. My
mother died at home so I had to fly straight back unfortunately
but I'm still intending to do that journey- you could do that
couldn't you- go across and visit Kumiko1 	 1and record people
LYeahJ
=on the way
Yeah
Uhm but I think it must be much better if you can speak Russian
I had a friend who was American but he was actually of Russian
extraction but he had a marvellous time 1	1you know- meeting and
lUhm1
=things but I've also had other people say it's terribly boring
Yeah I think you've got to get on with the people1- rY0'
LyesI
actually with1them
LYes I suppose so-yes few days or so-yes(laughs)
Where-where have you been In Russia then?
Urn- well this last time I was just in Moscow1 	 but urn er about
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236 Sa:	 lYes
237 Su: =six years ago I spent three months urn in Valolil, which is I
suppose about half way between Moscow and the Black Sea
	 1sort of
238 Sa:	 f.uhmJ
239 Su: in the middle-well- in the middle of the European pert(
	 )
240 Sa: Yes- yes-uhm were you an assisstant there?=
241 Su: =No they-1
 I don' t think they had that scheme at least they didn' t
242 Sa:	 t(They had this system)
243 Su: then
244 Sa: No
245 Su: But I was just one of a group of English students studying Russian
and er I suppose it was like an exchange schemel	 1when we would
246 Sa:	 [Yes]
247 Su: =spend three months at a Russian university instead of at our
British universities 1
	1and it was very interesting because it
248 Sa:	 [UhmI
249 Su: was a place which urn wasn't really meant for tourists 1	 any
250 Sa:	 LUhmI
251 Su: otherr--there weren't any other Western Europeans apart from a few
252 Sa:	 (laughs)
253 Sw =students1	 rand urn it ias
254 Sa:	 lUhml	 Iwere people friendly- did they shy away
from you or did they come up to1you?
255 Su:	 LThey -they certainly didn't come up
to you in the street	 1and I found that they just don't do that
256 Sa:	 LUhmI
257 Su: unless they-you know- want to sell you something or buy something
off you- but- they didn't- iio I think the Moscow---
258 Se:	 LBut then--
259 Su: If you actually get to know them as individuals-uhrn-then they're
very friendly
260 Se: Yes--yes( knocks on the door) That's K coming back- I must say
I'd like to go there and teach English
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APPENDIX 1O-(b) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 9 (M & S IN ENGLISH)
Are you all right? I heard you were not feeling very well
Yeah I'm all right thank you 	 LOh
Is It flu or something- if you could perhaps--keep it there-I
don't know whether the camera can see it or not really
All right
You're on air!(laughs) and this is also going-I'm afraid1	 just
[(laughs)	 [Ah OKJ
=in case anything goes wrong	 1cause the first one apparently-
lAh OKJ
=thIs machine didn't urn- didn't tape the interview so we've got it
on video tape but not cassette1 1so she wants to make sure it's er
[Oh I
=It's all there(0.6)
Oh I see
=Yes <laughs)
Yes Japanese
Japanese yes of course (0.9)
Excellent (laughs) small invention
I don't know --in fact I used to have one like that and it was
nicked1	 1my sister borrowed it and left It at work and so someone
I Wow I
=broke in that night and stole It-but It was an excellent machine
Are you-are you M?=
=Yes-yes M
M- I'm not1supposed to ---
	 II'S not
[Yes you're not supposed to know my nanie
=supposed to know your name-no(laughs) it did crop up in the
conversation with S- I'm S by the way-yes (0.9)
[S
And-and are you doing- you're at University College as well are you?
Yes I'm working as a research assistant
Aha
And Sue is working as urn she's a postgrad but I think she'll
probably Join the project I'm working on=
Oh really? Oh she didn't mention that in the in the Interview
(laughs)
Yeah classified Informationthere(laughs) that yesj
LOh is It?	 [yes (laughs)
So-so you've- how long have you been there?
urn since August
You're going to stay a while or does It go in sort of yearly
contracts orr
LUm I think I get a six-monthly c ontracti	 land then
LUhmi
1'm not quite sure how it works1	 1but unofficially I'm supposed
[Yeah I
=to be there for about three yearsj	 1but officially I think until
[Yesl
=the end of January(laughs)
Oh gosh (laughs)
Not very much job security
No it's dreadful1	 1Uke EFL which is- which is what I'm doing
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44 M:	 [Yea	 Oh
45 S: I've got a year's contract1 	 1that's all1
46 M:	 [Uhnil	 I yes where-where are you
69 S:
actually teaching?=
= Well-not-not London in urn the North of England i	 1where EFL is
L tlhml
=pretty unstable 1
	FflOt many people head there at this time of year
[Uhm .1
=so it's a summer thing onlyj	 jbut we've got a little school that
LMmm
=keeps going just about through the winter and er I'm on the so-
called permanent staff but it's permanent 1	 in inverted commas[Uhm
=you never know what's going to happen from one year to the next
And which town is it?
In Harrogate1	 North Yorsbire 1	T-So I've just come down to do
[Oh yes	 [MminJ
=a bit of Christmas shopping end see K and see London always nice to
come down to Londor9 	 1at Christmas and see the lights
I. Uhml
But did you stay here?
Yes I studied with K- that's how I know her- about three years ago
in the MA TESOL in the Institute] 	 so er coming back after all
LUhm-uhrnl
=this time1	 I was saying it's quite odd because it's- I've
tjJhml
forgotten what floor we were on-you know1	 Nhere the loos were
EUhmJ
=and after spending a year [here (one ought to know) yes(0. 4)
[Uhm --yes	 [But did you
actually stay here during the day or did you just come to courses-
I mean or did they have rooms or where you can study in?1 pr?
1Mm 1
	 well
we- our course was pretty well full time-you know-there was always
either practical or lectures1
	
1-to go- so we tended to be with each
Liihm1
other in the groups1	 fin the various different classrooms but I
[Uhm I
=lived in Kingston so I was commuting 1	1here and back every day
LUhmi
= it was actually quite good- 	 quite like to separate-you know-you
can sit on the train and read	 1and get yourself in gear for the
JLUhmI
=the coming day 1	II think living too close would be a bit of a
RJhml
shock actually(laughs) every morning at 9 o'clock lectures and
what have you- are you- are you living In university accommodation?
No I live in - just off Rusell Square1 1which Is very convenient
Oh
Oh ho how nice- yes
She said-pointing In the direction- I think -of Russell Square
Yes Russell Square Is over there isn't it? That's right
I get confused once I've gone in lifts and turned right a couple of
times1	 [I don't really know where I am
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85 S:	 lyesJ
Yes it's like a rabbit warren - is this the first time you've been
In this building?
86 M: Yes I think so- unless I came here years ago and can't remember
87 S: Uhm-uhm it is quite disorientting actually- it looks the same on
both sides1	 1doesn't it- that side and that side- although this
88 M:	 lUhrnl
89 S: =sIde and that side are very different1 	 obvIous1y- cause that's
90 M:	 LUhmI
91 S: =the big sort of concrete exterior1	 Fand this Isfsteps- uhm
92 M:
	
	
LUhm1	 [Uhm Is that the-
the sort of courtyard or whatever it Is?=
93 S: =1 think that's the one above the courtyard- I was looking down
earlier and noticed the chairs and tables but I thought it was the-
the union-you know- the restauranti	 1but I think that's just a bit
94 M:	 [Mm
95 5: further down1It's gone1up
96 M:	 Lyeah	 [oh we're on the seventh floor aren't we
97 S: Yes that's rIght 	 roh it- gosh you are lucky to live within
98 M:	 LUhmI
99 5: =walking distance don't you think(laughs)
100 M: Yeah I don't read the newspaper very often though- I used to travel
from Readingj	 FWhICh meant that at least I had er time to-to read
101 S:	 [Yes!
102 M: =something on the train- it's quite nice1	 1to have as you said1
103 S:	 [Yes1	 EYes
yes
104 Mi =er-- to have a short period of time1 	 Nhere you're forced to sit
105 S:	 LUhmJ
106 M: =in one place l	 1because I could actually wake up half an hour
107 5:	 [yes!
108 M: =earlier and sit at home for1half an hour and say this is the=
109 S:	 [And read the newspaper yes
110 M: =equivalent of my train journey but(laughs) obviously it doesn't
111 S:
	
	
[But one doesn't
does one-no-no
112 M: =work like that
113 5: But where- where are you then? Where is UCL from here?
Is it1that way?
114 14:	 [Oh UCL- I think it's- um(1.7)
115 S: Urn- the Senate Building Is down there isn't It? that wayS0AS is-
116 M:	 LI think
some of UCL is actually almost opposIte 	 I think SOAS is opposite
117 S:	 [Uhini
118 14: Isn't itand then ---UCL is to the right
119 S:	 [Yes it's through that bit there-
and that's where[you are now	 rAhi
120 14:	 [But I'm not therel L I'm near Euston
121 S: Oh you're at the Wolfson Building1 	 rth Sue1
122 14:	 (Yesl	 [Yes now yes
123 S: Yes I never sort of noticed that one before- I'm trying to visualise
which one it is- it's on the same side of the road as er Euston is
It?
124 14: Erm(3.4)1 	 j-Yes it's on the same side of the-the -I think
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125 S:
	
lAs the station
126 M: =it's Eust9n Road- but it's yeah-it's really close to there- it's
127 5:	 LEuston Road- yes
128 M: =near- nor- it's probably off North Gower Street
129 S: Is it? -yes
130 M: Rather than where you said1	 1but it's really near1
131 S:
	
	
[Yeahl	 Lit's all very
busy round there
132 M: Uhm there's a lot of houses being pulled down
133 5: Are there?
134 M: Lots of dust
135 5: Oh- oh this is the British Rail property we keep reading about is
it?
136 M: I don't know
137 S: =A hospital owns it doesn't it and British rail are trying to
reconstruct the station- or am I thinking of the wrong station?
138 M: Nol
139 S:	 LIt's King's Cross istation
140 M:
	
	
LYeah- yeah no I don't think Euston Station is
quite
141 S: It's all right as it is Is it? (laughs) OK
142 M: No but there are lots of buildings around there and I think they're
trying to convert them into offices1 	 1old looking buildings
143 5:
	
	
l.Mm .1	 Mm
it's sad, isn't it? We were at Covent Garden yesterday and I saw
the posters out over those Georgian buildings that the Opera House
wants to sell 1	1and turn into an office block. It's absolutely
144 M:	 [UhmI
145 5: awful what they want to do in the name of culture- you know1 fin
146 M:
147 S: =order to provide better cultural facilities they want to turn the
place into a wasteland as far as I can see i 	 1but I don't know what
148 M:	 lUhmJ
149 S: alternative there is anyway. We went to a carol concert there-erm
the LBC carol concert, which was rather nice- the first one I've
been to this year 1	fit was outside the Opera House with
150 M:	 [Mm!
151 S: =Mrs Rosamund Runcie- Rosalind? Rosamund Rurtcie? doing most of the
singing- Archbishop of Canterbury's wife=
152 M: =OH I see- yes no I don' t know her first name
153 S: Well(laughs) I'm not too hot on these things eithr, I must admit
[(laughs)
154 M: L(laughs)
155 S: Are you going to be here over Christmas?
156 M: No I think I'll go- I say I think- I shall definitely$laughs) go to
157 5:	 1(laughs)
158 M: =parents in the Midlands
159 5: Is that where you come from?
160 M: Min(nods)
161 S: What- sort of Coventry or round about there?
162 M: It's between Coventry and Birmingham
165 5: Mm
166 M: Since they keep moving I'm losing trackof exactly where they are
167 S:	 L(laughs)
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168 14:
169 S:
170 14:
171 S:
172 14:
173 S:
174 14:
175 S:
176 14:
177 S:
178 14:
179 S:
180 M:
181 S:
182 14:
183 5:
184 14:
185 S:
186 14:
187 S:
188 14:
189 S:
190 M:
191 S:
192 14:
193 S:
194 M:
195 S:
196 14:
197 S:
198 14:
199 5:
200 14:
201 S:
202 M:
203 5:
204 14:
205 S:
206 M:
207 S:
do they
=but it's all- it's all within the same area=
Yes
So as far as I'm concerned it's a new townf(laughs)
L(laughs) Literally or or
a different one?
no-yeah a different one
Cause there's some lovely old places round there] 	 Iaren't t here=
Luhmi
1've a friend who lives near Stratford- I went to stay with her-
well-it's quite a while ago now- and we saw round all of the old
Shakespearean-type areas1	 1yor're lucky really
LUhI
I have an aunt who lives in Stratford 1	Nho I was supposed to
LUhmI
=visit the before Christmas-but(laughs)(---seems to be busy)1
LThat' s
the problem
I'm trying to combine my trips1
	 rand get someone to give me a lift
LYes.1
=there
Ah you don' t drive?
No- well I'm I do have a driving licence1 	 f1 don't trust er
I. Uhml
=myself (laughs) to drive
ReallY? Oh dear! Are you what the Japanese call a "paper driver"
Yes
You know- they take the test and then they don't drive after it
just to have the qualification=
=No I had a car for a year 1	 but then didn't bother to drive1
[Uhm	 LUhm
and if you haven't driven	 rfor quite a long time j
	rand if
LNo I	Yes-yesJ
=you're in London it puts you off
Yes I drove down this time but I must say it frightens the hell out
of me- I won't- I won't actually drive unless it's sort of afer ten
o'clock at night1	 1and they're all so- I don't know- aggressive
L Uhml
=the drivers in London quite often
=And if you don't get into the right lane that's it
Ah yes
And since It's very difficult to planrand every time you want to
tOh terrible
=turn right you can't turn right
Exactly yes and no signs anywhere to tell you where you're going.
We were driving down to a party- that was on Saturday night and
It's In Isleworth- don't know how you pronounce that- Isleworth
Yeah I haven't grasped the pronunciation properly=
=No I thought It was Isleworth but people kept correcting me- I
can't remember what the correction was(laughs) but of course it's
not actually marked on signs- you know it's not a big place 1	 sort
[Uhml
=of centre for travel or anything so you end up having to sort of
guess- go via other places1 	 md we kept sort of going round in
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208 M:
209 S:
210 M:
211 5:
212 M:
213 5:
214 M:
215 S:
216 M:
217 S:
218 M:
219 S:
220 M:
221 5:
222 M:
223 S:
224 M:
225 5:
226 M:
227 S:
228 M:
229 S:
230 M:
231 S:
232 M:
233 S:
234 M:
235 S:
236 M:
237 S:
238 M:
239 5:
I uhm I
know how he dares to go- I'd refuse I think
-)
only people who can1
	 r8°1	 1without
LUhmI Iyes-yesJ
[Uhm
circles and all sorts end we got there in the end about quarter
past eleven(laughs) just as the party was breaking up- at least we
made it(0.9) saying goodbye to a friend who was going to Colombia-so
I'm glad we persevered1 	 1-and got through in the end- cause we
[UhmJ
=won't see him for three years
Mm
Quite a thought
Was that another friend who you met on the course?
No I met him when I went to Japan um=
0h you' ye been to Japan=
Yes yes that's where- that's where my sort of - I- I make lots of
Japanese friends1	 fbecause I've been to Japan basically and I-I
I Uhm J
=enjoy being with them and he was there f or three years but he's now
he's in the Foreign Office-so1
	 1he's now- I don't know why he's
LUhmI
=off to Colombia where they speak Spanish and not Japanese - I think
that's the Foreign Office's reasoning for you! (laughs) sounds like a
Jolly dangerous place though because he's got to go to Miami first
of all and buy a bullet-proof Mercedes and ship it down to Colombia
to Bogota(laughs) he's also got to get a gun so he can- so he can
hide it behind the sunshield1
	 because apparently they're prime
[Uhml
targets for un kidnapping in that part of the- Bitish1
	 British
=Embassy people- I don't
point blank(laughs)
Uhm -is he single?
Yes he is- yes (that----
Normally they are about
having a wife and children to worry about
I suppose they'd have to leave them behind if they- er -if they were
married and were sent over there
I don't think the wife would allow lt(leughs)=
=No you have to be mobile
The average wife
No- well urn if you marry someone from the Foreign Office you have
to be prepared to move don't you1
	 1or vice versa don't they sort
tUhmJ
=of vet you very carefully to make sure you=
Well I mean if you join the Foreign Office and then you marry
someone they can't vet who you're going to marryrcan they?
[Well that's true
(laughs) no suppose not- no
240 M: "You can't get married to thisrone sorry" (laughs)
241 5:	 No that's true(laughs)
I was amazed---
242 M:	 Li don't know actually I was wondering what would happen if
um
243 S: =They do in some companies don't they
244 M: What?
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245 S:
246 M
247 5:
248 P1
249 5:
250 P1:
251 S:
252 P1:
253 S:
254 M:
255 S:
256 M:
257 S:
258 P1:
259 S:
260 P1:
261 S:
262 P1:
263 S:
264 P1:
265 S:
266 P1:
267 S:
268 N:
269 5:
270 N:
271 5:
272 N:
273 S:
Vet you intended
Yeah but say if you get in- say if you join the Foreign Office and
ten years later you meet a crirninal 	 1ex-convict or something1
I.Yes J	LYes
=and marry this person who might have a dodgy background- what would
LWhat could they
do?
=they say? I wonder what they would do -
I think they would ilose their job?
LI think they'd probably-you'd probably be
informally told that this wasn't a very suitable and being a Foreign
Office person yourself you would understand- I don't suppose you'd
fall for somebody like that would you(laughs) (really)
Yeah difficult to know I don't know really
=But urn- he seems to be quite keen to go anyway- I can't believe it
really
Excitement
-Yes I mean it must be quite an exciting sort of 1	 1 mean not
L Yeah
=just from the danger point of view but I think the whole of South
America is very sort of bubbly isn't it?
=Uhm=
=1 have the impression that they get the most out of life while
they can
But yeah if he's1	 in the Foreign Office I don't suppose he'll see
[Uhm
a11 that much i	 of the local life I mean you'd be more in1a
lLife(laughs)	 [Yeah
=compound1	 FexPatrlate community
[Yeahl
Yeah
Did you when you were in Japan did you meet a lot of Japanese
people less with
Yes I did- well there weren't any other native speakers where I
was I was right down South in Kyushu and there was about one-
there was an American person in- about two hours away by train1
tUhm
and that was it really- it was quite sort of -quite good but I
must say I didn't really learn much Japanese1 	 Nhich was a pity
[lJhml
=because I found a lot of them wanted to speak English 1	 to kind
I Yes
=of practise and I was very lazy I didn't make the most of it really
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APPENDIX 11 TRANSCRIPTS OF NSJ-NSJ INTERACITONS
APPENDIX 11-(a) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 1' (R & H IN JAPANESE)
RECORDED ON 29 OCTOBER 1987
1 H: hajimemashite
2 R: hajimemashite (1.5)
3 H: ehe H to mooshimasu
4 R: S to moshimasu
5 H: S-san
6 R: =hai
7 H: uh:m sekki no kate to onnejl---desuka
8 R: hal minna onaji1
9 H:	 Lone-	 LAah
10 R: sakki suimasen 1 --- domo akechatte1	 huhu1(1augs)
11 H:
	
	
LjJ:un	 [lie-lie tondemo nel i	Iano: are-
nandesu ka yeppari go-jibun kara moo yappari ga-daigaku wa gaikoku
de to omotte
12 R: ano watashi no baai we kocchi de daigaku ni zenbu icchaun ja nakute
ichi nen ken dake nihon wo kyuugeku shite sorede igirisu de ichinen
benkyo shite mata tabun nihon ni kaerun desu
13 H: AAH $00 nano
14 R: U: : fl] dakare eno koosu we 1 motomoto kochira no deigaku de benkyo=
15 H:	 [Eh	 [Un
16 R: =shltal hito muke nanda keredomo ichinen de kaerutte iu hito mo
daital ju nm gural we iru-n--Ja nai kashira
17 H: ara ja ma sakki no kate kara H-san kara mo ne iroiro o-hanashi o
ukagae nakatta l keredomo Ju--ja motto kurasu no kazu wa oo-ooi-n desu
18 R:IU:n	 Lu:n
19 H: =-ka
20 R: zenbu de SOAS dake de yon-ju go nm -gurei desu ne--urn 	 sore=
21 H:	 IAAh sonna ni irassharu no
22 R: =de eto hokano kingusu toke goorudo sumisu nimo1 ju-nin zutu gurai
23 H:	 Lun
24 R: lru (to 1 omoun desu yo ne) u:nl
25 H:	 LAah soo desu ka	 Lsoreje iroiro kochira no jijo nanka
26 R:
27 H:
28 R:
29 H:
30 R:
31 H:
32 R:
33 H:
34 R:
35 H:
36 R:
37 H:
38 R:
39 H:
40 R:
41 H:
watashi nanka yori yoppodo kuwashikute rassharu
(].aughs)
ne::	 Laah soo desuka --- de itugoro kochira ni irashita no
shi gatsu desu
shi gatsu
Lkono shi gatsu
Hu::m(1.2) de mukoo no ja eno go-shusshmn we dochira to-nihon wa
=kanagawe desu
a je wetashi no chikaku de wtashi to-tokyo desu1kere n a kanagawa
Ldochira desu ka	 L.tokyo I
=no koko niwa zaiseki atte
e: tto koko we kanagawa ken no yokohama de ichiou detej 1sorede
[Aa I
=deigeku we tokyo ni ninen ken itej	 Fde:: ichi nen ken rondon
lee: I
=daigaku de sugoshite kondo sennen sel to yonen sei o nihon de1
Lsoshite	 Imata
moo ikkai
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55 H:
56 R:
57 H:
58 R:
59 H:
60 R:
61 H:
62 R:
63 H:
64 R:
65 H:
66 R:
67 H:
68 R:
69 H:
70 R:
71 H:
72 R:
73 H:
74 R:
75 H:
76 R:
77 H:
78 R:
79 H:
80 R:
81 H:
82 R:
83 H:
84 R:
42 R:
43 H:
44 R:
45 H:
46 R:
47 H:
48 R;
49 H:
50 R:
51 H:
hal
aa kenmel (ja nal desu ka)
ee demo lkkal kichau to keen taku nal-n-desu yo ne:
=ae sore we wekaru wakru 1-u: : in yappanl peesu ga ne1
Lu: : m l	 soo desu yo ne
=zenzen chigal masu mono ne
uh: in
aa keen taku nal kimochi line (laughs)
dakara o-kane see yuruseba Jkocchi ni nokonit all
lu: n	 Lhu: m demo nakanaka
muzukashil wane
52 R: U: in soo desu ne
53 H: U::M---moo sugoku sore we go-jibun no Ishi datta no---chllsei
54 R:	 I.koko nl=
kuruno1desu ka
tUn so-so-so chilsal toki ni izurenishitemo ano go-jibun ga
koko yara arul we daigeu ni haitte kane
uh::m(1.2) ikkai daigaku no Ichi nen sal no toki ni rondon ja nein
desu kedo lglrisu de samaa koosu tte yoku erimasu yo negogaku gakko
no	 I
Laa--aaha
=de are ni itte sorede Igirisu suki ni natte moo ikkal doshitemo=
kitaitte lu kanji nil	 1ato watashi no baal koko ga futuka ja=
Lea: I
nakute gaikokugo gakka te iutokorode1elgo bakkarl yatte Itano to
Ihu: m
=ato dalgaku de borantia de ryuugekudsel wo ukeireru shigoto wo
shite ita n desu nej	 1dekara1	 1iroiro ryuugakusei ga nlhon
tea: : : h i	Ihu: : ml
n1 kite kawatte kuru yoosu nanka wo mlteaa omoshirol naatte
lea::
=omotte jibun demo shite mlnai to sono kaunseringu no shigoto nante
shlteta-n-desu ne i	 1dekera ryuugakusei ga koolu tokoro ga sugoku
Laah: :1
=nante iukaria k9u karuchaa shokku1nanka ne: komatte Itemo wateshi
Ikomette	 Luh::m
=yoku waken nakute 1	 kaunseringu chanto dekinakute l	 N:nI
tu::n i	'uh::m eai	 ja
shumi to luke jltsueki o kenete1 	 kochlre nl1ah:
tuh:m	 [demo kelken shita
katta lu (kanji)
=wetashi mo ne: dalgaku no koro soo omotta keredomone1ma watashi no
I.Uh: in
=dalgeku no jldal nan ka madameda onna no ko ga ma l]lta wa yo ippal
[(laughs)
lrashlta to omou no yo1dekeredomo watashi rio maweridewa ne onrieno
I un-un
=ko ga hitori de sonna galkoku e Iku nante to lu
=lma zenzen futsuu desu yone
sou ma wa moo keette daigakusel no neka de galkoku e deta koto rio
nal hito1nante itta hou ga1	1te age nlkul to iuka(laughs)
Iuh: in	 Isou desu me:
=sonna kanji deshou
uh: : in hontoni
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85 H:
86 R:
87 H:
88 R:
89 H:
90 R:
91 H:
92 R:
93 H:
94 R:
95 H:
96 R:
97 H:
98 R:
99 H:
100 R:
101 H:
102 R:
103 H:
104 R:
105 H:
106 R:
107 H:
108 R:
109 H:
110 R:
111 H:
112 R:
113 H:
114 R:
115 H:
116 R:
117 H:
118 R:
119 H:
120 R:
121 H:
122 R:
123 H:
124 R:
125 H:
126 R:
ne::
hu: : in
soo desu ka
=Ja ma we nani wo shite rassharu=
= aa weteshi we ne kono insutltyuto de ESOL no depaatomento nl-=
=ESOL?
ESOL ha eno: yosuruni English ga forein language dato iufuuni( 	 )
Aa: h
= Jn second demo neishi first 1 language demo naishl 	 1to lu youna=
(un	 Iu:n.I
=tokorode ano nihon dewa ano oshlete irun desu
aah ja1daigaku no senseij-
Isensel to shite Ltondemo nal daigaku ja nal wayo koko uun
chugaku de1oshietelru tokyoto no ne
Laa hontoni	 Lie line we oyasumi nan desu ka
sono--
kyuushoku chuu nano dakera watashi mo ichi nen de kaeru no
ae soo nan desu ka
(J:n zutto kocchi dewa irare nei
watashitachi no koosuni mo 1 1koko no sensel wo yaniete kite Jru=
I Un
=hito ga hitorl to sorekara tebun kyuushoku shite kite iru hito ga=
hitorl irun desu yo ne=
=one,ji gakunen ni l	onaji-onaii koosu ni1irassharu no
[um'?J	 Lhaj. onaji koosu de nanka=
ne hitori no hito we wateshi to onaji daigaku no sotsugyou o shita
kate nan desu keredomo] 	 I(eno nandaka) moo oshieru shigoto ni iyake
Lee:I
=ga sashitatte lu-n-ia nain desu keredo mooçjibun niwa oshleru
Lu: n
=shigoto we zettal mulcanaitte omoitsumete yamechatte1	 1sorede
Lu: : in -
=rondon ni kite (	 )
ee horlto Fja nenrei soo mo samazama nano ne1
Luhm	 Lsoo desu ne ju-hassal
ga sekkino E-chan H-san mitei ni daltai ju-nin gurai iru no kane
Hu: : : in
=(	 ) ichiben ue no hito ga nhju: hachi tte itta kashira roku
ka hachi te iu kenji de=
=watashi we yep-wetashi mo made kita bakkari nan desu ikka getsu
chotto kurei1nano ne sorede koko to sono John Adams ni sundeta mono
L eah
dakara koko to John Adams no hotondo oofuku de de tame tame sakki
no H-san to we kinoo swimming pool de attano=
AAh itteta soo lebe	 (	 )]
L(laughs)	 Lu::m sorede are koo
lu koto shiranai kara1demo H-san to we amen sheberezu ni moo=
Luh: m
hltori no kate to 1	 kltakyushu kara irashitatte kate to ne
Luh: ml
=hanashlte lta-n-dakeredomo tonikeku so-soo iu kanji de watashi
no baai niwa oofuku ga ooi wake dakare honto we jibun no sekai mo
shireneifde nihonjin ga konna ni kite iru nante[shiraneku te uh:n
LUh:m	 Laah soudesune
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149 H:
150 R:
151 H:
152 R:
153 H:
154 R:
155 H:
156 R:
157 H:
158 R:
159 H:
160 R:
161 H:
162 R:
163 H:
164 R:
165 H:
166 R:
167 H:
168 R:
169 H:
179 R:
wateshi mo hajime kite toki nihon jin ooi na tte (omottan desuyone)
127 H: aa hontoo soreto moo hitotsu wakara nal desho ano hito honto ni
nihon jin keshirette omotte1ltemo
128 R:	 tAA	 sodesune demo den den wakaru yoo
ni nan masu O 600 yatte1	 1watashi mo hajime mareeshla jin =
129 H:	 Lhonto.1
130 R: =toka ni nihon go de hanashi kaketarl toka ookattan desu keredo=
131 H: =mareishie niwa sasuga kakenal kedomoano honkon tokej
132 R: (nanka sono)	 lun	 1500 honkon
are we honkon toke wakarun desu yo
133 H: dooshite=
134 R: nantonakur ne kao no tokuchoo tte lu ka honkon no ko we daital nihon
135 H:	 1(ohlete)
136 R: j1n yori hana ga hikukute mo ga kuroi toka ne---
137 H: ea:h Iro ge kurol
138 R: ee yapparl funiki de
139 H: Hu::m
140 R: nante iu no kane: den dan wakaru yoo ni naru ttelu kanji de
141 H:
	
	
Lhontoo ano watashi
ga sun de iru JOhn Adams we ne iron na kuni no hito ga mu wake
(sorede wateshi telgal) chugoku jin ke to iware-n dadedo l	 10=
142 R:	 [hontonU
143 H: =doshlte kashiraj(laughs) doshite kashira chuugoku in
144 R:
	
	
[(laughs)	 I.demno watshl mo
kikare mashite yo hajime
145 H: 1chuugoku jin-tte1
146 R: [uh::m Un 	 Ite luke chuugoku un te itte mareishla kel no
chuugoku jin toka honkon1singapooru toka ne1
147 H:	 lun-un	 Lminna Chinese dakara
ne ano hito tachi[mo nej
Lu:n lu:n sodesune
Hu:m so: (0.8) Ima we moo hotondo nihonjin ni mlrareru
Un sodesu ne
Aah
un wateshi wa hajimekara wanito Japanese to Iwareru koto ga
ookatta maital
aa honto
goku tamani (dare dakke kane) zettal Chinese dato omotta-te lwareta
watashi we talgel Chinese
hontoni
Korean ka yo (laughs) maiccheu(1aughs) dakare minnaga soolu funi=
I U: : n demo-
1u kane nejbetsu ni
Iwatashi kankoku no ko-tte kokode we made atta koto nal
so leba mel we yo ne:
u:n chugoku-jmn ool desu yo ne
Ee chugoku-jmn ool?
=un mareishla nan ka de koko ni kitelru1nente itta kana hora
La a-ah::	 Lun-un
=marelshia no native mareishia- jmn ! (mnital nano ga seiji no kenryoku
)
=mital nano wo nigittelru kara doshite mo educatlonkyoiku wo
Iso-so-so	 Iso-so-so
ukeyou to omottara gaikoku ni konakucha ukerare nalnda-tte kotode=
:I43
191 R:
192 H:
193 R:
194 H:
195 R:
180 H:
	
	
o-so-so so desutte sorede
esoko no kuni dewa ne priority ga attemaree kel no maree-jin tte
181 R:	 [u:n
182 H: iuno 1	1wo nan no beel demo delichi yuusen nan desu-1tte ne
183 R:	 Lwn-u:nI	 [u:m
184 H: soo lu koto we kiltakoto ga aru-- nihon niwa soo luno made nal kara
185 R:	 Luh:m
186 H: =ne jinshuteki ni doo no koo no-tte nowa1	 1sugoi so lu tairitsu
187 R:	 [uh: m[soo desune
188 H: =-tte nowa
189 R: I-demo nihon no baai-tte keette omote ni dete nal dake horazajnjchj
kankoku-jin toka1 red lu mondai wa ne ga fukal ja nalFkane
190 H:
	
	
tuni	 Laah mochiron
mochiron sore wa arukeredomo demo ano hitotachi we kokuseki we nihon
I Ahr	 t-c,rrc..1,ti.	 i	 n =
[u:n	 [sodesunej	 Lkaechau hito mol
osorakune(1. 1) dakedo iniano hanashi no mareishla no hitotachi we
kokuseki we mereishla desho
ea so-nan 1desu yone
1so-nan desu ne dakara ano: watashi tachi ga omotte iru
ijo ni shinkoku mita1ne
Lu:n soo lu no-tte kuru to yoku wekerimasu yo-
ne:	 r(watashi ne nihon ni
196 H: wakaruwane:: 'dakerene soo lu none honto kitadake demo honto kocchi
e kite kai ga atta to luke
197 R: uh:m sore wa watshi mc omol mashita yappari jigyou no benkyo mo
omoshirol desu keredo1	 1lron na hito ru attej
	
198 H:	 [uh: in solukotoyone	 Ihonto honto
aretamete watashitachi wa ano homogeneous toka (homolingual) toka
juno yone1	 rano: nihon go mo H-sen mital ni kansai namari ga
	
199 R:	 Lhu:mJ
200 H: =attette watashitachi wa rikal dekiru desho
201 R: lJh:m
212 H: dakeredomo sore wa ano homogeneous dattari homolingual dattarl
suru kara dei
	
-ano hoka no kuni ni naru to sore koso moo one.jl
213 R:
214 H:
215 R:
216 H:
217 R:
218 H:
219 R:
[hu: ml
kuni ni erinagara kotoba ga zenzen chigau kara 1
	
rrlkal deki nal
Eu: mi
tte nan ka soo iu mi deno iroiro na tousou toka tairitsu ga ippal
aru jinital dekarane
1u: in soo desu ne(0. 9 gengogaku wo yatte rassharun desu ka
ano: dakara elgo wo galkokugo to shite miru tachiba kara elgo wo
oshieru kotopio benkyo shitelru-wake1 	 1u:n
Laeh	 Leeb sooka sookal
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eh:to dochira no hou kara -- nihon we
6 N: eh: to nihon we yokohama kara nan desu=
7 H: =ah ja watashi we Tokyo kara desu kara
8 N: so desu ka=
9 H: eeh nagaku te rassarun desu ka kochira niwa moh
10 N: le eno kotoshi no sengatsu no honto no gejun ma
shigatsu norha.jime goro]
shigatsu desu ne
Laah	 i.sukunakutomo weteshi yorl mo nagel desu
eh
watashi made kite ikkagçtsu 	 FkUgatsu no nakaba desu ka1
ah so nan aesu ka	 Iah
so desu ka
=eeh (0. 8)
nani o obenkyo nasatteru n desu ka
=ano watashi we ima ano SOAS de motte ano ichio line nihon .jin no
tame no ko: su ----tte arun desu yo ne1de--
Laah aah	 Lie ano imarnade oalshltakata to
onneji kashiral	 eno: H-san 1	jto S-san to K-san to=
Lonaji desui	 eehj
=soshite N-san to=
=eeh onaji desu ne eeh=
=aah so desu ka ah:
eeh
ah: (0.8) demo dalbu iroiro gokelken we chigau you ni ukaga--ttan
desu kedo
eeh eeeh
sannin no kate nl
(	 ?	 )
watashi jishln we ano Tokyo de ano: 1	 chugakko de1	 1eeh kyoshi
[eehl	 feehi
o shitemashlte ne1	 1eno: shoganal na kono mama ja -tte iroiro
eehI
=omou desho1	1nake neka omou yo ni ikanal shi shikamo dandan
Leeh eehj
=nendai teki nlmo wekal koro to chigatte aruteldo kondo we shita
no kate ni ne 1	1iroiro na mono o ko nan te luke ko iutokl we ko
[eeh I
=shita ho ga 11 toka tachiba ni nattekuru desho
eeh eeh
=nerika dandan muzukashil tachiba nI natte kite(laughs) soide ma
tama tame ano ma native speaker ga nihori ni haitte kite ne
eeh
=de futsu no gakko ni futsu no jigyc no naka1nl 	 gaijin no sensel=
thu: in
to ko1	 r° issho ni jlgyo o suru to lu koto ge ne 1	haji-=
11 H:
12 N:
13 H:
14 N:
15 H:
16 H:
17 N:
18 H:
19 N:
20 H:
21 N:
22 H:
23 N:
24 H:
25 N:
26 H:
27 N:
28 H:
29 N:
30 H:
31 N:
32 H:
33 N:
34 H:
35 N:
36 H:
37 N:
38 H:
39 N:
40 H:
41 N:
42 H:
APPENDIX 11-(b) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 2' (N & H IN JAPANESE)
RECORDED ON 29 OCTOBER 1987
1 H: ah hajimemeshite
2 N: hajimemeshite
(3. 9)
3 H: eno watashi H to moshimasu
4 N: ano N to moshimesu
5 H: dozo nenka kochira dette lu fuu ni ukagatte orimasu node
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55 N:
56 H:
57 N:
58 H:
59 N:
60 H:
61 N:
62 H:
63 N:
64 H:
65 N:
66 H:
67 N:
43 N:
44 H:
45 N:
46 H:
47 N:
48 H:
49 N:
50 H:
51 N:
52 H:
53 N:
54 H:
{uh: m	 Lah: (	 )	 Leeh
=matte1	sono keikeku ni sanka shite ne 1 wetashi no beal niwa
L eeh
	
1.eeh
=Koto-ku tte lu Chibe-ken no ho ni chikaku nan desu kedo
aah
sokode shigoto o shite kara tame tame ma British Council kara
eeh
senseitachi ga kiteta l	 mono dakara1	 igirisuiin no ne
eeh	 Leeh	 Leeh
=sensei tachi ga ne de ma kikkake we so iu tokoro ni atte
eeh
=de ma nanka ko lu no ga ko shitera ii toka aa shitera ii to ka
yatte inagara sannenkan gural jitto shite ite tame tame ma ko iu
chance ni megumareta wakenan1desu	 1eeh desu kara
Laah so nan desu ka J
=maka shigoto we muko ni atte1 	 kyushoku de1
6eh	 Lsorenara (1 desu ne:=
=ne::: te lu koto we oyame ni natta no kashira1oyame ni narazeru o
L wateshi no beal we
yamete kitan desu yo ne1kanagawa-ken nante sonnani ne yuzu mo =
[mottai nal
kikanai shi
ara demo ne1	 rmae Kanagawa-ken no tottemo odeki ni naru kate ga
Leehi
=irashite1	 1yappari ne ano British Council no sukarashippu ka
Leeh-1
=nani ka otori ni natte1 	 1kochira ni irashita kate irutte lu
Leehi
68 H: =fuu ni kiki mashita yo
69 N: arun desu ka so iu no ga
70 H: uh:m
71 N: ye so iu no gekko de natsu yasumi toka so itta no datta ra yoku
kiki masu rkedo ne: 1
72 H:	 Liye:	 L so ja naku te ano: yo suru ni kyushoku shite
73 N: kyushoku shite desu ka
74 H: =eeh sono kate moonnano kate datta to omol masu kere do1
75 N:	 Lah so desu ka	 Lhu:m
76 H: ah Je oyame ni narazaru o enakatta
77 N: eeh mo yamezaru o enai-tte koto de
78 H: = de zen zen miren we erimasen deshita
79 N: le yappari kangae mashita ne1
80 H:
	
	
Idesho:!	 ide saishuteki ni watashi
we ne soko ga yappari ano: nan te lu no kashira watashi no baai mo
tottemo lucky detta to omou desu kedo=
81 N: eeh
82 H: =yamezu ni kochira ni korareta desho1	 1sorede okagesama de
83 N:	 eehJ
84 H: =okyuryo mo nanajupasento gurai j--	 furikomareteru no(laughs)
85 N:	 Laeh so desu ka	 iii desu ne
86 H: =soshite ah ma kocchi de no ne ano iro iro na	 1selkatsu ni
87 N:	 Leeh1
88 H: =kakaru okane we jibun de1 1dashite mesu kedo 1	1,jibun de mah
89 N:	 [ahi	 L..uh:mJ
90 H: lmamade hataraita bun mo erushi1	motte kite masu kedo ko: su =
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91 N:	 leeh
92 H: =fee wa ne ano: British Council ga deshite kurete irun desu
93 N: ah so desu ka
94 H: uh:m so iu funi onaji yo na kyogu ni Iru hito ga mo hitorl ite
kurun desu yo Tokyo kara1	 [kanojo we Tokyo no toritsu
95 N:	 [ah so desu ka
96 H: =no sensel desu]	 1ralnen no ichigatsu moshi yokattara taabun
97 N:	 t ah:1
98 H: =onajl gurai no nendai dewa naika na to sozo iteshi masu node
99 N: (laughs)
100 H: =goshokai itashi masu karaleeh	 1 ano:	 so: desu ne eeh=
101 N:	 Laah jaL(zehi )
102 H: ano: (1.2) yamezeru o enaketta tte iu shinkyo we tottemo yoku
wakarun desu watakushi eeh doshite ka to iu to watashi nimo
yamero tte iweretan desu dakara1
	 1eeh Tokyo to no=
103 N:	 Jah so desu ka
104 H: kyolku iinkai ga ikunnara yamero toka ittel
105 N:	 ) jibun no
okane de ikuno ni ne: 1
	 1
106 H:
	
	 me so desho 1
	Ltondemo nai(laughs) soide
ma wet ashi no=
	
baal niwa ano: ano te kono te to luke1	1tairnuri: nano ga ichiban
107 N:	 [ah:1
108 H: =dato omol masu yo tatoeba K-san mo ne1 	 1ichiban hajime ni
109 N:	 Leehi
110 H: irashita toki ni nananen] maette oshatta kana hachinen mae
111 N:	 Leeh
112 H: =kana1	1kano,Jo wa yame 1(	 )desho1	 1de mata modotte
113 N:	 Leehi	 iso desu ne	 t eehl
114 H: =mate shiken o uketa desho1	 1de mata shibaraku shitera
115 N:	 [so desu nei
116 H: =kochira ni irashita desho1 	 Ito iu aide ni -- eno: ma: nenrel
117 N:	 Ieeh'
118 H: =teki na selgen ga aru,ja nal desu ka 1	ano: saiyo shiken niwa=
119 N:	 Leeh eeh
eeh arlmasu ne
120 H: de kanojo wa sorega nakunacchata wake desho1 	 f(de) N-san no
121 N:	 Leehi
122 H: baai mo onaji desu ka
123 N: eeh onaji desu ne
124 H: kaette shlmau kaettarapno
125 N:
	
	 Lmo kaette shimattara--tada lchio Kanagawaken
no baai niwa nanika eru nenrel made ikimasuto ne tokurel to lunoga
arimashite ne l	 rde sorewa ichinen kan rinnin yaru-tte koto ga
126 H:	 Lah: j
127 N: joken no yo nan desu kedo
128 H: hum nani o ichinen?
129 N: rinjI salyo
130 H: eh rinji saiyo h:
131 N:	 ide sorede ma ato nanka tokurel no shiken ga arutte
lu yo na1 seldo wa kiitan desu kedo1 	 1demo yapparl korekara
132 H:	 lah:	 Lah: uh:mJ
133 N: =kyoshi don don herashite Iku jiki dakara
134 H: ah:: (0.7) selto mo sukunaku narushi 1	 kazu ga
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135 N:	 L50 desu ne
136 H: =demo oshlerutte koto shigoto sono mono wa ano oklrai dewa nal
137 N: so desu ne ano: ma: iro iro arirnasu keredo neT	 FOShlerUtte
138 H:	 Luhm uhml
129 N: 1u koto jital wasonne ni kiral ja nal desu ne
130 H:	 Luhm uhrn
131 H: ja modoraretara mata[(
132 N:
	
	
iso desu ne modottara yapparl hoka no shigoto
wa mo tabun dekinaishi jibun ni wa socchi no ho wa multe nal to
omoundej	 fmo oshieru koto shika nai to oinol masu ne:
133 H:	 Iuh:ml
134 H: ano yapparl John Ad-watashi. JOhn Adams ni sunde irun desu kedo=
135 N: ah so desu ka
136 H: mo hitori no hito ga ne1	 1yame te kita n. desu yo 1
137 N:
	
	
Ehu: ml	 t ah yarnete
kitan1desu ka1
138 H:	 Leeh	 Lano kanojo no beal mo ano shi-shiritsu desu kedo ne
139 N: ah so desuçka	 1hu:rn1
140 H:	 1.Kobe no nel	 lyarnete kitan desu yo
141 N: demo shiritsu no baai dattara j(mata 	 )
142 H:
	
	
I. urn watashi mo ne so omoun desu yo
kangen ni naru desho
143 N: so desu yo ne
144 H: ne: rondon no 1	1ko lu tokoro de benkyo shite kite sensel1
145 N:	 teehi	 Leeh
146 H: = lrassharu kara tte
147 N: eeh
148 H: demo soko wa fushigi. ne koto ni ne yemerotte lttan(desutte)
149 N: =so desu ka
150 H: =dakara kanojo iwaku hizuke no nal Jishoku negai. o dashite kita
n desutte(laughs)
151 N: ahaha (laughs)
151 H: (laughs) ne:
152 N: ah (so nan desu ne: :: ::: )
(1.5)
153 H: de nani o --- benkyo nasatterun desu ka inia we
154 N: eh:to imano tokorowa nante iuno mada ano foundation ko:su mitani na
mono nano de1	 1de	 1eeh sono atode
155 H:	 [ah ahigomen nasal osshatte mashite nei
156 N: =ma sorezore daigaku ni. ikuhito toka gakubu ni hairu hito toka
ano: (0.8)1
157 H:	 Lja ano muko nannen gurel no goyotei de -- taizal wa
158 N: so desu ne: ma ichlo: watashi mo kaettara shigoto wo shiyo kanatte
ki ga saisho attan de ne1	 1de le no ho nlino ichlo lchinen-tte
159 H:	 Leehi
160 N: =seiyaku ga attan desu kedo1 	 yapparl1ne mijikaishi
161 H:	 luhm uhin	 Imuri ichinenkean ja ne
162 N: eeh yamete kitan dekara dakra:
163 I-I:	 I.so desu yo sekkaku so lu hi dewa
yametan dakara1	 rnanno watashi mitel na kaette ne ano
164 N:	 me. (laughs)i
165 H: =obiligatlon wa naiwake desho1 	 gyaku ni ieba1
166 N:
	
	
Leehi	 idakara jibu no
yarital koto wo yatte
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167 H:
168 N:
169 H:
170 N:
171 H:
172 N:
173 H:
174 N:
175 H:
176 N:
177 H:
178 N:
179 H:
180 N:
181 H:
182 N:
183 H:
184 N:
185 H:
186 N:
187 H:
188 N:
189 H:
190 N:
191 H:
192 N:
193 H:
194 N:
195 H:
196 N:
197 H:
198 N:
199 H:
200 N:
201 H:
202 N:
203 H:
204 N:
205 H:
206 N:
207 H:
208 N:
209 H:
210 N:
211 H:
212 N:
213 H:
214 N:
215 H:
uhm- uhm
=soide dekitara keen tai natte omoun desu kedo ne
uhm-uhin(1.4) so desu ka(1 8) ah(1.2).je muko ichinen mate ninen
gural kakari masu kashira
so desu rIe::
Lne: uh:m
uh::m (2.0)
(so desu ka)-- so iu imi dewa ano nante lu ka imamade ohanashi o
ukagatta1	 1katagate mo so desu kedo elgo de iro iro na koto o
Leehi
benkyo dekiru desho 1	1ima no ko:su we-----watashi mitei ni eno=
I.eehl
mo son: elgo o gaikokugo to shiteno traeru shiten denoj 	 rkyoiu=
[eehj
=ho tokej	 1ano: kyozai kenkyu datokatte 1
 naruto ne mo sore n1
eeh:1	 leeh
kansuru koto bakkari nan desu yo ne1	 rano lectureçsonomono ga
[ah:J	 liwayuru kyoju
-ho1 	 1desune	 1kyozai kerikyu tokal
Ikyoju-hoimo dashi eno: kyozai kenkyu l-mo dashi	 1iro Iro
zembu1	1sore ni kansuru elgo desho1 	 daka so lu imi dewa
.eehI	 Leeh eehl
=kagirareta elgo ne kangeete mireba
aeh::--so::-desu ne 1	1dekara ma ima no ko:su mo ne iron na imi=
[uh: ml
=de ma ii men to warul men toka arun desu yo ne1
	 jdesu kara
t eeh eeh
eno: me nante lu ka watashi mo zen zen jibun towa senmon ga chigau
history toka law toka 1	 totterun desu kedo mo ne1	 demo=
tuhml	 laah ah:l
=sore we ano: nente iu no kane ko: academic na
	 kanji. de
Ihu: m hu: ml
motte ne i	 rano benkyo suru toka1	 so itta men dewa ma ii men
tuhm j	 uhml
=mo an masu kedo ne1	 ryaPPari zibu:n ni kyomi ga nel koto desu
[uh: ml
=ne: 1	çyappari yattete uh:m nanka tsuman nai na-tte1	 1te omou
j.uh:mI	 Luhmi
=toki ga j(
Idon na koto ni kyomi ga oani nan desu ka
eh:to watashi mo ichio kyoshi 1	Fdatten dene ma eigo o daini
leehi
gaikoku go to shite oshiçru to iu hoka ni sorekara eto ano mushiro
Laah:
=ano kyojuho yori nio ano onsei teki na men 1de linguistics na men=
Laah
=o1	 1sukoshi benkyo shital natte1	 romoun desu ne i	 Idesukara
laah I	 [eah [o desu ne	 tuh: ml
sore ni etta ko:su ga arebal
	
1to omotte ne1
	
tuh:mi	 tuh:m uh:m so desuka
=sagashite irun desu kedo mo
hu:m(1. 1)
(laughs)
ya: are desu ne: onna no hito no ho ga yoku gambaru natte kanji
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shimasu ne
216 N: (laughs)
217 H: (laughs)
218 N: lye: doko made gambareru ke ne
219 H: shikashi oai suru kate we demo ano tatoeba ne
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1 U:
2 14:
3 U:
4 N:
5 U:
6 14:
7 U:
8 N:
9 U:
10 14:
11 U:
12 14:
13 U:
14 N:
15 U:
16 14:
17 U:
18 14:
19 U:
20 M:
APPENDIX 11-(c) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 3' (M & U IN JAPANESE)
RECORDED ON 16 NOVEMBER 1987
ah konnichiwa
=konnl chi wa
haj imemashit e
nanka mitakoto arimasu ne
eh so desu ka
ano: 2 kIsei no kate desu ka
iya lye mo koko nagal desu yo (watashi wa)
ah so nan desu ka
hal
are (ah sonja)
ma dozo(laughs) ano yoku waken nal desu kedo eh: nan ka hanashI o
shltekure-tte
ah: so desu ka1 ah SOAS de1	 irasshai masen kal
Leh:	 iso desu	 [SOAS nan desu
ah: so desulka
lab: so desu ka SOAS desu ka
eh: Ima ano: ano: nante ittake ano Anglo-Japanese no ko:su der
1.hai
3 kisel nan desu yo (0. 7)
eh: ano 3 klsel to iuto 3 nen mej 	 nan desu ne ah so desuka
so--	 I.desu	 Lare nanka
imamade ni mite yona ki ga1suru
21 U:	 lah: watashi ah itsumo uro uro shite masu
22 M:
23 U:
24 M:
25 U:
26 14:
27 U:
28 14:
29 Ii:
30 14:
31 U:
32 14:
33 U:
34 14:
35 U:
36 14:
37 U:
38 14:
39 U:
40 M:
41 U:
42 14:
43 U:
44 M:
45 U:
46 14:
kara SOAS 0
=eh: so desu ka ja 1 klsei 2 klsel no katetachi towa oshlrlai nan
desu ka
lya mattaku shiranain desu
ah so desu ka
eeh --- toshlyori atsukal sarete irun ja nal desu ka
ah: so nan desu ka
hal
=eeh uja kochira de nani nasatte Irun desu ka
ima desu ne gengogaku de ano PhD yatten desu kedo=
ah so nan desu ka
hal -- wakaku nile masu desho so demo nain desu
=ah so nan desu ka Ja nihon de nanka mo Ja ano mo: kenarl benkyo:
=so desu ne lye so demo nakkata desu gengogaku we kocchl de hajlmete
nan desu kedo
ja shushl 0
=shushl we elgogaku dattan desu kedo mo
ah ja ano galkokugo delgaku:=
=so desu--- e: hto Tokyo no kate desu ka
le (Nitte) ah Kyoto nan desu kedo=
honto ni
eeh
Kyoto Galdal nan desu watashi
ah so nan desu ka boku we ano Kangaku nan desu
eh so desu ka HE: yono naka semal desu ne
semal desu ne(kansal ben-kensal ben dattera wekarun desu ga ne )
kamawanal desu yo ano: hougen wa daijobu nan desu
ah: so desu ka he::
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(0.5)
47 U: ah: so desu ka ne:
48 M: eeh ma ano lchio nihon dewa sono horitsu o yatte Itan desu kedo
49 U: hai
50 M: chotto mo horitsu kirel ni nattan de ichio kondo ano: anthropology
51 U: hal
52 M: are yaro to omotte kocchl kitan desu kedo
53 U: Ja daigaku owararete
54 M: eeh chodo ano kono haru ni owatta bakkari de
55 U: ah so nan desu ka	 ja fresh desu ne(0.8) he: ja ima we ano Master
56M:	 (	 )
57 U: -ka nani ka hairaretan desu ka
58 M: eh:to ne ano 1 nen sono ma: Ittara ano Diploma 	 i neri
59 U:	 tDiploma desu kaJ
60 M: ano ne ano A-J are we shikaku ko: su nan desu ne
61 U: naruhodo
62 M: =A level-A level mitai na ne
63 U: hal
64 M: de sono ato ni:1	 1-J E ga yatte
65 U:	 Iriante lun desu ka A1
66 M: =iru1	 ano ma lttara--ichio sono melinoku ha ne Intermediate
67 U:	 Lhahal
68 M: =Certificate Course nan desu kedo--ichlo sorede ano tatoeba under-
graduate Iku hito we1	 1sono ato de ne i	 rsono:1	 =
69 U:	 Ihall	 [hail	 Lfurlwake rareru
70 M: =selsekl de jibun no ikital tokoro ni Ikeru wake nan desu
71 U: ah so desu ka
72 M: ma: boku no baai we ma sono honto wa sono MA ni iku baal wa sono
shikaku nante irimasen yo ne
73 U: eeh
74 M:	 Isono kyoju torio 1	 hanashiai dej	 1demo yappari sono kisotekina
75 U:	 lhaiJ	 [hail
76 M: =eigo no chikara toka nej	 1sono koto de zenzen kakete imasu no de
77 U:	 thai1
.78 M: =ma chotto tokkun ni kite mital na katachi nan desu kedo
79 U: ah so dattan desu ka
80 M: eeh(0.9)
81 U: naruhodo elgo mondal desu ka kochira de
82 M: lye: damenan desu yo ne
83 U: nan nen itatte dame desu yo watashi tachi mital n1
84 M: ah nan nen irassharun F(desu ka)
85 U:
	
	
Lmoh-- hajiinete kita no we desu ne sen-
kyuhyaku-nanaiu-k yunen desu yo
86 M: =ah: nagal n desu ne:
87 U:	 Lsorede: --sore wa ano: shushi no toki ni kitan
desu nej	 1sorede ni-nen kochira ni imeshite ne 1	rsorede(breath)
88 M:	 Leehi	 Leehi
89 U: =nl nen nihon ni modotte shushl o yatto owatte sorekara ichi-nen
junbi shite soide kocchi kite n desu yo ne
90 M: aah so desu ka1
91 U:	 Lsore-sorede mah ninen ita n des.i kedo ne nihon ni
92 M: ah ja kanarl ano irashitan desu ne
93 U: uhm(laughs so desu ne ashikake go-roku nen ja nai desu ka
94 M: shushi mo koko de torareta
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95 U:
96 M:
97 U:
98 M:
99 U:
100 M:
101 U:
102 M:
103 U:
104 M:
105 U:
106 M:
107 U:
108 M;
109 U:
110 M:
111 U:
112 M:
113 U:
114 M:
115 U:
116 K;
117 U:
118 M;
119 U:
120 K:
121 U:
122 K:
123 U;
124 K:
125 U:
126 K:
127 U:
128 K:
129 U:
130 K:
131 U:
132 M:
133 U:
134 M:
135 U:
136 M:
137 U:
138 K:
139 U:
140 M:
=lya lye shushi mc Kyoto Galdal desu
ah so desu1ka
Lhaj
ah so desu ka
hal (0.5)
ah so ja ona-onameero
Leh:to U desu
U? U-san?1	1ah-ah1
U	 LhaiJ	 LUrashjma Taro no U ni ue to kaki masu
ah so desu ka K to moshi mpsu
tM-san desu ka
eeh--ah so desu ka
ano uchl ga desu ne1	 0bayashl gozonil desho1	 rhall
I.eeh 1	. Eobayashii	 lah
chotto Kyoto
th j Kyoto-dalgaku wa mah Kyoto Galdal datta n desu
keredo]	 1sunderu tokoro we Takarazuka nan desu yo
teehi	 ah Takarazuka
desu ka
hal Nigawa no tsugl ga Obayashl desho
aah ab chotto NIGAWA] 	 1ah chotto matte kudasal Nigawa- Keihan
Lhal
Hankyu densha	 1ha11
LNI-Nlgawa tte Hankyu desu ne'	 Lnde-de doshite ah sulinasen
sulmasen Takarazuka-Hiraga desho Takarazuka-Takarazuke1
I (laughs)
=Nlgawa no tsugi ga Obayashi ah waken mashita ah are Obayashl tte
lu n desu ka ne1	L(eh boku wa Obayshl=
LKobayashl tte kalte Obayeshi tte yomu n desu yo
dato omotte mashita
ASOKO ni sun deru n desu
AH so desu ka
hal
ah eno hen mo ne 1	cho-uhm eeh-chodo anohen chotto geshuku
[uhn nawabari (janaidesuka)
shltete
ah so desu ka
=eeh mo (
L do-do datta desu ka -- geshuku we
=geshuku we ano: (	 ) no chikakku no	 1-inusa-musa
lhohoi
kurushll <laughs)
ah so desu ka ah-hougaku yatte orareta n desu ka (0.9)
lye (nani mo shimasen kedo) yatteta tte lu ni. wa chotto okogarnashi
yo de nan ni mo shite nal desu kedo ne
ah so desu ka ---ha:---tte ima ima korareteru ko:su we eh: kotoshi
hajimatta bakani desu yo ne(0.9)
eeh--ano shigatsu kara
ah SHIGATSU kera=
=eeh chodo Nihonjin ni awasetel
	
anone1	 1kyonen
	
Lah so nandesu ka	 Ihu: m
otodoshi we lchlo kugatsu kara shita mital nan desu kedo ne
eeh
=nan ka kotoshl kara we mo shlgatsu ni kaeta mital nan desu
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141 ii:
142 M:
143 U:
144 M:
145 U:
146 M:
147 U:
148 M:
ah so desu ka
eeh
je inia kochira de --Institute desu ka
lye ano: SOAS de=
ah SOASJ	 ah SOAS so desu ka1
Leeh(	 )	 Ieeh
ah SOAS ga saisho ni ukeire heilmeta no kane: ano-ano:	 iuhm
Lnlhonj In I
149 U:
150 M:
151 U:
152 M:
153 U:
154 M:
155 U:
156 M:
157 U:
158 M:
159 U:
160 M:
161 U:
162 M:
163 U:
164 M:
165 U:
166 M:
167 U:
168 M:
169 U:
170 M:
171 U:
172 M:
173 U:
174 M:
175 U:
176 M:
177 U:
178 M:
179 U:
-gakusel so mItal1
I demo takusan kimashita yo ano: sannen chodo so
desu ne san nen gural maefkare 	 nihonjIn1ga)
	
Ichodo so nan desu 1
	Ldene ano:
demone kaneri ne okashil no ga ne ano: ichlo sono boshu yoko niwane
Rondon Dalgaku no sono boshu yoko ni natte irun desu kedo ne jissal
we Rondon Deigaku no-ni loyality o ma: watashite Iru katachi de sono
namae o karite sono certificate ko:su o yatte iru to lu katachi desu
yone
A sono--
[Japanese
so desu ka he::
ma jissal chotto yoku waken nal desu ne jlttai. we
demo ma lchlo oh sono ato Ichi o kochi e furiwakerareru wake desu
yone:
so desu ne ma jibun no ikital tokoro de
A: haha
dakara Ima chotto chodo ano: ma itte mitara juken si:zun tten desuka
ah naruhodo
=shingaku no sodan si:zun mitelna monode
hal hal
sensel ni so: koko ni ikital nani ge shital tte sodan shitete de:
Lare: chotto matte kudasalne1 	 im8 hogaku no ko:su detemasu?
[hal I
ah (	 ) horitsu wa1yatte nal n desu
tmattaku ah-so:ka so:ka chigatta n desu
ne1
[lchio nenke moju:re de ano: horltsu seiji keizal rekishi sorekara
bijitsushi ga atte demo ano nanjaku ni horitsu-ja nakute eeh rekishi
to geijitushi de-
ah so desu ka
mo rekishi we ne kocchi kite hajimete yattan desu kedo ne are we
kekko yaku ni tachi masu ne
so desu ka omoshirol desho--boku mo desu ne Igirisushl wa Ichido
gakubu ni itan desu ne saisho ano: ryugaku shite kitatoki ne
eeh
salho ni daigaku In no shushi ni Imashita deshol sono koki ryugaku
teeh
=shlta toki niwa gakubu ni ryugaku shite kita n desu yo
=eh so nanFdesu ke
Isore de rekishi o yattan desu kedo ne1	 1eibungaku to
Leehi
reklshi o yattan desu kedo ne
kanarl taihen desu ne
=uh:n taihen datta desu ne mo elgo ga wakara nakatte n de
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180 14:
181 U:
182 M:
183 U:
184 14:
185 U:
186 M:
187 U:
188 M:
189 U:
190 M:
191 U:
192 14:
193 U:
194 14:
195 U:
196 M:
197 U:
198 M:
199 U:
200 14:
201 U
202 M:
203 U:
204 14:
205 U:
206 M:
207 U:
207 14:
208 U:
209 M:
210 U:
211 M:
212 U:
213 14:
214 U:
215 14:
215 U:
216 M:
217 U:
ye kocchi no rekishi-tte kanari shindoi desu ne
shindol desho(laughs)
wateshi mo honto ni) essay wane kanarl taihen dene=
=essay wo-essay o sugoku yarasare masu desho
eeh
=mochiron sore we mah dono kyoka tottemo so nan desu yone
yomu ryo keku ryo ne mo taihen na mono desu ne
ah de yome nei to dame dashi kake nal to dame dashi sodesu ne yomu
ho ga ma jikan kakereba nantoka narun desu kedo ne kakeriei( 	 )
kakenaidesu ne iissai soiunde yomenal kakenal kikoenel hanashide
yonjuku de ne(laughs) (teihen na mon desuyo)
L(laughs)	 Lyonjuku nan desu ka
=eeh
so desu ka
(teihan na mon desu)
uhm(breathes)(0.7)soide moshi tatoebe desu ne
eeh
=ario: ima no ko:su ga owarerete eh: dokka SOAS ka dokka de nokotte
mate ko:su sarerun desho
eeh
=soshitara ,junbi kikan we aru-erun desu ka--kokoro no junbi tte lun
desuka
ah chodo ne ano kono ko: su ga san gatsu ni owette ma: sono interview
toka ma itsu ni naru ka waken nai shi sono go:kaku no ne tuchi mo
itsu kuru ka waken nain desu kedo ne moshi ukatta to shitara
jugatsu kara hajimarudesho dakara hantoshi kan aru kara sono aida ni
ma ano: micchiri benkyo dekiruja nel ka to
=uhm neruhodo
micchiri mo deki nai desu kedo ne
ma yaruki ga areba ne1	 1(dekiru n ja naidesuka)]
Ima sono ne	 tchodo SOAS---mahma
dalichi shiboh ni shiterun desu kedo mo sono SOAS no sono shekel-
Jinruigaku desu ka1	 1sore we do:mo ano MA wa ano ichlo daigaku no
L.hai 1
= tan-ano-nente iun desu ka shikaku ga iranal n desu yo gakushi
shushi 8--r	 1doittsu-ano ne nani kara demo dekirun
L eh so nan desu kal
desu ne horitsu yettetemo seiji yattetemo
AH: riaruhodo naruhodo kaerareru wake desu yo ne=
=futsuu dattara mo linguistics yatte tare linguistics no sono
eh so desu yo ne
ne dame desho
uhm
sorega ne-ano- 1	1(daijobu nan desu yo)1	 feh: dakara to ltte
Likeru-nidesu ka	 [hu:mJ
=nani mo shinai (laughs)
eeh so desu yo ne
(eeh) (1. 3) ima mo sono: sensel ni ne sono: asoko o juken surun
dattara kore o yominasai are o yominasai-tte iwareterun desu
kere do mo: tada de see chotto ne jikan ga nai noni sonne
(de) ichio shushi no sono rekishi desu ka ? rekishi no shushi o
mezashite --- orareru wake desu ne=
1-1-ima desu ka
eeh ima no ko:su ge owareba(1.2)
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218 P1:
219 U:
220 P1:
221 U:
222 M:
223 U:
224 P1:
225 Li:
226 M:
227 U:
228 N:
229 U:
230 N:
231 U:
232 N:
233 U:
234 M:
235 U:
236 N:
237 U:
238 M:
239 U:
240 M:
241 U:
242 M:
243 U:
244 P1:
245 U:
246 P1:
247 U:
248 P1:
249 U:
250 M:
255 U:
256 P1:
257 U:
258 N:
259 U:
260 P1:
eh: to=
ato (
	 ) irareru wake desho
ato::--moshl ano deigakuin
hal
In desu ne
hal
t abun ant horopol ogy
nar uhodo
eeh Ima sore modu:ru ga ne motto sono: A level mital ni sono sono
ah: shakaigaku tokane motto ippal areba yeokattan desu kedo tatta
itsutsu shika nal desu kara ne dakara moh ma rekishi toka ne
uhm waken nai desu yone eto moh
Uhm(0.9) sonnan kette ni moh yarushika nal
ah so desu ka(1.4),ja tatoeba shushi ninen nan desu ka ne
ah so desu ne honto he moh Ichi nen nareba so desu kedo ne sono
gaikoku kara no selto no tame ni ichinen wa hailme sono tokkun
mitel na mono desu Fne	 Ide ninen me nl sono: lchlnen=
. naruhodo naruhodol
no ko: su ni haitte ne1
	 1so desu mital desu ne1
	 fkekkyoku
Lanzen oi	 Lkangaete
=ma: elgoryoku ga tarimasen kara nìe
uhm shitterun desu yone ware ware no elgo ryoku ga yowal tte iukoto
ga	 ano nihon jin no ne -(ah so desu ka uhm)-toku ni yowai=
= desu ne yeppari ne
(laughs)
so desu ne
ichi ban yowai n ja nal desu ka nihon ju de--ahah sekaijude
I. ya anone kocchi
kite kanjita no we ne moh: ano hanasu supi:do ja nal desu ke ne
= (naruhodo)
=nihongo tte yappari ima hanashitete mo yapparl yukkuri desho
uh: m
de ano: ma tomodachi doshi dattara 'ano sa konso sa sorede ne:'-tte
kangaeru jikan atae chaun desu ne --de: kocchl no hito tte lu nowa
kekko sonç:	 1eeh de sono: SOAS de nlhongo o
Ltae nal desu ne amari1
=benkyo shite Iru gakusei ni iwasetemo ne1
	 1nihon jin tte iu nowa
teehi
kangaeru jikan o etaete kureru kara kanarl: 1
	Fraku-raku
twakeri yasui'
=clette ne itte mashita
uh:m ma mochiron elgo to nihon go no ne kihon teki na chigal mo aru
to omoun desu kedo mo so: desu ne -- nannen ite mo kikitore nal desu
ne yapparl. (kikitorl ni naruto)
Lso lu mon desu ka ne -- sore kiku to chotto jishin
nakushi masu ne( s
	 )
iya mah ano: toku ni elgo o unìaku nero to omotte doryoku shita
wake demo nai desu kara wet ashi mo
ah demo jissal nare desho kore wa
nare desu ne demo nanka aruteldo kklmatta bun no hani de kaiwa ga
arimasu de sho ]
	
Ihijo ni kihonteki na1	 bubun dake de
leeh	 teehi
nare te shimatte1
	1sore o dasshite ano kaiwe ga susume
L ah neruhodo nel
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261 U:
262 M:
263 U:
264 M:
265 U:
266 M:
267 U:
268 M;
269 U:
270 M:
271 U:
272 M:
273 U:
274 M:
275 U:
276 M:
277 U:
278 M:
279 U:
280 M:
281 U:
282 M:
283 M:
284 U:
285 M:
286 U:
287 M:
288 U:
289 M:
290 U:
291 M:
292 U:
293 M:
294 U:
295 M:
296 U:
=rareru hodo (	 )
sore tte are desu yo ne sono hirogeru doryoku mital
na mono ga toku ru irun desu yone 	 [tango 0 mate oboeru
Lirimasu yo ne'
=toka nan toka karutoka (breathes)
kekko desu ne imani natte omo-omoun desu kedo ne(0.8)ano dalgaku
juken arimasu desho 1	ran toki no elgo tte lu nowa hIjo ni yoku
leehi
dekite masu ne i	 1are mo ichi do yarinaosu to linja=
L ah so desu ka I
=nal n desu ka
ah so desu ka
hal
ja mo Ichido yari naoso ka na
eeh ano nihon ni keettari shite ne sono toki ano elgo oshietari
shite tan desu yo ano1	 1iuku to ka nej	 1ano balto de
Iah ha ha ha	 Leehi
=yatte tan desu kedo ne sono toki ni ano .Jibun de kyozal tsukuri
inasu desho1	 1so suru to sono siguma besuto ka nanka o mite desune
Leehi
kyozal tsukurun desu kedo yoku deki te masu ne
ah so desu ka
hal(0.7) are o yatte desu ne elgo ga chotto uinaku nan mashite ne
ah (laughs)
hal(1.0) are ano hen we hijo ni muzukashil ano hen no hijoni eeh
joku no desu yo n	 technique de desu ne kaiwa susun de run desu ne
[eeh
ha:
uhm hijo ni amen kihon teki dewa naidesu yo ano wasei sankosho ni
notteru ne1	 1lchibu shlju tte nowa 1	1hijo ni dal.ji na koto
Lubmi	 Luhmini
=deshi(0.7) yoku dekiteru to omol mashita ne(1.0) uhm 	 1jah so desu ka I demo are
ja nal desu ka ah sono: elgo tte nowa are desho sono oshleru ho de
kekkoku selto mo kanari sa ga decheu desho
deshau to oniol masu yo ne
eeh
eeh:
dakare koh oshie kate de dou-do-doko ni sono juyo ka ( 	 )ne
(	 ) de ne1	 1kawatte kimasu kara --do do do nasaretan
Leehi
=desu ka kekkyoku tango n1 1 --	 eeh
1(0.5) elgo desulka (1.1) so desu ne
so desi meyapparl terebi rajlo mita toki ni rokuon shitari shite
eeh
=de mete kikinaoshite
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APPENDIX 11-(d) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 4* (F & D IN JAPANESE)
RECORDED ON 17 NOVEMBER 1987)
1 F: ah sakklmo domo
2 U: domo hajimeinashlte e:to
3 F:	 Lano: F desu
4 U: hal?
5 F: F-F desu
6 U: F-san desu ka
7 F: hal
8 U: U to moshi masu
9 F: ah (so desu ka)
10 U: (breathes) Irna ohltorl hanashitetan desu kedo gozonji desu ka=
11 F: ah M1	 iesu ka ah shltte masu1
12 U:
	
[bali	 [ah doki no kata desu ka (	 )
13 F: ah so desu ano: kocchi de hajimete atte sorede ryo ga onnnajl(nan-
desu)
14 U: =ah ryo ni haltte irun desu ka
15 F: eeh
16 U: fSO--SOAS desu ka line gakko wai
17 F: Lano:	 [so desu ano onnaji ko: su de nihonjin
de (0.7)
18 J: ja dojl ni korareta
19 F: so desu 1	 onnajl hiko: ki de(O. 8)
20 U:	 1ah so nan desu ka	 Ihe:: ja mo korareta
tokl kara gozoriji-shirlaldattan desu ka=
21 F: =ah zen zen shlranakatta1	 1hiko:ki orlta tokoro de=
22 U:	 Lab shlranakattai
23 F: =eh hanasu yo nl natte sorede zu:tto lssho dakara1
24 U:	 Leh so desu ka
25 F: solde (zutto kitan desu kedo) (1. 0)
26 U: naruhodo (1.0) nannen gural no yotel nan desu ka koko=
27 F: boku we tada lchlnen dake de kaero to omotte masu(1.6)
28 U: lnia nanka oukagal shitan desu kedo eeh Anglo eeh nan desu ka nan
toka toka sorede ?(1.0)
29 F: ah so desu
30 U: ah so desu ka (hum)(0.9) ja ma ukagattan desu kedo nanda SOAS no
gakubu nl ne1	 Fkare wa nanka hairu toka Itte mashlta kedo 1
31 F:
	
	
leehi	 Lah
kare wa dakare enthoropology o yaritaitte itte
32 U: ah so desu ka
33 F: (uh:m)	 (1.1)
34 U: dochira kara koraretan desu ka
35 F: boku wa Nagoya desu
36 U: ah Nagoya desu ka
37 F: eeh
38 U: ah so nan desu ka(1.0)ano(1.5) Nagoya ah Nagoya ka (breathes) asoko
nl G daigaku tte ariinasu desho=
39 F: =eeh arimasu ne
40 U: asoko ni shushoku klrnatterun desu watashl
41 F: ah so nan desu ka nanl shlterassharun desu ka
42 U: kocchi desu ka line gengogaku nan desu ne
43 F: nan nen ken
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44 U:
45 F:
46 U:
47 F:
48 U:
49 F:
50 U:
51 F:
52 U:
53 F:
54 U:
55 F:
56 U:
57 F:
58 U:
59 F:
60 U:
61 F:
66 U:
67 F:
68 U:
69 F:
70 U:
71 F:
72 U:
73 F:
74 U:
eh:to desu ne mo Ima yo nen ah go nen me ni hairlmashlta(1.0)
ah so desu ka
hai(1.2) jikan kakaruri desu yo ne ano san nen kara lchlo go nen
gural rashlin desu kedo ne
nihon no dalgeku o oete irashitan[(desuka)
Leeh nihon de shushl. o owatte
eeh
solde kocchi e kimashlta(1.0) nihon de shushl o yattetan desu kedo
sono alda ni kyugakushlte igirisu ni eeh chodo Ima anata ga shite-
orareru yona katachi de1 	 1ryugakushite (1.7) sorede ninen gural
L eeh I
orimashita desu ka ne: (0. 9)
ah gogaku gakko
le sono toki we ano:: gakubu ni Itan desu ne--ano: (1. 1) kono SOAS no
ah so desu ke
mettaku sho-tanki kan no ryugaku-tte lun desu ka ninen desu kera
gakul tore nal shi
ah so lu koto mo dekirun desu ka
uh: in choko mital na katachi de ne: dekirun dato omoun desu kedo ne
sono koro nanka aru so lu soshiki ga nanka boshu shitete
Anglo-Japanese?
=ja nakatta1desu ne	 juhm yarun desu ne nanka tokidoki (	 )
[ja nekatta?i
aah: (1.5)
62 U: (uh: in) so desu ka eh na-nagoya no
63 F: so desu
64 U: ah so desu ka
65 F: yapparl nihon de benkyo suru yorl
omoshirol desu ka
gosshushin nan desu ka
mo kocchi de benkyo shita ho ga
75 F:
76 U:
77 F:
78 U:
79 F:
80 U:
81 F:
82 U:
uh:m so desu ne ma (breathes) nalyo nino yorimasu kedo ne
hal
nal o yatteru ka tte lu nalyo nimo yorl masu kedo(1.4) boku no
beal we reklshi gengogaku tte lu no o yatten desu ne
rekishi gengogaku?
hal de soreda ma kocchide kakuritsu sareta l	 1ano gakumon nan desu
Lhaij
=ne
ah so desu ka nihon---dewa nihon no koto wa amari kankel nain desuka
ah kankel arimasu ne
sore o rekishi gengogaku to lu hohoron ga kocchlde dekite masu kara
ne kocchlde kakuritsu sarete masu kara sono hohoron no waku gumi de
ma nihongo o yaro to ironna ma bunya ga arimasu kedo ne(1.5) oninron
to lul 1bunye yatten desu yo ne de kodal nihon go to ah ryukyu
I	
hogen
ha
=to hikaku oninron tte yatterun desu kedo ne
he:::
bnaekare oriinronteki onseigaku tte ittemo un desu kedo onselgaku
teki tsunagarltte lun desu ka de korera no bunretsu suru mae no
nihongo ga donna onsel o mottetakatte toka nej 	 1sonna kotoo
teehi
yatten desu kedo ne
ho:
de:	 hal?
	
arimasu arimasu ino=
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	83 F:
	
tsunagari ga arun desu a ano okinewa no'
84 U: =kanzen ni hogenteki kankel desu ne--kodal nihon go no-ga manyoshu
Jidal ni kiroku serete masu desho 1
	rsore no chotto izen gurel ru
	
85 F:
	
Leehi
86 U: bunretsu shitan ja nal kenette lu]
	 fima ookate no mikata nan desu
	
87 F:
	
the: I
88 U: kedo rue
89 F: demo ano kiroku sareteiru moji to jissei ni (hatsuon) sarete ite=
90 U: =weken nel desu yo ne	 rw6t1 nai desu
91 F: =shiketa iu nowa zenzen waken nal desu
92 U: sorede iwayuru bokutechi ga yetteru nowa onseigaku de neku tene
onseigeku-tte nowa onka 0 shiru wake desu yone1	 rdonna onsel datta
	
93 F:
	
Leehi
94 U: =ka to kel	 1-ja nakutte eno: onin -onso-tte no ge arun desu ne ano
	
95 F:
	
Leeh
96 U: =imi o keeru onsei ga ikutsuka arimashite ne kotoba no naka ni k
toka s toka1	 sorega kawaru-kaweru to imi ge kawacchaun beal ni
	
97 F:
	 [eehi
98 U: =kono k to s we onso te lun desu yo imi o keenal to dme desu ne
	
99 F:
	
Iaah
100 U: =kono imi o kaeru k toka s toka itta 1	 [kigo onsel we ichio =
	
101 F:
	
L eehl
102 U: =dogeishishite soiu ano segment (nandakedomo) eeh---nante iuno karia
nihongo de waken nel sono kekere desu ne1 	 Itani ga ikutsu atte=
	
103 F:
	 [eehl
104 U: =do lu ketachi de attekatte lu sore see wakarebe1 	 rme onsel tte
	
105 F:
	
tha: I
106 U: 1u no we wakariyo ge nal desu yo ne 1	 l(tepe-recorder ka nanka
	
107 F:
	
lhe-ha1
108 U: nei kegiri--eeh nan ka (so neru to ne)(1.8)
109 F: de sore o suru koto ni yotte sono nenke aterashli hakken mitaine no-
tte arun desu ka1 nanka nante lu ka sono(1.7) ano inukashi no koto ge
	
110 U:
	
Lah:
111 F: =wakattej	 fsoide: nanka ato do naru ke toke iu
	
112 U:
	
Lheji	 l-uh::m uh:m --Wa
nal. desu ne ten naru ano (romansu) Ja nel desu ke (laughs) nan nimo
yaku ni tatanel desu ne
113 F: SO desu ka=
114 U: =uh:m yeku ni tatenai tte lu ke eno tede eno ironna process fukunde
imasu deshol	 hogen chose yatteri demo so itta mono ge tatoebe
	
115 F:
	 [eeh eeh
116 U: =kyokutan na haneshi honto ni yaku ni tatsutte iu yo na beel wa
desu ne eeh made mettaku gengo ga kiroku sarete mel shirerete inal
chilki itte kererano hogen chose o shite kera ano:: sore o ko onso
kigoka eruiwa onsel kigoke desu ne aruiwa onso kigoka shite sono
gengo o kiroku shite iku n desu ne (sorekere) yegeete bunpo ge
dekite kite --- kenkyu sarete itte soko ni bunkei haitte iku toka ne
(dekare) so lu ketechi dewe shigoto ge aru to omoun desu kedo rue
117 F: ha: =
118 ii: yatte yaku ni tetsu to omoun desu kedo ne
119 F: ah je iron na soruo--sugoku(1.4) sugoku minor na toko demo sore 0
sore
ga-dekirun desurka
120 U:	 [sono hohoron dekiru deki mesu ne
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121 F: hu:m
122 U: jikan kakarl masu kedo ne
123 F: ah:
124 U: llfe work ni nan masu kedo (breathes) nanka sekalju niwa wakekata
nimo yorun desu kedo nisen-gohyaku kara yonsen-gohyaku gural no
gengo ga arun desu ne1	 1ooklku wakete ma komakaku wakete yonsen
125 F:
	
teehi
126 U: =gohyaku de sonouchi tatoeba sanbun-ja nakute sanzen desu ne gural
no gengo tte lu nowa mada mattaku klroku saretefnai 	 Iuhm
127 F:	 tab so desu kal
128 U: =klroku sarete nal desu
129 F: de kiroku sarete naitte nowa sore zembu ano: 1 tsutaerarete iku
130 U:
	
	 Lmoil ga nal
moji mo nal shl kaldoku mo sarete nal to lu ka (laughs)
131 F: ja tada shabette Iru dake nan desu ka
132 U: =so desu karera no aida dakede tsuuyo shlteiru dakede
133 F: sonna ni arun desu ka
134 U: arun desu ne sanzen mo arun desu ne dakara zaIryo wa Ippal arlmasu
yo ne1	 ma sono chilki Ikanal to damede1 	 inochigake no baal mo
135 F:	 Lha::	 Lhu:ml
136 U: =arlmasu kedo mo
137 F: ha:-ha
138 U: ma so lu koto o yaranai kaglni gengogaku tte lu nowa hijo ni romansu
teki ni narun ja nal desu ka ne
139 F: ja sono hitotsu hitotsu yaru no ni demo hitotsu no sorio kirokusho o
tsukurun demo sono shi-go nen kara ju-nen 1
	kakatte Irun desho
140 U:	 Ikakari masu yo ne
ma baai ni yotte wa kakari masu ne hijo nI nankalna gengo ga aru
deshoshi
141 F: hal
142 U: =kaldoku no(0.9)
143 F: =zen zen wakearanal tokoro e Itte kaidoku surutte koto mo dekirun
desu ka --nan nlmo shiranal no ni
144 U: eeh mazu nanka ne uhm saisho no -- taihen desho ne yappanl ne
mattaku shlranai nowa1 	 1nanka ne tatoeba ano gengo-yumei na gengo
145 F:	 Luhml
146 U: gakusha ga ite nihon nI ano: hogen chosa Ittan desu yo ne mattaku
shiraretelnal gengo no
147 F: nihon desu ka
148 U: eeh nihon no ano nan datta kana nani hogen datta ka na ano karafuto
ka riani kani nihongo ja naln desu kedo ne
149 F: eeh
150 U: (ilyakugo kana) nanka ano:1 	 chosa itte1
151 F:
	
	 Lah: I	 tah ja hogen Ja nakute
hoka nokunl no=
152 U: =uhm hogen nan demo lidesu yo ne hogen-hogen demo lishi
153 F: eeh=
154 U: =shosu minzoku no (gengo) demo ilshi soko itte mazu nani shitakatte
kodomotachi atsumete desu ne jibun ga kami ni nanke wake no wakara-
nal koto o kaitan desu yo
155 F: eeh
156 U: =soshltara sore wa nanda tte iu koto ga ne mo iro kilte kururi
desuyo
157 F: eeh
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158 U: =sore we nan de tte minna kiku desho
159 F: eeh
160 U: de sore o (a1ode) wakarimas yo ne 	 1(kore we nanda tte lu)
161 F:	 Lsore o kodomo-kodomo ga kore we-kore we nanda tte
162 U: yappari ( 	 )
163 F: korewa nande mu dato omou toka neko deto omou toka lun desu ka
164 U: karera wakaresu desho so lu fu ni
165 F: eeh
166 U: so suru to deitai waken masu yo ne nerd o hanashite iru no ke --
de sore we nan datte tte lu (	 ) de1 kotoba ga waken masu
167 F:	 Leeh
168 U: desho --- so suru to jibun ga kondo sore tsukai masu desho
169 F: eeh
170 U: eeh soko e itte teburu o sashite sono kotoba o tsukaebe teburu no
kotee ge kaette kimasu dçsho yappa so lu no ga kikkakede yatta tte
171 F:	 Lah:
172 U: =iu nanka sono hito no jiman beneshi nan desu kedo ne
173 F: ah so desu ka(laughs)
174 U: uhm nanka so iu yen kate ga eru mital desu ne (1.8)
175 F: zen zen wekaranai tokoro ni ittare nani mo wakaranal desu yo ne
176 U: ah mo saisho onsei kare bunseki shite ikenal to dame desu yo ne
eeh iro iro ano tapu reko:da ka nanka ni ko karera ni iiyu ni hena-
saseru desho
177 F: eeh
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APPENDIX 11-(e) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 5' (A & M in Japanese)
RECORDED ON 30 OCTOBER 1987
1 M:
2 A:
3 M:
4 A:
5 M:
6 A:
7 M:
8 A:
9 M:
10 A:
11 M:
12 A:
13 M:
14 A:
ah konnichiwa
konnichiwa
do- doz o
hal
watashi mo yoku wakara nal-n desu keredo
ah-ha------kokoni?
eh? ah-kochlra hai---eh: to S-san to o ssharu-nTdesu ka
Lhai so desu
K(surneme) desu
ah hajimemashite
=haj imeniashite
=yoroshiku onegai shimasu
ano:: moh kono intabyu wa ehto riando ka1 (yatta koto ga arundesuka)
Lie
mattaku hajimete desu
15 M: ah soh desu ka1 watashi ichido itsu dakke na ni san ka getsu mae ni
16 A:	 Lhaj
17 M: ne l	 yatta koto ga arun desu kedmo
18 A:	 [hail	 (1. 1)
ah K-san we1	 resa:chi no kata dewa nakuteçO.6) ano kokode ano
19 M:	 [hai	 [eh: : to::	 =
Institute wa1	1eh: tone kotoshi no 9 gatsu ni owattan desu1
20 A:	 Ihal I	 Iah
21 M:
22 A:
23 M:
24 A:
25 M:
26 A:
27 M:
28 A:
29 M:
30 A:
31 M:
32 A:
33 M:
34 A:
35 M:
36 A:
37 M:
38 A:
39 M:
40 A:
41 H:
42 A:
43 M:
hal1
Lehe de: ha University College (	 )
aah so nan desu ka ah shigoto wo motte rassharun desuka University
College de beqkyo wo
lie ie le benkyo shite iru n desu
ah so nan desu ka
eeh
aah[watashi wa ano SOAS de 1	ano	 4 gatsu kara kite1
Iwatashi wa	 [ah- ano (	 )	 Inihonjin
no1	 1ah soreja are desu ne watashl no rese:chi wo rnanugareta kate
[hal1
desu ne
ha::	 1ha11
le watashi ga ne ano: sono: atarashiku kita kate ni l	hotto yatte
itadaki- watashi onseigaku nan desu keredomo1 	 1-yatte itadakital
I hail
=ano: nan te lu n desu ka chotto chotto resa:chi yarou to omotta n
desu
hal
=desu kedo mo sochira ga tsugo ga yokatta toki nil	 Natashi ga
L.halJ
=junbi dekite nakatta n desu1 	 1de watashl 88 junbi dekite ita
thahl
=toki nil
	
rano sochira ga tsugou ga warukute1 	 eeh sorede1
thail	 [hail
	
[88: h
=kekkyoku dekinaku nacchatta n desu kedo
aa: h
uhm
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44 A: so nan desu ka
45 M: eeh
46 A: ano: ma tonikaku kotoshi no 4 gatsu kara ano AJE tte1iu
47 M:	 Leeh erimasu ne
48 A: no ko:su de soide ano ichiou ryugaku tte iu katachi de solde SOAS
de
49 M: hal
50 A: benkyo shite iru n desu kedomo ano ano: itsu dattake ano: Education
no ano M-san1ga mae ni ano nanka bungaku no kogi no toki nil
51 M:	 Lhai	 [hal
52 A: =nanlka no ano: nihon.i in no tame no eigo no elgo kyolku no tame no
açike:to o shital kara	 ,-ah: sore wa yarare yareret=
53 M: Lanke:to wone watashi. mo yarimashIta(lughs)
54 A:f =n desu ne sore o isore .ja nakute 1
55 M:1 =ah ja nakute	 Idakara	 Ite iuka ano e:to are watwshi no
wa K-san tsukatte rassharanai n ja naikana kekkyoku salshuuteki ni
ano S-san tachi ga yarareta nowo tsukuru made ni nando mo nerinaosu
=deshoj	 1sorede: ano dakara watshi nanka no baai niwa mou sorekoso
56 A:	 leehi
57 M: =kore wa koshita hou ga 11 toka iie 1	1iron na ko:1	1yoku leba
58 A:	 Lhe;J	 Laa:hJ
59 M: ano nante (luno) adobaisu ne 	 [(laughs) de jissai wa tada kore
60 A:	 Iaah J
61 M: yarinlkul kara kaete yo1 	 1mitaina kanji de1	 1(laughs) eeh=
62 A:	 L,aah	 [ha:l
63 M: =dakara K-san to onaji tokoro ni ite 1 mae kara shitte irun desukedo
64 A:	 j.aah
65 M: =tada watashi wa moh College kawatte shimatta kara
66 A; eeh
67 M: eeh
68 A: haha-- de sono anke:to wo shite sorede ano: kono intabyu ga arunode
69 M: eeh
70 A: =zenzen nani nani ga nante iu ka kono intabyu ga nanda ka (laughs)
tte lu no moanmari	 1yoku wakaranal n desu
71 M:	 Lwatashi nio shira nal desu yoi
72 A: =kedomo(laughs	 1kitan desu hal
73 N:	 Lwatashi mo zenzen shiranai desu yol
74 M: (1.5) de are wa ano -ah soreja igirisu wa 4 gatsu ni ( 	 )=
75 A: =hal de:mo kalgal seikatsu mo kekkyoku hajimete nande1	 1eh-eh=
76 M:	 Leehi
77 A: nan nen gural (	 ) eh dore gurai
78 N: moh ne 2 nen -- 2 nen 4-4, 5 kagetsu desu
79 A: hu::m (0.6) do desuka yappari mochiron elgo wa sugoku jotatsu
saret e 1
80 N:	 Ishinal desu yo
82 A: (shinaldesuka)
83 M:	 [watashi. wa ne dakara ano 2 nen mae ni ano Berkshire ni aru
Windsor (	 ) aru1 Reading (	 ) kaku read ni1	 1.ng dakara
84 A:	 leh eh eh	 Ihal
85 N: =readlng tte kaite Reading tte yomu tokoro gozonji desuka
86 A: hal demo shitte iru to omoimasu
87 M: asoko: ni ne 1	1ano daital rondon kera sou desu ne 60 klro gural
88 A:	 Ihail
89 N: nlshl nan desu kedo soko no dalgaku ni 1 nen1 	 1kite sorede
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90 A:
91 14:
92 A:
93 M:
94 A:
95 14:
96 A:
97 14:
98 A:
99 14:
100 A:
101 M:
102 A:
103 M:
104 A:
105 M:
106 A:
107 M:
108 A:
109 M:
110 A:
111 14:
112 A:
113 M:
114 A:
115 14:
116 A:
117 M:
118 A:
119 M:
120 A:
121 M:
122 A:
123 14:
124 A:
125 14:
126 A:
127 M
128 A:
129 M:
130 A:
131 14:
132 A:
133 14:
itatoki
134 A:
135 14:
[ha:
=Institute ni utsutte1 	 rbuflYa we gengogaku nandesu kedo sukoshi=
Iuh: ml
=zutsu chlgau no o 1
	
[Reading de rirongengogaku o yattel
Lwa:	 1hal
=Institute de oyogengogaku ma K-san yatte rassharu mitaineno chotto
watashi we onselgaku shutal no mono nan desu nei	 oyogengogaku
Lhe:: I
=de kondo ima University College noi	 nseigaku o yatte Iru n desu
Lhail
(yo ne ) de hajime we 1 neri no yotel de kite n desukedo=
=kekkyoku(laughs> zuruzuru nobichatte1 	 1madairun desu1
j ah::1	 iso desu ke
ja benkyo ga tanoshii-n desho ne:
tenoshiku nal desu yo(laughs) mo itsu ason de yaroka to omotte
lya so desu yo-- demo lye: watashi wa daigaku 3 nenkan oete=
Leeh
=sorede kyugaku todoke ni shlteoite 1	1sorede 1 nen dake kono=
Lah: so iandesuka
ko:su de to iu tsumori dej	 1kitan desu sorede sore we zenzen
Euh: ml
=yappari kawarazu1	 kono 3 gatsu de mo kikoku suru yotel nan
teehi
desu kedomo1	 (ano sekkaku warito takai okane dashita n desu yo ne
thai I
=ano kono SOAS no ko:su no naka de1	 1sore o dashite
Lah: so nan desu ka
= 1 nen ano: zutto tonikaku elgo no tame ni tte lu kanji de kite-n
desu keredomo1	 rhontoni jotatsu shinakuttel
Leeh: .1	 [.1 nen ja shinai desu
[mo: sore ni tokuni. ano: watashitachi no ko:su wa 50 nm ano nihon-=
un no gakusei ga irun desu ie Fde soshitara mo yappari tomodachi
Leeh 1
mo hotondo yappari nlhonjmn1ril katayotte shimaushi ma chirehora
Leeh
=lglrlsujln no tomodachi mo dekita-n desu kedo1 	 yapparl hotonodo
Luhm
=nichijo kaiwa nanka hotondo nanka eigo- eigo ja nal ya nihon-nihon
go shabetteru kare	 hontoni nobi nekutte hontoni mo fuan o
I eeh
kanji teiru-n desu saikin
lye ano: watashi mo ne wateshi mo kaigai hajimete datts-n desu ne
eeh
ano: nihon ni Ita toki we ne yoku ano gakusel jidal toka tomodachi
ga natsu yasumi tokaFne heruyasumltoka homu sutel to ka ne hitotsuki
leeh
lku desho l 	 rde kaette kuruto nanka ne sugoku jotatsu shlta=
[uh: ml
yona	 ne: ano kanji mo surushi so lu funi nippon ni
uh: m uhm 1.
=iu kara ne 1	) yaparri hitotsuki demo gaikoku ni Itte
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136 A:
137 M:
138 A:
139 M:
140 A:
141 M:
142 A:
143 M:
144 A:
145 M:
146 A:
147 M:
148 A:
149 M:
150 A:
151 M:
152 A:
153 M:
154 A:
155 M:
156 A:
157 M:
158 A:
159 M:
160 A:
161 M;
162 A:
163 M:
164 A:
165 M:
166 A:
167 M:
168 A:
169 M.
170 A:
171 M:
172 A:
173 M:
174 A:
175 M:
176 A:
177 M:
Euh:mI
kuro to sugol na nan te omotta n desu kedo1	 1eno: 1 nen ja ne
[uhm J
so desu ne
uh:m muri desu yo
uh: in
ano nareru keredo
eh so nan desu yo ne	 1de ko funikl o tsukan dan toka wenito
=dokyo toka we tsuku nrdesukedo sonani vocabulary toka so fuete wake
Luh: in
demo nal shi
uh:m eno: shitte iru hito tokade ne kochira mo junennen toka
irassharu kate toka ga minna ossharuno wane yappani junen ite
sukoshi wakatte kite kane: to omotte rassharu no ne
(laughs)
=dakara sonna ne 1 nen no 2 nen no ja totemoja nal kedo
so: desho ne:
eeh
hu: : in
de: wastashi ga kuru mae ni ano (daigeku no senpal) de kochira ni
6 nen ken irashite kate --chodo irechigaide atten desu yone
uhrn
de: ona.il yona koto o benkyo shite iru hito de ( tara) bokunanka
6 nen itakedo made zembu wakaranai desu yo tte kantanni iwarete
(laughs)
1 nen de ko jotetsu suru nante omoccha dame na:nte lwareta-n desu
yone
ha:
eeh
so desho iie nanka mo (tadane) honto haya-1 nen nagai tsumori de kite
kedo hantoshi owatte honto ni hayakattashi mo: mo mo keeru honto i-il
eto hanbun chotto de kaeru de sho konnano de linderoka toka omol
nagara kaere nakereba ikenal[(
I linja nal dakara kikkake ni narushi
uh: in
uh: in
ma: so desu yo ne he::::
uhm
(1.1)
K-san we Igirisujin no kate we ah igirisujin we do omoware masu
igigisujin desu ke
eeh
muzukashil-n desu kedo ne shojiki ni itte shimau to amen suki dawa
nei-tte luke nigate desu ne
ah: so desuka=
uh:m tomodechi zuibun dekita keredo
uh: in
to lu yorl ano: Reading ni ite toki ni nei	 nihonjin ga hotondo
leeb
inakatta-n desu yo
aah
=de ano ryo ga 12 ar-un desu kedo mo watashi ga ita ryo ga 450 niri
gurai irun (desu ga) campus n11 	 prun1	 resu ne hirol campus
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178 A:
179 M:
180 A:
181 M:
182 A:
183 M:
184 A:
185 M:
186 A:
187 M:
188 A:
189 M:
190 A:
191 M:
192 A:
193 M:
194 A:
195 M:
196 A:
197 M:
198 A:
199 M:
200 A:
201 M:
202 A:
203 M:
'uh: in	 Iuh: ni1
=ni]	 1nlhoniin ga hitorl mo inai-n desu yo de gakubu nlnio hitori
Luh: ml
=nio inai-n desu yo de watashi 5 nm dake shitte itan desu1
[aah: I
=zengaku de ne de ato ano: futarl nihon kara ano (nanten desu ka)
kokan kyoju mitei nanode lrashlta1	 1nihonjin no sensel no ne
Laah:	 tuh: ini
=gokazoku ga1	1de sono hoka nimo 2, 3 nm domo ita rashi-n desu
Luh: ml
=yone 1	 tomodachi ga doko doko no ryo ni ittara nihonjin ga itayo
[uh: ml
nante[itte kureur-n desu kedo chokusetsu menshiki nakkata-n desu
[ha:
ne
aah:
=sorede honto ni kakuri sareteta-n desu yo
he:::::
uh:n dakara ano: tsuraketta desu yo ne saisho no hantoshi elgo
mo dekinaishi]	 1sabishil koto mo attashi 1
	
1dakedo irna
Luh:in l	Luh:mI
=kangaeru to sorega yokatta no kana-tte kimo suru-n desu ne
uhm
eeh
so desho ne (0.7) ima watashi no ko:su dato honto nurumayu ni
zutto tsukatte iru mitaiJ 	 pa kanji ga shinal dewa nai-n
Luh: :mI
=desu ne1
Luh::ni watashi nihonjin to eigo de hanasu no kiral nandesu
yone
204 A: ah
205 M: anone watashi betsuni nanten desu ka elgo no oto ga toku ni suki
da toka ne1	 1ano nihonjin no hito de ano tatoeba igirisu ni
206 A:	 [uhmuhml
207 M: =iruto nan-nante iuno elgo de hanashi kakete kite zettai nihongo
tsukawanai-tte lu hito ga irukedo 1	jwatashi wa suki.ja nai-n desu
208 A:	 [uhml
209 M: =ne tatoeba ano: --te luke watashi. kekkyoku kotoba wa dentatsu no
shudan dato shika omotte naikara1	 1dakara tatoeba nihonjin doshi
210 A:	 luhmI
211 M: dewa nihongo de hanasu noga ichiban wakarlyasul wake de 1	 de:
212 A:	 luhmi
213 M: ano: (1.6) tetoeba ne ano mae ni furansu no tomodachi no tokoro
ni ittatoki ni l	kanojo we ano elgo ga totemo jozu dakaraj 	 'ano
214 A:	 Luhm	 Luhm1
215 M: nan-ma: tasho furansugo o chobitto ne1 	 )de kajitte
216 A:	 Lhu:ini.
217 M: ma tango o narabete nantoka naru gurai ni narukeredo sosuto
kekkyoku ne dentatsu ga osoku narushlj 	 1muko de berabera nante
218 A:	 Luh:mI
219 M: =furansugo de iwaretatte watashi wakaranaishl1 	 1(0.8) dakara
220 A:	 uh: ml
221 M: =yappari elgo de shaberl masu desho -- de ano boy friend to kanojo
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APPENDIX 11-(f) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 6' (K & H IN JAPANESE)
RECORDED ON 29 OCTOBER 1987
1 H:
2 K:
3 H:
4 K:
5 H:
6 K:
7 H:
8 K:
9 H:
10 K:
11 H:
12 K:
13 H:
14 K:
15 H:
16 K:
17 H:
18 K:
19 H:
20 K:
21 H:
22 K:
23 H:
24 K:
25 H:
26 K:
27 H:
28 K:
29 H:
30 K:
31 H'
32 K:
33 H:
34 K:
35 H:
36 K:
37 H:
38 K:
39 H:
40 K:
41 H:
42 K:
43 H:
44 H:
ah hejlmmashlte
lhej I rnemashi t e
nimotsu we are socchl e olte ilmital (K puts the bag in the corner)
H to moshl[masu
[ah K to moshi mesu=
eh? =
K desu=
ah K-sen
=hal
aah-(1. 1)kochlra ni kite nannen kurai ni narun desu ka
eh ichinen hen gural=
eh ja Ichiban imaniade oalshlta naka dewa--watashi ga Ichiban dame
nano yo ano made mo lkkagetsu chotto desu kare
ah so nan desu ka
uh:m kocchi kita no=
demo mae: (0.	 hailmete kocchi-kotoshi ga hejimete desu
Ihum?	 Iuhm
hajimete hajinete
Isono mae we zutto nihon ni Itel
l ah mochiron mochiron
negal koto mo nihon ni. sunde Ite mo(laughs)
	 1uhm mo =
Lso nan desu ki
=haj Imete
watashi dakara uhmto kyonen no shigatsu ni dalgaku owatte sugu
kocchl ni kite1	 1de honto Ichinen de kaeru yotel datten desur
thai]	 [hal
=kedo tame tame dalgaku no ne i	 ibo yoko o (hekkenshite)-are:
[hal	 Lkocchi no
dalgaku no1	 1ah:-j	 1eh-ha-ha1
	
Luhm l	 I SOAS no .1
	[de ukete miyoka natte omotte
ukaru to omowanakatta
ah ha:
sorede ukatte ukatta ra yapparl Itaku nacchatte
eeh eeh
=de otosan to okasan ni onegai shite1
	monosugoketta desu
leeh eehl
=(kedo) ninen wa ikuna tte1lware chatte1	 negai shimasu
(ah ,ja--)	 L(laughs)	 Leeh eehl
onegal shiinasu tte1	 rdenwa del ga sugoku kakacchatte1
[eeh eehl	 [(laughs)
uhm honto
demo ne ano: dokono oya mo benkyo shital tte iu no o ne:1
	
jtomeru=
uhm J
=oya ha amen inal we yo ne
inai kara1ne	 yappa ukacchaeba:
	
Luh:m	 Iuhm kocchI no mon dattel [(laughs)
eeh Imamade doryoku shite kekka dakarette 1	 icchaeba=
[uhni so so so[subarashil
ne: 1	 dakara:1	 ruhm
Luhmt	 Lso desu kat
ja ii desu ne --ah ja imamade ano Imamade sannin oeishitan dakeredo
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45 K:
46 H:
47 K:
48 H:
49 K:
50 H:
51 K:
52 H:
53 K:
54 H:
55 K:
56 K:
57 H:
58 K:
59 H:
60 K:
61 H:
62 K:
63 H:
64 K:
65 H:
66 K:
67 H:
68 K:
69 H:
70 K:
71 H:
72 K:
73 H:
74 K:
75 K:
76 H:
77 K:
78 H:
79 K:
80 H:
81 K:
82 H:
83 K:
84 H:
85 K:
86 H:
87 K:
88 H:
89 K:
90 H:
91 K:
92 H:
93 K:
zen zen chigau taipu ichiben saisho no kate wa ne1	 1ano koko de=
teehi
mo kocchl e klcchatta tte1	 1uhm1	 1de ime no kate wa =
	
L ah E-chari J	teehJ
=daigaku o ninen made1shite kyugaku shite kocchi irashita1
	 1de=
	
Lso nan desu ne	 tuhmJ
=ano: 1 	 1yonen o oete kochira desho1 	 na watashi no=
Lwatashj wel	 iso desui
=baai niwa yonen we mo daigaku o zen zen mo nihon de uhm:to nagal
koto mae ni1owatte sorede shikamo mo shigoto o shitete 1
 1watashi=
ieeh	 lah [so desu ka
=wa nihon de ne1	 rsorede soko o kyushoku shite koko e kiten no =
(eehj
ah so nan 1-desu ka
Ldekara mo zen zen watashi tachi zembu taipu ga chigau
ah so: ka
uh: m
nan no oshlgoto o (asatte itan desu ka)
Iwetashi wa ano chugaku de-to-tokyo de ne
eeh
ano: eigo o oshieterun dake do
eh sensei l	 man desu kal	 feah: ja ano elgo no benkyo=
iuh:m so nanol	Luh:m1
=tte iu ka1	 FkalWa no benyo tte iu ka1
iso so so'	 [uh:m ano mo chotto ma
uh:m oshieru tachiba de 1	 kiteru kare1	 1gaikoku-yosuruni elgo=
tuhml	 [uhmi
o ne 1	1gaikokugo to shite oshieru niwa doiufuna 	 hoho de=
Leeh j	leh so ka
=oshiereba1	 1karera ga	 1suki ni natte nej	 1shaberete=
l eehi	 teehi	 Leeh	 aah
=eigo de communicate dekiru yoni naru katte lu koro o benkyo shite=
run desu
ah so desu ka
do nan desu ka ima no chugakusel tte
so: ne: ano: so suru to ima: daigaku o oete ninenme gurai de=
[nanka
rassharu to 1	1showa sanju shichi-hachi nen no oumarede irassaru
Leeb I
=desho
watashi sanju-hachi nen desu
desho
eeh
=to mo ano: (laughs) mo sono koro sorio koro to amen kawatte nal to
omou n desu ne
so desu ka
uh: m
nan ka daigaku toka de ichi-ninen shita no ko kohal toka1 	 Nakan=
LuhmJ
=nain desu ne1	 1hum hanashito ka tsuite ikenaishi
[kangee ga?J	 I.uh:m
=yappashi chigau no ka na: toka omotte
ano: kankel sonomono ga ne1	 daibu chigatte iru[kana sore to
luhm	 [chigal masu desho
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94 H:
95 K:
96 H:
97 K:
98 H:
99 K:
100 H:
101 K:
102 H:
103 K:
104 H:
105 K:
106 H:
107 K:
uhm
ano: are desho ano ko tachi ima no hito tachi we amari
uhm
=nante lu ka ko hito no koto 0 kangee nai to lu ka1	 ie1
LsoJ I desu ne
=ni natte kite Iru no yo ne
wagamemade=
so so so so so
emari tanin ni ki o tsukau koto ga1nai kara ko: omotta koto ga nan
iso so:
=demo{iu kara
	
L ie chau shi ato katte na kodo we] ftoru shi ne( s	 ) so iu=
so J
=no we ettan ja nai kashira 1	(laughs)
desu ne watashi techi mo iwaretete
kera
108 H: uhm uhm watashi ga mochiron chugaku no toki datte ma otona ni naru
tte koto we dare-so iu no ga control dekiru yo nifnaru desho
109 K:	 L(ah sore we nan
masu ne)
110 H: uhm kamoshire nei
111 K: (so kane)
iya nan ka do nano kane:
112 H:
toka omotte1	 11in no kodomo wa1demo
tuhm i
	Ito-tokyo
de lrassharu no shusshinlwa
113 K:
	
	
Lie wetashi we Juhachi made tochigi ni ita
kara -- sore kane ano daigaku we t9kyo de
114 H:
	
	
Itokyo de aha: ja oyemoto hanarete
rassharu nowa nagai ja nai desu ka
115 K: so desu ne mo (	 )kara yonen rokunen1	 rokunen me kane
116 H:	 [aah::
ah so:
117 K: uhm zutto tokyo dete kane amani uchi no ho kaera nai kane
118 H: uhm tochi-tchigi ken no dochinaFnano
119 K:	 Lutsunomiya desu
120 H: ah wetashi we saitama ken nanofshusshin wa uhm tema tame tsutome
121 K:	 Leh so desu ka
122 H: saki ga tokyo ni arui	 1kara tokyo ni shoganal jibun deke yappari
123 K:	 Leehi
124 H: =ne:1	 [kayoe nai desho 1	FNE: dame dakara (demo)
125 K:	 I eh so ka	 Luhm chotto ne
(honto)
126 H: uhm(1.0)
127 H: kochire dewa nani benkyo shite mu no
128 K: line desu ka
129 H: uhm
130 K: ma we eno: seiji to politics to ato economics
131 H: ha: : j kitto sore ga osuki na wake ne1
132 K:	 L.eto	 Ideigaku kelzai gaku bu datta
kara
133 H: era: hea::: onna no ko ja sukunel to omou kedo do keshlra1
134 K:	 Lie	 [so desu ne
135 H: ne:
136 K: uchi tanka daigaku detta kera 1	(nennin dano) nihyaku nm no uchi
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137 H:
138 K:
139 H:
140 K:
141 H:
142 K:
143 H:
144 K:
145 H:
146 K:
147 H:
148 K:
149 H:
150 K:
151 H:
152 K:
153 H:
154 K:
155 H:
156 K:
157 H:
158 K:
159 H:
160 K:
161 H:
162 K:
163 H:
164 K:
165 H:
166 K:
167 H:
168 K:
169 H:
170 K:
171 H:
172 K:
173 H:
174 K:
175 H:
176 K:
177 H:
178 K:
179 H:
180 K:
181 H:
182 K:
183 H:
184 K:
[uhmi
=goju-nln shika onna no ko imasen deshita ne
hu:: : : m
ide sono naka de keizai to kelel to futatsu atte keizal yatteru
onna no ko ga uchi no daigaku de niju-nin
uh: M
(laughs)
uh: m
emnari zemi toka itte mo onna no ko hitori dattashi
=ja jubun sono naka demo nihon demo ikite kite kara kocchl demo
ikirare[chau we ne1	 1uh:m sore we takumashlif sore wa=
L(laughs) Inantoka neJ	 Itaiheri datte
=subarashi
=kedo	 Lkyoneri toka tomodachi dare mo shiranai hito ga inai to
omotte shitte iru hito ga Irlakute l	 jde hitorl de kite Idesho
	
L uhm j	iso ne sore
we taihen ne
uhm jibun de yoku kita na nante omotte (laughs)
ja mo sumau tokoro nanka mo zenzen kimatte nakute
te lu ka sore we ano: gekko moshikon de1 	 1ato gakko no ho ga nan=
luhm1
ka sagashite kurete1	 1watashi wa jusho to namee dake moratte
[uhmi	 Luhm
=soko ni ittano
aah::::
soide nanka mo he.jimemashite toka nanka shite(leughs) rsolde homu=
Iaah:J
=sutei de1	 1rokka-getsu dake1	 1de sono ato ni furat ni
	
[aahi	 Laah:i
=hikkoshite1(sorede) 	 so desu ne=
[ah ja ima gojibun no furato ni irassharu no
te iu ka f let share fdakara 1
	
1uhm otoko no ko futari to
laah:	 Ishare dene1
onna no ko f uteri to zembu de gonin de yonin watashi dake nihonjin
de ato mina Igirisu jin dakara1 	 (	 ) kekko teihen kana
thu: rn.I
=wakan nal kedo(laughs)
de ano shikin gun we ininna goryoshin ga=
so desu1ne kocchi ga hat arake nal kara 1
	
ruhml
	
[aah:	 Lsorya so ne i	Iwatashi
no baai niwa jibun de hatareita no ga eru desho
ab so ka
=ato ima ano kyushoku dakara 1 kocchi niwa sokin shite morau =
teeh
=tetsuzuki we shite nal keredo	 1nlhon no1	 Natashi
L.ah so desu kal
	
Leehi
=no ano: ginko ni hairu koto nt natte ru shi ne
ah so desu ka
zengaku dewa nai kedo
hum hum hum
dakara(0.8)demo watashi no baai we motto itel na: to omotte mo
uhm
son 0
I yappa naka naka
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185 H:
186 K:
187 H:
188 K:
189 H:
190 K:
191 H:
192 K:
193 H:
194 K:
195 H:
196 K:
197 H:
198 K:
199 H:
200 K:
201 H:
202 K:
203 H:
204 K:
205 H:
206 K:
207 H:
208 K:
209 H:
210 K:
211 H:
212 K:
213 H:
214 K:
215 H:
216 K:
217 H:
218 K:
219 H:
220 K:
221 H:
222 K:
223 H:
224 K:
225 H:
226 K:
227 H:
228 K:
229 H:
230 K:
231 H:
232 K:
S0 kyushoku kikan ga ralnen no kugatsu made kugatsu nakabe made
eh ia:1	 (ichinen jaku)
tde mo keere nakuche so so so marukkirl ichi nen maru meru
ichi nen
ah so ka
dakara sore de keerenakucha ikenel kedo nagaku ital wane
so nan desu yo ne::
(.kochlra ga yoppodo ii we ne(leughs)
raku dakara
uh:m raku dashi eah wateshi mo ano mibun teki ni sugoku wateshi
nanke raku danetto omotte gakuseidesho:1 	 1ne::1	 mo kore
[ah	 iso desu ne	 Luhm
=wa hataraite itare mate chigaufto omou no
	 ruh:m gakusei=
Imata chigau desho ne
=de1	 1de aru teido hosho saretete tte itte ne1
	rmo kore ijo
tuhml	 [uhml
=subarashll sekal1wa nain ja naika-tte(leughs)1
L(honto eeh)	 tnanke watashi toka
daigaku sotsugyo shite mo ninen me desho1 	 1tomodachi toka =
leehi
=hotondo kekkon shichatte1te 	 Fma:da watashi okane morattte=
[so desho nel
=iru kara1	 Fflaflka warul na:tte gekusel mo lya toka omocchatte1
[uhmi	 iuhm
mo 11 kagen ni hetaraki tel toke omotte
uhm uhm
ima MA o nasatte Iru wake=
=lma SOAS no1	 nante lu no ka na --- namee wasure chatta kedol
Luhml	 [uhm
ichlo nihonjin tame dake no ko:su ga erlmesu desho
uhm uhm
are:	 1yatte masu de ue nI susumu ki we nal kara
to yatte ru[wake
	
luhm ja
kaeru no
mo keen masu
nennen gurai1 kotoshi 	 1ah yo suru ni sono ko: su ge owatta=
6ralnen no shigatsutsangatsu gural.
=ra
so desu ne(0.9)
ano: aru teido are yo ne ano: gakusel no uchi wa amen so lu koto
amen kengee nal to omou kedo1	 1ano hataraki dasu to ney
Luhm t	jeeh
=yapparl ima hone sugoku oya nil joya gakanl dana:tte noga ryoshin
[so[desu ne
no kasheku o kanjiru wake desho
so (laughs)
eno shokugyo mo ne taisetsu dekera taisetsu deto omou no honto
so desu ne
gakusei no jidel wa kore de owen yo	 1nl,ju-yon'	 ka go de
Luhml	 [so desu ne [uhm
wateshi mo ichinen ken tema tama kicho na tokoro o Itadeita keredo
uhm
mate nihon ni kaere be kone we shigoto no jlnsel tte luke
so ka wet ashi
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233 H:
234 K:
235 H:
236 K:
237 H:
238 K:
239 H:
240 K:
241 H:
24.2 K:
243 H:
244 K:
24.5 H:
246 K:
247 H:
248 K:
249 H:
250 K:
251 H:
252 K:
253 H:
254 K:
255 H:
256 K:
257 H:
258 K:
259 H:
Lkusan ni nattate onnaji desho katel n1okusan ni nattate katel
iso desu ne
=no yarikuri de dashil
	
1yappari jInsei yo: ku kangaeru to =
Luhm uhnii
=shokugyo nano yo nel	 jshufu datte shoktagyo dato omou no watashi
LaahJ
=wa
so desu yo ne
karunjicha Ike nal to omou no
uhm
(dakeredomo) so sutto yappari jibun no yaritai koto to lu ka
uhm
=IkIgai ni kanjirareru yona no nei	 1jikan wa kakattemo 11 to=
[so nan tdesu yone
=omou kara1	 1mitsuketa ho ga II to omou wayo1
L 50 desu neJ	 luhm gambamnai
to
so uh:m
soide ano tabun nihon ni kaette ne okizuki iii naru to omou kedo
ma ko iccha shitsu rel dake do chotto toshi ga icchatta ja nai=
so nan desu yone
hatachi ya niju-ni de ano: shushoku surun nara iwayuru iron na
tokoro mo aru1-to	 omou kere do mo ne --uhmm dakara kyarlya o
tarun desu kanarl.
=uru yo na ne1	 1shokugyo ni tsuita ho ga ii to omou wa1
Ieeh	 Idekara
ginko gInko o ichlo neratterun kara shokem no ho ni dekireba
susumereba o
Lah II ja nal
Ima no are nanka do omou mo sugol Wall gal ga mo rekishi teki ni
senkyuhyaku7 nhjukyunen yori mo motto hidoku boraku shite iru
Leeh
desho
eeh eeh
are do omou --mitoshi we
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APPENDIX 11-(g) TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATION 71 (E & H IN IAPANESE)
RECORDED ON 27 OCTOBER 1987
1 E:
2 H:
3 E:
4 H:
5 H:
6 E:
7 H:
8 E:
9 H:
10 E:
11 H:
12 E:
13 H:
14 E:
15 H:
16 E:
17 H:
18 E:
19 E:
20 H:
21 H:
22 E:
23 H:
24 E:
25 H:
26 E:
27 H:
28 E:
29 E:
30 H:
31 E:
32 H:
33 E:
34 H:
35 E:
36 H:
37 E:
38 H:
39 E:
40 H:
ah konnichiwa
ah konnichiwa kino ne (	 ) de atta no yo ne
(screams with surprise) (laughs)
kochira de(shows the seat)
haj immashit e
Leh hajiinemashite
epo:
LH to moshimasu (are: ano: )
H to moshimasu1
nanka kino	 L(	 ) ne
uhm ano: guzen deshita ne 	 Iguzen deshita honto ni
ano (	 ) desuka
(laughs)
ne: kino: oalshlta no to mate kanji ga chigau
ah watashi mo so omol meshita
=ne:
yappari kami no ke10 koko ni agete itarl 1 boshi kabutte ten suru
desho	 I
hal
ah so desu nei	 1kino: boshi kebutte mashita ne1
Luh: ml	 Luh: m<O. 6)
saisho no ano: mite toki niwa era: moshika shite kocchl dewa wakara-
nal desho nanijin ka
ah: watashi sorede ano kontakuto renzu shite iru node pu: ru de
hazushite ita karal
	
1hai1
Lah ja neosara	 [ah hontoi	 Lah ja
yokatta
ah:
ano: watashi no ho we ne nantoneku kami mo so lu fu datta desho
pu: ru demo (1. 6) tashika 	 çano:	 pun so ja
Lhal enolpa:makke ga atta ttel
=nakute ano yuwaetemo nalshl 1	ano boshi mo kabutte nakatta desho
I. ah-haha
eh watashi desu ka1 rhall
Lumi	 I dakara ah ko lu okeo kanatte lu no wa
wakattan çdesu) demo tabun watashi no koto wa1kami no ke ga nagal
Laah	 iso desu ne
=n datoka ne ne: nagain daro toka aruiwa donna hair style toka
(	 )ne
=wakaranal ja 1 nai	 me: de: kino denwa ga
Lsore we wakara nal desu ne1
=atta no K-san kara1	 ((1auhs)	 f lye docchi no=
Ihal wateshimo desu 1	l.(laughs) 1
=ho ga heyakatta no kashlra ---(1.3)
watashi wa nei	 1,jujl gurel datta kane1
[huml	 Lja wateshi no ho ga hayei
no ne
41 E: ah so desu ka
42 H: uh:m de watashi he mo hitoni no kate to yoku oshaberi shita desho
kyushu kara no kate to
43 E: eah: hal
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44 H:
45 E:
46 H:
47 E:
48 H:
49 E:
50 H:
51 E:
52 H:
53 E:
54 H:
55 E:
56 H:
57 E:
58 H:
59 E:
60 H:
61 E:
62 H:
63 E:
64 H:
65 E:
66 H:
67 E:
68 H:
69 X:
70 E:
71 X:
72 H:
73 E:
74 H:
75 E:
76 H:
77 E:
78 H:
79 E:
80 H:
81 E:
82 H:
83 E:
84 H:
85 E:
86 H:
87 E:
88 H:
89 E:
90 H:
91 E:
demo anatato wa eneta towa ohanashi shinakatte1	 1node ah ja K-san
[hail
ni moshiagete no ne 1	1me hotondo shotelmen to oneji desu yo-
Luhml	 Iuh:m
ne: mattaku shotelmen to (onji desu yo ne)(laghs)
L(leughs) aah
horito
do deshite ka kino
ah:n to ne kino we ne senjuppun	 r'Jatesh1=
I dochira ni sunde orererun desu kaj
=wa ne
Lhlkein desu ka ULU ni
so so so so eno John Adams Hall ni
ah John Adams Hall ah watashi mukashi sunde Imashlta
era to lu koto we mo1daibu lrassharu no F kochira niwel
1 hal	 jeno:	 [lye lya lya
made nanakagetsu desu kedo
ah je watashi yori zen zen nagal wa1 	 ruh:ml
lah so desu kal	 tkirei desu ne
asoko no heyefwateshl kekko ( 	 )
Lnengai ni Irashite n desu ke
ah sore wa mo chotto
oboetenal1	 uhm1
Ihail	 Enikal gural kana nikei gurai1desuka
injkaj ne: watashi
ima sengal ru imasu kedo ano: nante luke --- sangal wa mo 1
 1eh?
Lsomebociy opens the door)	 I.hai
(nan nano kashira)
E-chan mo?
uhm(leughs)
gomennesal (closes the door)
ah ja ano katatachi yoyakushltete wake
Lah so mitel desu ne
(laughs) ah so(0.5)je mo nanakegetsu mo iressharu to deibu nareta
desho
so desu ne nanka-ano: hajimeno ho we naruka kurushindeta to luka
uh: m
neni suru nimo kincho shlte mashita kedo ne
uh: m
ka:tto netta kanil de 1 sore ga toretatte luke1
[aah	 Lah honto wateshi no
beal nlwaj	 1--betsu ni kore ga galkoku e iressharu no hejimete de
[uhml
we nel wake desho
lya ryo-tokakan no ryoko1	 fttefiu ke anierlke ni Itta kede nenode
Lah:J	 [wetashi-
eeh eeh
honto ni ko seiketsu suru tte lu nowa hajitnete nan desu
ah mochiron watashi mo seikatsu suru nowa hejlmete1 desu kedo
tah:
=nan kal1ka-	 1uhm
Ldemo nan ke ne 1-iro iro arimashita ne nagai aide iii ne
ah:1	 çlChlbafl komatta nowa- 	 rah kite yokatta sore wa=
Ldemo nanka--L	 [kite yokatta desu ne
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92 H: =seiko ne1 SO iu kenji ge (moteru no)
	 kotoba de1	 fkuro nasatta
93 E:	 Lft.m	 (	 )ka	 Luh:m1
94 H: uh: m---wetashi mo kite toki niwa ne1 	 rO:
95 E:	 [uhini Ltondemo nal ja nai desu
96 H:
97 E:
98 H:
99 E:
100 H:
101 E:
102 H:
103 E:
104 H:
105 E:
106 H:
107 E:
108 H:
109 E:
110 H:
111 E:
112 H:
113 E:
114 H:
ka1	 1ah]
)chattei	 L(	 )
demo kotoba no ho we mo nihon ni orareru toki kara yatte orareru
kara l	 jshogei we nal to omol masu ga1
L iye lye	 1tondemo nal desu yo
ah so desu ka(leughs)
Is ore ge tondemo nal no eno:	 wakara nai. no
Iiye: I	 Leh
ja itte rassharu kotoba ga
=muko ga ne aite no kotobe ga wakera nai kare klkoe nal no
KIKOE NAI N0(laughs)=
so elgo o shabbette iru nowa wakaru no dakeredomo ano wakara nai no
nani o itte iru no ka saisho tsuita toki nan ka1
	 hora mochiron=
[ah-ha
jlbun mo dokidoki suru dsho
te lu ka wateshi nan ke demo ko watashi
wa juhassal nan desu kedo 1	1chuko no--	 1kore kare
t.uhmi	 (mada kore kara ne
(laughs)]	 1iie chotto heyaku kisugltafka na tte
Ljj we ne 1
	lie le tondemo nal
(	 )kurebayokatta ka na
Lie le sonna koto nal
mae kara: (naratte) ta kara
I hu: in hu: in
(1.3)
115 H: ano nan desu ka
116 E: ah chuko dewa yapparl amerika elgo 01	 1benkyo shite
117 H:	 Luhin nerau we ne1
118 E: kita desho1	 1dakere kochi kite toji we ne zen zen chigau=
119 H:	 ne uh:m1
120 E: =desho1	 rlzumu to l uka l	 1(1.0) nan ka nel
121 H:	 Ieeh eehi	 Leeh eeh	 [uhm
line we mo daijobu daijobu desu[ka
122 E:
	
	
[mo emerika elgo kite ra ire: to
kimasu(laughs) eno 'r' nan ka=
123 H: Ira: tto kuru tte	 ah-ah seishin teki ni iratto kuru wake ne
124 E:	 [Ira	 0_r
125 E: =kitanaI desho1ano mo Igirisu no eigo bakari kilte ite] 	 1amerike
126 H:	 [ah:	 LuhinJ
127 E: eigo kitenal desho kitanal tte r iuk e l	 1sono 'r' toka1
128 H:	 Laah L kurabeara ne	 L(o ne)
129 E: uhm
130 H: uh:m
131 E: uh:m sorede (salgo we-)
132 H:	 '-tebun 'r' no oto we are de yokatta we ne -- ja /kaen/ te
hatsuon shinei de /ka:n/ 1 to (hatsuon suru) gojibun dewa1
133 E:	 Leeh:::	 mo	 ttama ni
nan ka /kaen/ tte itte shimal rnesu kedo1	 1/keen/ tte=
134 H:	 Laah	 leh: uh:m so honto
135 E: =iu toki mo arutte kanji de
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136 H: aah honto
137 E: '/al ke:n/' toka itte ne
138 H: hu:m hu:m--- watashi we betsu ni so lu no nil amen kodawara nal
139 E:	 1-uh:m
eah
140 H: urn demo]
141 E:	 Line bumpo teki niwa issho desu kara ne
142 H: uh:m
143 E: =sukoshi tango ga chigau1lifto toka elebe:ta: toka1
144 H:	 Luh:m to lu yonl	 lum so so sore mo
aru wane:1	 1sore mo aru kara waken nakattari suru koto mo aru
145 E:	 Iuhmj
146 H: (laughs) eno:
147 E: (laughs) neni kenku nesette irun desu ka M-jsan no
148 H:
	
	
.kenkyu tte hodo Ja nai
no
149 E: (laughs) issho ni ko yatte-
150 H:	 iah ja nal ano: Institute wa onnaji nan
dakedomo]	 [M-san wa mo M Phil ka nanka desho1	 FK-san wa ne=
151 E:	 Luh:ml	 [ah: ahi
152 H: =demo watshi we ano: Diploma
153 E: eah
154 H: uhm
155 E: A-san tte gozon.jl nai desu ka
156 H: eeh eh A-san tte[(	 )no
157 E:	 1<	 )ka(laughs)
158 H: ah se no chil sal kate?
159 E: =le ie ie ke ga nagaku te1 1megane kakete1rashharu	 1nihon de=
160 H:
	
	
Lab'	 leab: dokka del
uh: in onamee dake
161 E: nihon de koko no sensei
162 H: koko no sensel ? de yemete irashita no
163 E: mital desu ne mo: sannen me kane kochira de
164 H: eah so:
165 E: yamete
166 H: ah hu:m
167 E: uh:m
168 H: minasan yoku gamberu wa ne:
169 E: onna no hito tsuyoi desu ne(laughs)
170 H: ne:
171 E: onna no hito tsuyol desu ne
172 H: =ah eteshi mo so omou
173 E: onna rio hito no ho ga ooi 1desho
174 H:	 Lool desu ne mite iru to
175 H: honto so omoi mesu yo
176 H: mate nan de kochira niwe? mo goryoshin mo sensei de?
177 E: lye: iro iro animashita kedo watashi ga mukashi chugeku sannen
gural kera mo --moto moto eigo ga suki de1	 1dekara nihon no =
178 H:	 tub: ini
179 E: dalgaku seido ni taisuru1	 1henken mo atten desu kedo1
180 H:	 Lab hempatsu l	Iuhm
181 E: (jibun jishin demo eson de shimatte) sore de mo omolkitte
182 H: goryshln no are ga nakereba demo chotto muri desho
183 E:	 Ltanoshlml--
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184 E:
185 H:
186 E:
187 H:
188 E:
189 H:
190 E:
191 H:
192 E:
193 H:
194 E:
195 H:
196 E:
197 H:
198 E:
199 H:
200 E:
201 H:
202 E:
203 H:
204 E:
205 H:
206 E:
207 H:
208 E:
209 H:
210 E:
211 H:
212 E:
213 H:
214 E:
215 H:
216 E:
217 H:
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219 H:
220 E:
221 H:
222 E:
223 H:
224 E:
225 H:
uchi no oyamo mo (nente iu n desu ka) kodomo no shitel koto seru
-tte lu no	 )
Lah II we ne
oya ma nanke gaikoku tte lu no sukldeshl1ne
Laah (neruhodone)
=ma Ichio sansel shite kureta
eah so desu ka -- sore we totenio Ii jokyo ni aru we ne
uhm
honto nake nake soko made deki riaifdesu yo
Idemo kinsen teki ni. we ne
uhm (1.7) sore we do netten no
zembu oya desu kedo scholarship (
	 )
aah:
sugol tekal desho yappari en ga
ano Tokyo -- wet eshi we Tokyo ne no
ah watashi Kyoto kare nan desu
eb so nan desu ka
waken niasu desho
ma kansel no kate danatte koto wa ne kotobe kera waken masu keredo
kamawanal ano: nan te lu kashira ma Tokyo datte KYoto datte kawera
nal ja nai. bukke to ke kawarlinasu?
sonna kewara naIj-desho	 (	 )
Ikawara nal desho	 soshltara Kyoto shinal?
nain-nain desu kedo 1
	chottto hazure1nan desu kedo
[uhm-um	 luhm-uhm
(sonnani. kawara nal desu yo ne)
=soshltara ma docchlka lu to ma docchika lu to subete no mono ga
Tokyo Kyoto yorimo yasul to omolmasen
ah Iglrisu 1	rondon no1ho ga
	 F(mo) tokal da keredomo1
Luhm	 1no ho ga ne i
	[uh:m
yasul desho1
tblkkuni shimashita
amen yasuin de ne
uhm ima Ichi pondo harau no so oshli gural desu1kara
L ah den den sorewe ne
dakara narete kite no
	 kochira no selkatsu ni subarshil (laughs)
tah so desu yo ne
ah rlchl pondo tsukau nomo oshIi1
twatashi no ne
	 Luhm sore we subarashli
ah wet ashi we ne sokomade ikanal
ah so desu ke (
	 s	 ) ee:to watashi nan ka no no (
	 )
chodo samuku naru toki de
uhm demo omotta hodo minna ga kurumee we samul samui tte Itte
watashi ni sono nanl a motte Ikeare a motte Ike toka iro Iro
[demo heya no naka we ne
=adobaisu shite kureten desu kedo
heya no naka wa attakal desu kare ne
ne:
soto ni dereba=
uhm honto honto anmari (
	 )
ubs
ah so desu ke(1. 1) de Ima we nanl o benkyo nasatte Iru no?
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